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The term “intangible cultural heritage” was created during the programs 
for “safeguarding the cultural assets” carried out by the United Nations 
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) as a natural 
result of the “tangible cultural heritage” activities. Even if the emergence 
of this term is not as old as the over 60-year history of the UNESCO, which 
was established in 1946 by 20 countries including Turkey, there is a long 

“period of searching” and a story. One of the most important paragraph 
headings of this long story is composed of the Convention Concerning 
the Protection of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage, which was 
accepted on 16 November 1972 in the UNESCO General Assembly. The 
aims and principles of this convention, to which Turkey became a party 
in 1983, were defined as studies carried out aimed at safeguarding 
the historical structures, archaeological sites and the natural-cultural 
environment and as cultural heritage that should safeguard the cultural 
tangible structures that were created by humanity over thousands 
of years and the natural environment in which these structures are 
located. The “World Cultural Heritage List”, which was formed based on 
this convention, included 9 historical and natural-cultural heritage sites 
from Turkey, among which are the Great Mosque and Hospital of Divriği, 
Göreme National Park and the Rock Sites of Cappadocia, Historical 
Areas of İstanbul, Hattusa: the Hittite Capital, Nemrut Dağ, Hierapolis-
Pamukkale, Xanthos-Letoon, City of Safranbolu and Archaeological 
Site of Troy. As it can easily be seen when the 851 examples of cultural 
heritage are examined, both from Turkey and from the world, which 
have been included on this list up until the present-day, all of the cultural 
heritages on the list appear to be “historical structures”, “archaeological 
sites belonging to former civilizations” and “natural places with some 
beautiful and cultural features”.

The greatest deficiency expressed by the circles, which made the visual 
and oral cultural studies over time and during the implementation of this 
convention, was the fact that there was not an approach aimed at the 
cultural heritage, which could not be safeguarded due to various factors 
that are the cause of cultural changes or transferred as a heritage from 
ancestors and kept alive by the living culture, persons and the persons 
of the present-day. 

The 1972 Convention started to be criticized by various cultural circles, 
even from the date it was accepted, due to the reasons I enumerated 
above. The UNESCO paid attention to these criticisms in a short period 

Introduction
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of time. It adopted the thesis that besides what is “tangible”, such 
as architecture and the natural environment, it is also necessary to 
safeguard the “intangible” cultural heritage, mainly transmitted by 
language, within the master-apprentice relations from generation to 
generation and in conditions outside of school, that is, what is seen and 
learned in traditional environments. It organized many local, regional 
and international meetings on this subject and attempted to draw the 
attention of humanity on this point. The Recommendation Decision for 
the Safeguarding of the Popular and Traditional Culture adopted in 1989 
at the UNESCO General Conference, was, in a sense, a turning point in 
these activities.

As it can also be observed in the article titled UNESCO, Culture and 
Turkey (Oğuz 2007), in which I considered the dates and periods of the 
cultural activities of the UNESCO, the preparatory activities aimed at 
the convention for the safeguarding of the intangible cultural heritage 
accelerated, especially after this recommendation decision. Throughout 
the 1990s, the UNESCO, just as it did with the 1972 convention, 
attempted to prepare a list of intangible cultural heritage, which should 
be safeguarded by humanity, and to develop projects and programs for 
taking measures aimed at protecting these within certain criteria. One 
of the most important of these programs is the “Proclamation of the 
Masterpieces of the Oral and Intangible Heritage of Humanity”. Copies of 
the “Guide” prepared to acquire functionality to this program were made 
in a short period of time and sent to all of the UNESCO member countries. 
At the conclusion of these activities, proclamations of masterpieces were 
made three times in 2001, 2003 and 2005. The Meddah, Public Storytellers 
Tradition and the Mevlevi Sema Ceremonies from Turkey were accepted 
as Masterpieces of the Oral and Intangible Heritage of Humanity within 
the framework of this program, which reached a total of 90 masterpieces.

The Convention for the Safeguarding of the Intangible Cultural Heritage 
was signed during the 32nd General Conference of the UNESCO on 17 
October 2003 at the conclusion of long talks and discussions of these 
and similar programs and projects. The Convention, which received 
the acceptance vote of a great majority of the 191 member countries 
of the UNESCO at the 32nd General Conference, went into eff ect in a 
short period of time with many countries becoming a party to it. Turkey 
discussed the subject in the Turkish Grand National Assembly (TBMM) 
on 19 January 2006. The Law No. 5448 on Approval of the Ratification of 
the Convention for the Safeguarding of the Intangible Cultural Heritage 
was passed with the positive vote of all of the governing and opposition 
parties. After the ratification by the President, it was published in the 
Off icial Gazette No. 26056 and dated 21 January 2006 and went into eff ect. 
After completing the required procedures, Turkey became a party to the 
convention as the 45th country on 27 March 2006. Turkey was chosen 
to the Intergovernmental Committee having the attribute of the board 
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of directors of the convention at the first Party States General Assembly, 
which convened between 25-27 June 2007. The Intergovernmental 
Committee, which must convene once a year in accordance with the 
convention, held its First Session in Algeria in November 2006, its First 
Extraordinary Session in China in May 2007, its Second Session in Japan 
in September 2007 and its Second Extraordinary Session in Bulgaria 
in February 2008. It was decided to hold its Third Session in Turkey in 
October 2008.

As it can be observed, Turkey provided strong support to the convention, 
both during the preparatory period and after it went into force and also 
continues to provide support. Here, the following question could be 
asked: Why does Turkey place so much importance on this convention? 
As it is known, Turkey is on lands where an important portion of the 
history of the settlement of humans was realized and where animal or 
agricultural production was made. Consequently, the archaeology of 
Turkey operates on one of the important addresses of the ten thousand 
year settlement story of humanity. In Turkey, countless heritages of 
humanity, which should be excavated and safeguarded, are lying under 
the ground and are waiting for new studies to be made. On the other 
hand, the historical structures and archaeological sites having a past 
dating back 2-3 thousand years on the lands of Turkey continue their 
existences as the “tangible” cultural riches of Turkey, along with the 
Turkish-Islamic works of art of the past thousand years. The fact cannot 
be denied that the “intangible” cultural heritage of a geography, which 
formed, safeguarded, kept alive, re-created or added new ones to this rich 
experience is worthy of being safeguarded, researched and transferred 
to the future generations and re-created. On the other hand, the Turkish 
culture, besides the attributes, which show a parallelism with the settled-
agricultural cultures, also has the “nomadic-animal husbandry” and 

“sparsely vegetated plain” experience for thousands of years. It is obvious 
that the historical experiences, the shared memories and experiences 
of the Turks, who domesticated some wild animals, led by horses, cattle 
and sheep of the “steppe lands” region of the world and who established 
strong economies, cultural structures based on these and finally 
established states, most of which were at the level of an empire, have 
a diff erent richness and diversity compared to the other “agricultural” 
cultures and could say new things to humanity. In the geography 
of Turkey that united animal husbandry with wheat agriculture and 
integrated them, the oral-visual richness formed by the Turkish culture, 
just like the ten thousand year underground richness, has not yet been 
discussed, discovered and transferred to the people of the present age by 
being re-created. This great experience, the “nomadic-animal husbandry” 
and “animal husbandry-agricultural” structures, which the people of  the 
present  age have not yet understood and comprehended and are not 
aware of its pleasure and color, have rapidly become distanced from daily 
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life and the processes of transferring them from generation to generation 
have been impeded due to the new cultural attitudes, first of all, focused 
on “city” and “factory” and now on “apartment building” and “market”.

Likewise, when the text and essence of the convention are considered, it 
is emphasized that the structures of the culture, which are created and 
kept alive, are safeguarded with the 1972 convention and are transferred 
and come from master to apprentice, from mother to daughter, from 
father to son and finally from generation to generation. We see that what 
is expressed is the formation in this area of the culture, which should 
be safeguarded as soon as possible against the destructive infl uences 
created by the cultural changes, led by globalization and mass culture. 
From this aspect, the following sentences, which define the intangible 
cultural heritage of the Convention for the Safeguarding of the Intangible 
Cultural Heritage are attracting attention:

Intangible cultural heritage means the practices, 
representations, expressions, knowledge, skills - as well as the 
instruments, objects, artefacts and cultural spaces associated 
therewith - that communities, groups and in some cases 
individuals recognize as part of their cultural heritage. This 
intangible cultural heritage, transferred from generation to 
generation, is constantly recreated by communities and groups 
in response to their environment, their interactions with nature 
and their history, and provides them with a sense of identity 
and continuity, thus promoting respect for cultural diversity 
and human creativity (Oğuz et al. 2005:164).   

The intangible cultural heritage, whose elements are determined and 
defined by the convention, have been studied for a long time to a great 
extent by folklorists, ethnologists and anthropologists and most of the 
time appears in the field called “folklore”. However, to comprehend the 
intangible cultural heritage completely as “folklore” could be deficient 
and misleading. The “Intergovernmental Experts” who participated 
from approximately 191 UNESCO member countries and who carried 
out the preparatory activities of the convention at the UNESCO, came 
to an agreement at the end of long discussions on the subject of not 
using scientific names, such as “folklore”, “ethnology” or “anthropology” in 
the name of the convention. One of the reasons for this was that these 
scientific names had emerged with various theories over a two century 
period and had definitions that were diff erent from each other and it was 
considered that this would create unnecessary debate and confusion. 
Another reason was that the convention also aimed to safeguard the 

“shared memory” areas, which remained outside of the areas venerated 
with sympathy by these disciplines (Oğuz 2007:5-8). By taking these 
concerns into consideration, the conclusion was reached that the 
following fields determined the intangible cultural heritage, which was 
aimed to be safeguarded by the convention:
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a. Oral traditions and expressions, including language as a vehicle of the 
intangible cultural heritage;

b.  Performing arts;
c.  Social practices, rituals and festive events;
d.  Knowledge and practices concerning nature and the universe; and
e. Traditional craftsmanship (Oğuz et al. 2005:164).

The UNESCO, both with what is defined in the convention and with the 
approaches, which acquired clarity in the subsequent activities, first of all 
considers the intangible cultural heritage of the society, which creates 
and safeguards this heritage, and then as the shared memory of all of 
humanity. This shared memory emerged within a historical continuity 
as a shared experience and there will also be a need in the future of 
humanity for this experience. While globalization provides positive 
contributions to the spreading of cultures from society to society and 
from continent to continent, it also plays a single-type role for cultures 
with the mass culture it creates. In response to this negative infl uence, it 
emerges that it is a historical responsibility of mankind to safeguard the 
cultural heritage, which is defined as the intangible cultural heritage, and 
to transfer it to future generations, by using all of the transfer capabilities, 
led by the culture industry, defined in the “Convention on the Protection 
and Promotion of the Diversity of Cultural Expressions” accepted by the 
UNESCO in 2005. Consequently, it is considered as the basic principle of 
the convention to safeguard the intangible cultural heritage, as it can 
also be understood from the name of the convention: 

’Safeguarding’ means measures aimed at ensuring the viability 
of the intangible cultural heritage, including the identification, 
documentation, research, preservation, protection, promotion, 
enhancement, transmission, particularly through formal and 
non-formal education, as well as the revitalization of the various 
aspects of such heritage (Oğuz et al. 2005:164). 

The convention text is composed of nine sections and forty articles. The 
third section covering articles 11-15 has the title of  the “Safeguarding 
of the Intangible Cultural Heritage at the National Level”. The following 
statements in Article 11 titled “The Role of States Parties” is important:

Each State Party shall take the necessary measures to ensure 
the safeguarding of the intangible cultural heritage present in 
its territory (Oğuz et al. 2005:166).

Whereas, there are the following statements in Article 13 titled “Other 
Measures for Safeguarding” in the same section: 

To ensure the safeguarding, development and promotion of 
the intangible cultural heritage present in its territory, each 
State Party shall endeavour to: (a) adopt a general policy 
aimed at promoting the function of the intangible cultural 
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heritage in society, and at integrating the safeguarding of 
such heritage into planning programmes; (b) designate or 
establish one or more competent bodies for the safeguarding 
of the intangible cultural heritage present in its territory; 
(c) foster scientific, technical and artistic studies, as well as 
research methodologies, with a view to eff ective safeguarding 
of the intangible cultural heritage, in particular the intangible 
cultural heritage in danger; (d) adopt appropriate legal, 
technical, administrative and financial measures aimed at: 
(i) fostering the creation or strengthening of institutions for 
training in the management of the intangible cultural heritage 
and the transmission of such heritage through forums and 
spaces intended for the performance or expression thereof; 
(ii) ensuring access to the intangible cultural heritage while 
respecting customary practices governing access to specific 
aspects of such heritage; and (iii) establishing documentation 
institutions for the intangible cultural heritage and facilitating 
access to them (Oğuz et al. 2005:166).

Turkey became an off icial party to the convention on 27 March 2006. 
It started activities to fulfill this promise at a national level. First of all, 
it established an “Intangible Cultural Heritage Specialty Committee” 
within the UNESCO Turkey National Commission. This Committee is 
continuing its activities on “The Convention for the Safeguarding of the 
Intangible Cultural Heritage” signed in 2003. First of all, the Research 
and Training General Directorate of the Ministry of Culture and Tourism 
accelerated the activities for the deciphering procedures and for 
transferring the documents to an electronic environment in order to 
provide an updating and accessibility to the “Folklore Archive”, which 
was established in 1966. Besides these activities, an “Intangible Cultural 
Heritage Administration” Branch Directorate was established in 2007. 
It started to fulfill the responsibilities arising from the convention, led 
by the activities for preparing intangible cultural heritage national 
inventories and lists. The Gazi University Turkish Folklore Research and 
Application Center (THBMER) is in the position of the scientific center 
for the intangible cultural heritage activities in Turkey and is a Member 
of the General Assembly of the UNESCO Turkey National Commission. It 
has provided contributions and scientific support to the responsibilities 
defined in Articles 11 and 13 with scientific activities, publications, the 
meetings it has organized and finally with the “Intangible Cultural 
Heritage Museum” that was established and some experiences were 
transferred to this book. As it can be understood from this and similar 
examples, it is observed with pleasure that Turkey is making eff orts to 
fulfill the responsibilities stemming from the convention article given 
above and what is more important, it is making eff orts to safeguard 
and transfer the Turkish intangible cultural heritage to the future 
generations and continues to acquire new dimensions with new 
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projects. Whereas, we are still far from being able to say that all of 
these activities have been transformed into a widespread and eff ective 
societal awareness. 

In places that we can define as regions where the process of 
industrialization was late up until the end of the twentieth century 
and that became the arena of the strong economies that wanted to 
establish global sovereignty in the twenty-first century, local or national 
oral culture products that the Convention for the Safeguarding of the 
Intangible Cultural Heritage places great importance on safeguarding 
and transferring to the future generations, was set aside and scorned 
for many reasons, such as “unconsciousness”, “feeling of inferiority”, 

“the reciprocal negative infl uence of the nationalist or pro-class 
interpretations of folklore in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries”. 
Moreover, it was attempted to erase its traces by developing “off icial 
policies”. In many countries like these, the global and mass culture was 
defined as the contemporary and modern culture. It was attempted to 
make people forget the structures and attitudes outside of the global 
and mass culture by considering them not to exist, by disapproving 
of them or by punishing them. The Convention on the Protection 
and Promotion of the Diversity of Cultural Expressions was accepted 
by the UNESCO during the 33rd General Conference held in 2005. 
In this convention, it was wanted that the geographical, local and 
national colors, which determine the cultural richness and diversity, 
be emphasized in a stronger manner in the programs carried out 
based on the 1972 and 2003 conventions in the mass communication 
channels, such as the cinema, media, music and Internet in particular, 
by defending that the unawareness towards national cultures has 
day-by-day brought the world into a condition of a single culture. 
This awareness, when it is evaluated along with the knowledge that 
on the average 75-85 percent of the world cinemas and television 
channels have remained dependent on the productions produced 
by one to two global monopolies, then it can be understood to what 
extent the national cultures are under a global threat. While a world 
cultural institution, such as the UNESCO, sees the dangers of these 
developments on behalf of mankind, it is also emerging on its own that 
it is necessary for the Turkish people to no longer remain unconcerned 
about their own cultural sources. The cultural erosion experienced in 
many regions of the world is a subject that has been discussed for a long 
time as “East-West” centered cultural clashes in a geography in which 
Turkey is also located. The viewpoint of the UNESCO on this problem, 
which can be qualified as becoming distant from our own culture by 
considering another culture to be superior, acquired clarity in the texts 
of this convention in the form of “all cultures are valuable; the cultural 
diversity and richness of mankind is dependent on safeguarding these 
cultures and transferring them to the future generations”.
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Just as humanity boorishly destroyed, burned and eliminated the 
structures belonging to the previous civilizations built thousands 
or ten thousands of years ago prior to the 1972 convention, a similar 
application was also applied to the intangible cultural heritage prior 
to the 2003 convention. Consequently, the convention also places 
importance on societal awareness as well as off icial safeguarding and 
on mass education as well as the off icial education in schools. Problems 
like these were taken into consideration and formulated in Article 14 
with the title “Education, Awareness-raising and Capacity-building”: 

Each State Party shall endeavour, by all appropriate means, to: 
(a) ensure recognition of, respect for, and enhancement of the 
intangible cultural heritage in society, in particular through: (i) 
education, awareness-raising and information programmes, 
aimed at the general public, in particular young people; 
(ii) specific educational and training programmes with the 
communities and groups concerned; (iii) capacity-building 
activities for the safeguarding of the intangible cultural 
heritage, in particular in management and scientific research; 
and (iv) non-formal means of transmitting knowledge; (b) 
keep the public informed of the dangers threatening such 
heritage, and of the activities carried out in pursuance of this 
Convention; and (c) promote education for the protection 
of natural spaces and places of memory whose existence 
is necessary for expressing the intangible cultural heritage 
(Oğuz et al. 2005:167).

Folk Culture Courses in National Education

In connection with these statements of the convention, the Board of 
Instruction and Education of the Ministry of National Education of 
the Republic of Turkey contacted the UNESCO National Commission 
and the Research and Education General Directorate of the Ministry 
of Culture and Tourism. It was decided to put “Folk Culture” courses 
into the curriculum of the sixth to eighth grades in primary school 
in accordance with the aims and principles of the convention after a 
meticulous preparatory study carried out by experts in the field. The 
Folk Culture courses were taught in the sixth grade throughout Turkey 
as a one-hour elective course during the 2006-2007 School Year. It is 
being taught in the seventh grade during the 2007-2008 School Year 
and will be taught in the eighth grade during the 2008-2009 School 
Year. The Board of Instruction and Education plans to change these 
courses from an “elective” status to an “obligatory” status after a 
brief experimental period. These courses could be assumed to be an 
eff ective and important tool for the safeguarding of the intangible 
cultural heritage and for transferring it to the future generations. The 
fields of learning of these courses are determined to be “Folklore” (field 
of study), “Societal Practices”, “Globalization and Folk Culture”, “Folk Arts”, 
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“Music, Games and Entertainment”, “Oral Expressions” and “Folklore” (of 
a particular group). In accordance with these fields, the subjects of 
intangible cultural heritage will be divided in the courses in the sixth, 
seventh and eighth grades. A method has been followed that aims to 
have the students learn mainly by being entertained and to transform 
what they learn into contemporary cultural production forms. To 
develop and continue these types of courses and activities is of rather 
great importance from the aspect of both the targets of the convention 
and for the safeguarding of the Turkish cultural assets. Likewise, the 
experts who have prepared the curricula of the courses, on the one 
hand, have placed in the curricula of the courses the intangible cultural 
heritage defined by the convention and its designated components, 
and on the other hand, have developed techniques aimed at providing 
for the students between the ages of 12-15 learning by being 
entertained, by being curious and most important of all by criticizing. 
It has been targeted for the students to orient themselves in every 
field and moment of their lives toward the intangible cultural heritage 
education by placing importance on museum visits and by accessing 
visual aids within the developing techniques and finally by making use 
of supplementary sources, such as this reference book (MEB TTKB 2006). 
The main headings of the folk culture courses that will be taught in 
the sixth to eight grades of primary education in the manner adopted 
by the Board of Instruction and Education of the Ministry of National 
Education were formed in the following manner under the name of 

“Fields of Learning and Units of the Primary School Folk Culture Courses”: 

FIELD OF 
LEARNING

SIXTH GRADE
Unit

SEVEN GRADE
Unit

EIGHT GRADE
Unit

FOLKLORE Folk and Culture  Sources of Folk 
Culture

Tradition and Change

SOCIETAL
PRACTICES

Transition Periods Religious Festivals, 
National Holidays 

& Celebrations

Folk Beliefs

FOLK ARTS Clothes, Finery and 
Adornment

Traditional 
Handicrafts

Folk Architecture

ORAL
EXPRESSIONS

Riddles, Playful 
Formulas & Tales

1) Folk Poetry
2) Anecdotes  

1) Poverbs - Idiom
2) Myths - Legends

3) Epics and Folk 
Stories

FOLKLORE Folk Cuisine Folk Medicine 1) Folk Law
2) Folk Calendar

MUSIC, GAME &
ENTERTAINMENT

Children’s Game
& Toys

1) Folk Music
2) Folk Dance

Folk Teater

GLOBALIZATION
& FOLK CULTURE

Awareness of 
Safeguarding the
Cultural Heritage

Culture Tourism Museum and Folklore 
Museum Curatorship
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In case these targets are reached within 8-10 years, then from among 
the students who have taken these courses, those who continue 
their great interests and academic developments, when they begin 
their work life in an eff ective manner, will form unique, new and 
lively squares in their professions. They will implement what they 
have learned in these courses and we will all see together in the 
future that they will be able to create areas of work and employment 
by transforming the data, which are also the economic yields of the 
experiences in this field. 

The same images, motifs, types and knowledge are repeated, due 
to the fact that the intangible cultural heritage formed with the 
experience and accumulation of thousands of years is not taught, 
transferred and consequently, not made use of and re-created by 
both the formal education and the non-formal education and mass 
communications institutions. New sources of inspiration are not found 
in many fields, such as science, art, administration, economy and 
communications. I want to discuss here some examples from Turkey in 
particular to problems, such as the single typecasting, getting shallow 
and not making new and unique creations that arise from these types 
of repetitions and ignorance, which confront us as a problem in the 
world in general. 

“Day Nursery Language” Instead of “Mother Tongue”
The intangible cultural heritage, both as it is defined in the convention 
and as it is known as a valid and widespread area of experience for 
everyone, is a lively heritage produced and kept alive and transferred 
to the future generations by being transmitted “from ear to ear” and 

“from generation to generation”. The most important organs of transfer 
of this heritage are “language” and “eyes”. In the present-day, in the 
world in general and in Turkey in particular, the population is rapidly 
becoming urbanized and due to various economic, cultural and social 
reasons, women are no longer living at home just to raise children. 
They are also taking a place in an even stronger manner in business life. 
This is creating the roles of “working mother”, as in the advertisement 
film, I can have children as well as a career. It has become impossible for 
working mothers within their present life conditions to transfer to their 
children the oral culture that they learned in the natural and traditional 
cultural transfer environments from their ancestors spread over time, 
by experimenting, by trying and erring, and by seeing and hearing. 
Every day, early in the morning working mothers are obliged to leave 
their children at day nurseries or with babysitting mothers and to pick 
them up when they leave work in the evening and at late hours most 
of the time. If there are no meetings or trips out of town, then they are 
only able to spend time with their children on the weekends. When it is 
taken into consideration that a part of the time spent together with their 
children passes with domestic jobs, such as washing dishes and fixing 
food in the kitchen and washing clothes and bathing in the bathroom, 
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then it is observed that the time mothers spend with their children is 
very restricted and that it also includes such vital requirements within 
this limitation. How much can we mention “mother tongue” and the 
culture transmitted with this language within such a mother-child 
communication? It remains that it is a foreseeable matter that such 
a “time destitute” mother could not be together with her child as a 
visitor, at weddings, holidays, funerals, festivals, at work done in the 
collective labor method and in a similar conversation environment 
where the oral culture is transferred intensively. Due to all of these 
reasons, in the present-day society the expression mother tongue of 
the Turkish of the mother to her child ceases to express “she taught 
the child to stand on his/her own feet, she taught the child to work” as 
was said by Bahtiyar Vahapzade, the Azerbaijani poet. It has assumed 
the condition of being the language of the day nursery where the child 
goes or of the society in which the child was born. Who is going to tell 
the story of “The Phoenix Bird”, which was told by grandmothers to the 
former generations on the long winter nights, to the child who grows 
up under a bombardment of mass communications media in such an 
urban environment? Who is going to teach the child when he/she goes 
to see someone who was born to say “congratulations” or when he/
she goes to mourn to say “May his/her abode be heaven”? Who will 
mention “Hızır Baba, who brings health, abundance and plenty” next 
to the lovable Father Christmas figure, who distributes gifts? Who will 
remember Köroğlu when they learn about Robin Hood, who took from 
the rich and gave to the poor? When mentioning Romeo as the symbol 
of loving to death, who will tell the story of Kerem, who suff ered with 
a “lament” when he received the news of the death of his beloved Şirin, 
or the story of Ferhat who threw his pickax in the air and held his head 
under it, or the story of Kamber who died for Arzu? The mother tongue 
taught by the mother to the child in the past without feeling the need 
for any day nursery education or any school program was teaching 
the oral culture, both as oral and as visual and also applying it.  Today, 
just as the learning of language is under the responsibility of the day 
nursery and school, then if no one is saying, this is your mother tongue, 
it is not necessary to teach it to you, then in order to be able to keep 
alive the intangible cultural heritage is dependent upon the awareness 
of the institutions providing education aimed at preschool education, 
whether it is private or off icial, led by the Ministry of National Education.

Without a doubt, the problem of the transfer of the oral culture that 
I have passed through  “mother” by acting from the term “mother 
tongue”, should also be treated as a family problem. The Turkish family 
has changed rapidly in the urbanization periods and with the spread 
of the “nuclear family”, the role of “grandmothers” and “grandfathers” in 
the recognition of traditional culture codes by the children has been 
reduced to a minimum. They are able to talk with their grandchildren 
on special days, such as holidays and weddings. Thus, first of all the “tale 
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grandmother” has been erased from the minds of children who belong 
to an urban nuclear family. This was an important symbol showing that 
it has become diff icult to transfer to the future generations through 
words the oral cultural experience of thousands of years. No doubt, 
besides the fact of the working mother in the city, “naturally” there 
is also the “working father”. How much time working fathers spend 
together with their children is a matter, which is known with statistics. It 
cannot be said that they have suff icient time, opportunity and perhaps 
even most important than this, the place for transferring to their own 
children the oral culture that they have learned themselves from the 
previous generations. It is observed that almost all of the means for 
transferring intangible cultural heritage from generation to generation 
are blocked, when the infl uence of the relationship established 
between “city” and “modernity” in the developing countries is added 
to the oral culture that becomes worthless.

What curricula is followed on the subject of  “culture education” for 
the 0-6 years of age children at the preschool educational institutions 
called “Children’s Day Center” or “Day Nursery”, including the 
preschools connected to the Society for the Protection of Children? 
Which institutions or boards are supervising the education given? 
Even more importantly, from which schools did the teachers or 
instructors who teach these children graduate? To what extent have 
they received education to acquaint the children left in their care with 
their own real cultures and to teach them according to that culture? All 
of these are questions that should be considered by those who plan 
education at the macro and micro level. As one who has examined in 
detail some nursery schools and their educational curricula, I saw with 
sorrow that the responsibility of safeguarding the intangible cultural 
heritage and transferring it to the future generations has not been 
internalized in these places. Children who have undergone such an 
educational process are able to say the expression, “may you recover 
soon”, as though they were visiting a sick patient, to a relative of the 
deceased at a funeral ceremony or to say the expression of wish “may 
he/she rest in peace” (said of a non-Muslim), which refl ects the belief 
of another culture that they learned on television. Without a doubt, 
the basic problem that lies beneath this and similar situations is that 
the children 0-18 years of age do not learn in the urban areas the 
intangible cultural heritage, which is learned within the family in the 
rural areas. These and similar results emerge due to the fact that there 
are no lessons with the title or contents of “culture education” within 
the educational system. These types of problems will also grow and 
continue as long as the young people cut off  their ties with the oral 
culture and as long as there is a transition from the rural areas to the 
urban areas and a transition from the extended family to the nuclear 
family. Animated cartoons dubbed with Turkish that are broadcast 
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throughout the day on private television channels are coding the 
cultural attitudes and behaviors of the children growing up in the 
urban areas, even from birth on. It is natural that none of these codes 
are the codes of the culture in which the child was born. Consequently, 
in the near future, when “congratulations” (lit. may your eyes be bright) 
is said, the person would look in the mirror to see if there is a problem 
in his/her eye. When “may your life be spared” (condolence) (lit. may 
your head be sound) is said, the thought that generations will be 
encountered that bring their hands to their heads, could be considered 
to be an exaggerated expression, which tries to attract attention to the 
problem for today, but in the distant future, the wish expressions, such 
as idioms, proverbs and applause-curse and the secondary meanings 
of these words that are not learned and known could be considered 
natural in the world of children.

The cultural production and consumption forms of the contemporary 
city are upsetting the multi-cultural nature of humanity in the tongs 
of elimination of two areas called “universal” and “popular”. In the 
manner envisaged, the Convention for the Safeguarding of the 
Intangible Cultural Heritage, which emerged as an awareness against 
this deterioration, gains importance for every country to safeguard 
the cultural heritage on its own territories and to transfer it to future 
generations. Especially, in response to the oral education areas 
becoming ineff ective, it is necessary to form approaches that will 
provide a place within the contemporary city for the written cultural 
transfer areas of the intangible cultural heritage, led by the educational 
institutions.

The Rich World of the Performing Arts

The following should never be forgotten that in contrast to the 
countries that have become industrialized or have passed beyond 
the industrialization processes, Turkey’s oral culture is also continuing 
its vitality today. Even in Turkey today, the folk artists set forth their 
improvised artistic products by using the oral forms. Improvisation, 
which confronts us as a superiority expected from contemporary 
artists and on which great value is placed by the mass communications 
media, is living in a lively manner among the people, even today, as a 
characteristic that is in the nature of the oral Turkish culture. The views 
of Walter J. Ong, who emphasized the value of orality or oral creativity 
defined as the “secondary oral culture”, said that it has returned in the 
technological age. In the book titled A is for Ox: Violence, Electronic 
Media, and the Silencing of the Written Word, Barry Sanders said that 
oral education strengthened judgment and the approaches that it 
decreased the tendency to violence in young people, draws attention 
to another aspect of the intangible cultural heritage and from another 
aspect of why it is necessary to safeguard it.
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Today, the Ministry of Culture and Tourism keeps records through the 
“Living Folk Poets’ Information Form”. The number of the folk poets and 
story creators, known with the names of “folk poet”, “folk wandering 
minstrel” or even more “minstrel” followed from the Information and 
Document Center of the General Directorate of Research and Education  
exceeds one thousand. The rich artistic world of these folk artists, who 
can sing improvised folk songs for hours with the accompaniment of 
folk stringed instruments, such as the bağlama (long-necked, three 
double-stringed instrument), divan sazı (largest of the plucked 
string instruments), cura (small long-necked three double stringed 
instrument) and kemençe (small violin played like a cello) in every 
place where they perform and who can narrate stories, are carrying 
them from the past to the present and future.  These artists, who are 
at the focus of many artistic performances today, preserve the ability 
to recite improvised poems by not using sounds, such as “b”, “p” and 

“m” that can be produced with the joining of two lips with a pin put 
between their lips in a manner they learned from their masters and are 
making performances based on this. Such an artistic performance is 
also interesting for the world and for the present-day artistic activities. 
However, to become aware of this diff erence as a diversity and richness, 
it is necessary to make comparative studies for sharing this with the 
world and for becoming aware of the local riches.

Just as in many countries of the world, Turkey also has a rich shadow 
theater repertoire, area of art and successful masters. Karagöz also 
spread to the other Ottoman territories during the Ottoman State 
period. It is a unique area of art presented by blending it with the rich 
examples of Turkish music and as improvisation through the shadow 
theater technique of the Turkish theater and perception of humor. It 
is necessary to revitalize this field of intangible cultural heritage that 
has been distanced and attempted to be forgotten from the folk life 
by the non-formal and formal educational systems, which are under 
the infl uence of the fashions created or spread by the modern theater, 
cinema and finally television. Ways should be sought to keep alive 
this unique art that uses many techniques together, such as theater, 
music, words, poems and improvisation and to find apprentices to 
continue the arts of the Karagöz artists, whose numbers are gradually 
decreasing. The international activity called “Intangible Cultural 
Heritage: Living Karagöz” organized jointly by the Gazi University 
Turkish Folklore Research and Application Center, the General 
Directorate of Research and Education of the Ministry of Culture and 
Tourism, the UNESCO Turkish National Commission and the Union 
Internationale de la Marionnette (UNIPA) National Center brought 
together artists and scientists and the symposium book published 
was an important beginning from the aspect of setting forth the 
present-day situation and problems of the art and of taking measures. 
It emerges as a national and international responsibility within the 
scope of safeguarding the targets of the culture to keep alive this area 
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of heritage where the numbers of elderly artistic masters is gradually 
decreasing and that has diff iculty in finding young apprentices and to 
transfer it to future generations as a unique area of culture and theater.

Two of the Turkish performing arts have been included among the 
“Proclamation of the Masterpieces of the Oral and Intangible Heritage 
of Humanity”: the Meddah (Public Storytellers) Tradition and the 
Mevlevi Sema Ceremonies. The oral style and improvised storytelling 
is being continued today by a limited number of public storytellers 
and minstrels. Whereas, the Mevlevi Sema Ceremonies draw attention 
as an area of art that has gradually spread and been adopted by the 
world. But certainly Turkey’s performing arts are not limited to these. 
For example, there are many forms of gathering, which find their 
expression within the performing arts and are sources due to many 
religious or non-religious reasons, such as the “Semah” of the Alevi-
Bektashi culture that have the traces of the Shamanistic rites of the 
Turks prior to Islam and that were enriched with the contributions of 
the Islamic period; the “Barana Conversations” held in the environs of 
Balıkesir; the “Friend Conversations” that are the symbol of Çankırı; 
and the “Sıra Evenings”, which became widespread in Southeastern 
Anatolia, led by Şanlıurfa and that spread throughout Turkey in recent 
years. These places provide for keeping alive the areas, such as the rich 
expression, poetry, dance, music and cuisine culture of the folk culture 
and for transferring them to future generations.  

The “folk song singers” who are called “local artists” in Turkey, transmit 
both what they have produced themselves as well as the melodies they 
have learned from the master artists in the past and are continuing 
to recreate melodies. Anonymous folk songs and dirges still continue 
to be produced in Anatolia at the folk weddings, holidays and the 
houses where there is a funeral. At the same time, these dirges and 
folk songs indicate the intangible cultural heritage areas that should 
be safeguarded and the cultural richnesses and sharings of the 
environments where they are produced.

Rituals, Festivals and Holidays

Turkey’s cultural richness and diversity is also somewhat nourished 
from its geographical and climatic diff erences. In Turkey, which 
experiences four seasons during the year, celebrations based on 
seasons are frequently encountered. For example, the passage rituals 
from winter to summer start in January to February and continue 
until May to June, according to the local diff erences. The end of 
harvest ceremonies in the autumn are also like this. In areas where 
animal husbandry is widespread, “turning the rams into the herd at 
breeding time” in the autumn and the “breeding season” ceremonies 
in the spring are in the forefront. In regions where there is plant 
agriculture, “harvesting grapes” in the autumn and “Hıdrellez”(festival 
held on 6 May to celebrate the coming of spring) in the spring are in 
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the forefront. Besides the rich spring feasts extending from Nevruz 
(Nauruz, celebration on 21 March at the vernal equinox) to Cigor 
Holiday (celebration on first Monday of February every year in Siirt), 
from Crocus Day to Egg Holiday and from the festival held on 6 May 
to celebrate the coming of spring to May Seventh (celebrated on 20 
May according to the Gregorian calendar), some rituals are performed 
in every period of the year and there are countless ceremonies and 
forms of gathering made for some of the celebrations. A study made 
by the Gazi University Turkish Folklore Research and Application 
Center showed that these types of celebrations are also continuing 
their existence in an eff ective manner in the present-day (The Living 
Traditional Celebrations in Turkey in 2005).

The Handicrafts Tradition
Handicrafts, which have entered into a period of extinction in response 
to the mass production techniques presented by the technological 
developments, have started once again to become the favorite of the 
world in recent years, because a conscious consumer group has started 
to be formed that wants to avoid many mass-produced products 
that use various chemicals. On the other hand, the production of 
handicrafts, which is diff icult, artistic, of high quality and unique, has 
once again attracted groups to itself after the fabrication fashion. Many 
handicraft fields, techniques, skills and experiences disappeared within 
this period. Perhaps it will no longer be possible for humanity to obtain 
that experience once again in many fields. Nevertheless, Turkey has 
still not lost the opportunity to safeguard many handicraft traditions, 
which have come from the past to the present-day and which are at 
the stage of disappearing today and to transfer them to the future, 
because some branches of art still continue to be carried out by a few 
elderly masters. In a study made by the Gazi University Turkish Folklore 
Research and Application Center, a cross-section is given about the 
handicraft examples that continue to exist in the present-day (The 
Living Handicrafts in Turkey in 2004).

Even the weaving fields, which have widespread use and fame, such 
as the Şile light cotton cloth, Bayburt seamless white garment and 
the Buldan cloth are under the threat of disappearing in the present-
day. Besides these, traditional professions, such as coppersmithing, 
tinsmithing, rope making, blacksmithing, packsaddle making and 
saddlery have entered into a period of extinction, because the 
production of these professions have ceased to be a part of the 
consumption of the people. However, it is necessary to be aware that 
the disappearance of these professions is a deficiency, both in the 
historical reanimations, such as movies and cinema, and especially in 
the teaching of the folk history to the future generations. For example, 
I do not know if there is a need to explain how necessary a blacksmith, 
rope maker, rawhide sandal maker, saddler and packsaddle maker are 
for a movie that describes the Turkish War of Independence?
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The Lack of Awareness of the Mass Communications Media

The industry, which creates cultural products with written, oral and 
visual mass communications media, is not yet suff iciently aware of 
this convention and the cultural experience this convention aims to 
safeguard. If the profound infl uence on the societal structure and the 
cultural perception of the society it is taken into consideration, then 
it will be observed that this sector, which we define as the media, is 
in a great void from the aspect of the awareness of the intangible 
cultural heritage in this field. The mass communications media of 
the contemporary city, led by television, present some cultures in 
their own contexts and components added to the contemporary 
city life under the name of  “universal” or “popular”. The intangible 
cultural heritage, which does not find a place for itself in the field 
of formal education, is also transferred to the field of nonformal 
education. For example, in the surveys I made among young university 
students, a great majority of them had never heard the names of 
examples from the Turkish intangible cultural heritage, such as “Saya 
Gezme” (spectator entertainment in villages), “Crocus Day”, “Seventh 
May” and “turning the rams into the herd at breeding time” and I 
learned that at least they were informed about celebrations, such as 

“Halloween” or “Thanksgiving”. None of these are in the textbooks of 
the Turkish contemporary city educational institutions. Then how do 
the city youth, who do not recognize their own intangible cultural 
heritages, reach the popular knowledge coming from other cultures 
and recognize these practices? The answer to this is clear: All of the 
mass communications media and places, which serve the function 
of the nonformal educational institutions of the city, are formatting 
themselves according to the contemporary city formed by the global 
cultures. 

The biased and single type eff ects of the mass culture are gradually 
observed more easily in recent years, when private and even 
international television channels have been established and make 
broadcasts easily. On the one hand, the hundreds of series broadcast 
on many television channels refl ect the amusing results of the well-
intentioned eff orts of the scenarists and directors, who have not 
received education on the intangible cultural heritage, but who want 
to make use of the traditional culture, and on the other hand, it is the 
scene of examples that make their own cultures negative without 
realizing it at all:

From Köroğlu to Robin Hood

Robin Hood became widespread in the world as the cultural code of 
taking from the rich and giving to the poor. This becoming widespread 
is also in the form of taking the place of local types that resemble him. 
The function in the form of Robin Hood taking from the rich and giving 
to the poor is also an important motif of the “Köroğlu” stories that 
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have been told for a long time by the Turkish folk poets and public 
storytellers. This is the most important motif in the memories of the 
people within the many stories told about Köroğlu. Whereas, due to 
the fact that the field of mass culture in Turkey has not been included 
in the educational periods, he has been completely forgotten and 
global alternatives have been set forth in his place. A reference is 
made to Robin Hood as a global motif, while Köroğlu is not included 
as a local motif within such an abstract thought in a television series. 
According to the story in the series, the former boss of the bosses, who 
is qualified as “baron”, has died and a younger person has taken his 
place. Those around him give him advice by saying, “If you take from 
the rich and give to the poor like Robin Hood, then your baronage 
will be adopted in a short period of time”. It is extremely natural in 
such a situation for a series scenarist, who is around 30 years of age, 
to remember Robin Hood. It is natural, because Robin Hood, with this 
characteristic, has taken his place in the shared memory of a recent 
generation, both with the illustrated, cartoon story books and in the 
animated cartoons shown on television channels, series and movies 
that can be easily reached by children. Whereas, if the scenarist had 
listened to the folk poets and public storytellers, who tell the Köroğlu 
stories, led by Behçet Mahir; if the stories taken from these sources had 
been transformed into children’s books; if animated cartoons had been 
made from these; if the series made by the Turkish Radio and Television 
(TRT) in the single channel period has been filmed with better quality 
and more successfully; and while the Turkish film industry filmed more 
movies in which women became a prostitute, which is even more 
than the number of women who became prostitutes; if place had 
been given to Köroğlu in several good quality productions, then I am 
sure that it would have been possible for the young scenarist to recall 
Köroğlu as “the cultural code of taking from the rich and giving to the 
poor” on the lands of Anatolia before Robin Hood on the British lands. 
If you cannot learn at home, if you cannot find it at the bookstore, if 
you cannot see it at school, if you cannot watch it on television, how 
would you attribute a cultural element to a shared memory and how 
would you remember and use it when it is appropriate? As the natural 
result of using such a memory, I should add the following declaration 
of the son that was broadcast on the television channels after the 
death of someone who was sentenced for swindling the rich and state 
administrators, including one of the former prime ministers: “My father 
was the Robin Hood of this age”.

From Kerem and Aslı to Romeo and Juliet 

In the present-day, the symbols of loving each other to death have lost 
their richness and diversity in the world. The descriptions of the mass 
communications media for two people who love each other is the 
same: The Romeo and Juliet of the century. Romeo and Juliet have been 
established in the shared memory as a symbol of emotion, passion and 
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loving to death. Without a doubt, it is formal and nonformal cultural 
education that transformed them into a global culture and humanity 
into a form of shared memory. However, there are many stories, which 
resemble this symbol in the Turkish intangible cultural heritage and 
these stories have been forgotten. From now on, Leyla and Mecnun, 
Kerem and Aslı, Ferhat and Şirin and Arzu and Kamber are not in the 
shared memory of the new generations. 

From Jar to Broom: Witch

If you would look at the “witch” series broadcast on the television 
channels in recent years, you would think that there was no information, 
documents, motifs or figures in this field in the Turkish culture. The 

“Sweet Witch” image, which started in the single channel period, is 
reproduced in many series with small changes and presented to the 
public. The figures are the same, the movements are the same, the 
clothing is the same, the chateaus are the same and the mythological 
heroes are the same. Whereas, if the fear myths, led by the witch in 
the Turkish culture were used in these series, I believe that these 
series would find even more viewers. However, where would these 
young and “inexperienced” scenarists, who did not receive cultural 
education and who were not raised in an oral cultural environment, 
acquire this information in these fields? All of the witches ride brooms. 
It is as though it is the inescapable result of being a witch. Whereas, 
there is an idiom in the Turkish oral culture: To blow one’s top (fig. to 
ride large earthenware jars). I wonder who rides large earthenware 
jars? In the legends, tales and stories, which are the oral examples of 
the Turkish intangible cultural heritage, the witches are portrayed as 
women who fl y on a large earthenware jar and who are old, ugly and 
always want to do evil. Whereas, what we have been taught as “sweet 
witch”  according to the legends are the “fairies” who generally go 
around in the form of a dove, whose country is Kaf Dağı (a mythical 
mountain), the passionate love of princes and the nightmare of 
married women for taking their husbands from them. In these series, 
vampires, Draculas, ghosts and werewolves are presented with bad 
adaptations taken from the Western movies as though they were the 
Turkish intangible cultural heritage. The young directors and scenarists 
of the media cannot enter into the rich, colorful and diff erent world 
of Father Christmas next to Hızır Baba, vampires or Dracula next to Al 
Karısı and Kocolos and ghosts next to the fearsome ghost legends for 
the reasons I enumerated above. 

From Jewelry Given to the Bride by the Bridegroom, on the 
First Sight of Her Face, to the Ill Omen of Seeing the Bride in Her 
Wedding Gown

The richest and most magnificent examples of the Turkish intangible 
cultural heritage are emerging at the holidays, festivals and weddings 
where groups of people come together and are entertained around 
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certain rules. The most important rules of the Turkish wedding culture 
formed on the bride and the wedding gown are passed through the 

“veil”. ”Veil covering” is the name of one of the important ceremonies 
made for the bride who will go to the home of her husband. 
Consequently, the first and important action that should be made 
by the bridegroom who enters the bridal chamber is to attach the 
gift called “jewelry given to the bride by the bridegroom, on the first 
sight of her face” and in case this gift is accepted, to open the veil. “To 
open the veil” is the name of the ceremony held the day after the 
wedding night at the house of the bridegroom. As it can be observed, 
the veil has more priority and importance than the wedding gown 
in Turkish wedding culture. However, as it can be observed in the 
movies produced by the global culture, the wedding gown acquires 
importance in some cultures and beliefs connected to this appear. 
One of these is the belief that it is an ill omen for the bridegroom to 
see the bride in her wedding gown before the wedding. As someone 
who has studied the Turkish folk culture, I can say that such a belief has 
not been collected in the Turkish oral culture. However, in recent years 
the young directors and scenarists are showing this belief as though 
it were within the Turkish culture in the series they film. This global 
tradition is shown as though it were experienced among the people of 
Anatolia in many television series and movies.

From Woman Who Helps and Attends a Bride to Bridesmaid

One of the wedding traditions we are accustomed to seeing in 
global series and movies is the “best man” and – somehow I could 
not understand the reason for translating it to Turkish as “nedime” 
(bridesmaid)! – “woman who helps and attends a bride” motifs. 
In contrast to this, such a motif could not be used in the Turkish 
series and movies within the past 30-40 years. Whereas, one of the 
most important areas of performance of the Turkish oral culture is 
composed of an unbelievable area of richness on the “best men” and 

“women who help and attend brides” in the wedding culture formed of 
comical, dramatic, dangerous and exciting duties, jokes and roles. At 
the same time, the best man and the woman who helps and attends 
a bride are the teachers who teach “sexuality” to the bridegroom and 
bride. The life safety of the bridegroom is entrusted to the best man 
and the life safety of the bride is entrusted to the woman who helps 
and attends a bride. The experience formed on the jokes, games and 
punishments established on the abduction of the bridegroom and the 
negligence of the best man in this are forgotten from one day to the 
next. It is such that not transferring this culture to the new generations, 
just as the best man and bridesmaid motifs encountered in the global 
series and movies are not found in the Turkish culture, it is also the 
cause of mistaken ideas among the young generations. In a television 
series, a young actor says to his friend who is getting married, “I want 
to be your best man”. Since the best man form appearing in the minds 
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stems completely from the global culture, the young scenarist has the 
actor speak as follows: “This best man stuff  is an American-like matter, 
I don’t want it.”

From the Bridegroom Hamam to the Stag Party

The Bridegroom and Bride hamams form one of the most important 
practices within the Turkish wedding culture. The Bridegroom 
Hamam is one of the important practices of the bridegroom 
preparing for the wedding and held prior to the wedding and at 
which only young men attend, led by the young married man who 
assumes the duty of best man. The Bride Hamam resembles this 
and only young women and girls attend, led by the young married 
woman who assumes the duty of woman who helps and attends 
a bride. This practice, which has the functions, such as preparing 
the bridegroom and bride separately for the wedding, wedding 
chamber and marriage, bathing, cleanliness and becoming cultured, 
is one of the extremely ceremonial and strong wedding practices 
of Anatolia. There is a “stag party” that the Turkish media learned 
from the global movies and from the mass culture that produced 
these movies and it is used in various forms in series and movies. 
As a person who has studied the Turkish folk culture, I have not 
encountered such a practice within the Turkish wedding tradition, 
neither in the oral sources, nor in the studies made on this subject. 
However, the young Turkish scenarists do not see any drawbacks in 
showing as though it were a living practice in the Anatolian folklore 
for a long time. They have the villagers coming from the Black Sea 
high plateaus to the traditional neighborhoods of İstanbul organize 
a “stag party” and transfer a global motif to a local environment. It 
is necessary for the young film makers who make these films to be 
informed of the conventions for the safeguarding of the intangible 
cultural heritage and on the protection and promotion of the 
diversity of cultural expressions and the targets of these conventions 
and to make an eff ort to create an awareness and sensitivity that 
considers these richnesses to be valuable.

From Ali to Achilles 

Not using the Turkish intangible cultural heritage by the urban 
shared memory, just as in every field of the media, has also been 
the cause of new shared memories entering into the circuit in the 
field of sports. On one of the soccer programs broadcast on the 
weekends, the speaker, when narrating the game played between 
two old rivals, used the expression, “both teams fought chest to 
chest on the mid-field, like Achilles and Hercules”. An important 
link of the public storyteller tradition in the Turkish oral culture is 
composed of the semi-fantastic, heroic stories called “Prophet Ali 
Battles”. In these stories, Prophet Ali, as the “lion of God” confronts 
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us as the symbol of justice against the heroes he defeated, heroism 
and power. There are also those belonging to the previous periods 
of this motif in Turkish oral culture. For example, there is a term 
called “er dilemek”, which confronts us frequently in the Turkish 
folk narrations and when two armies confront each other, first of 
all, the leading heroes of both sides fight and then the armies have 
a pitched battle. Consequently, in hundreds of Turkish narrations 
from Alp Er Tunga to the Şehname (poetical history, epic), from the 
tales to the folk stories, there are heroes like Achilles and Hercules. 
However, these heroes were also forgotten for the reasons I stated 
above and were lost from the cultural shared memory of the society.

From Nardaniye Hanım to Snow White

The Snow White tale, which is one of the global cultural motifs, 
made all of the similar ones in Anatolia become forgotten. Just like 
this, The Bremen Town Musicians, Cinderella  and Little Red Riding 
Hood tales are consumed to a significant extent from the mass 
communications media to the Turkish educational system. The 
fact that these types of lovely tales have been added to the shared 
memory of humanity is certainly a richness and no doubt it is a gain 
for children. However, for there not to be a tale that the young people 
of today know from beginning to end within a culture that has many 
volumes of tale collections, once again shows why The Convention 
for the Safeguarding of the Intangible Cultural Heritage is necessary. 
First of all, the Convention wants every country to research its own 
intangible cultural heritage and to transfer it from generation to 
generation with the formal and nonformal educational institutions. 
I wonder how many people know that “Nardaniye Hanım” is the 
name in the Turkish world of tales of the tale heroine mentioned as 
Snow White in the narrations in the other cultures? 

The Use of Proverbs and Idioms by the Media

The oral culture has template expressions, which are transmitted 
according to their own contexts and meanings in the oral 
environments. These template expressions are refl ected to 
language as the experience of thousands of years, richness of 
language or cultural indicators. In recent years, countless series 
have been filmed for television and with the expression of Walter 
J. Ong in his book titled Orality and Literacy: The Technologizing of 
the Word,  because the “secondary oral culture” (23-24) is also used 
in these series, it is necessary to apply template expressions. Each 
one of these template expressions confront us in the types, such 
as proverbs, idioms, slang, swearing, applause and curse and have 
oral cultural context, forms of use and rules. The deficiency of the 
oral cultural memory experience in the persons making these series, 
the lack of cultural education courses within the structure of the 
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Ministry of National Education, the scarcity of awareness of the 
oral culture in the mass communications media, set forth comical 
mistakes on the surface and tragic mistakes in depth:

We have an idiom related to the story of Zembilli Ali Efendi: To 
be perfect. Zembilli Ali Efendi was one of the Ottoman Sheikh-ul 
Islams. He provided for the people to write their complaints and 
put them in the basket that he dangled from the second story of 
his house and he was also responding to them in the same manner. 
The people were reading Ali Efendi’s fetva (opinion on a matter 
involving Islamic religious law) put in the basket and written for 
them and were acting accordingly. Consequently, the people use 
this idiom to explain “what is valuable and unchanging, like the 
perfect fetva of Ali Efendi”. Whereas, a hero in a television series says 
the following to the person he addresses: “Why do you look upon 
me with scorn? Did I descend from the sky in a basket?” Whereas, 
the idiom “to be perfect” is considered to be very superior and 
valuable, but the scenarist understood exactly the opposite of this. 
In another television series the same idiom confronts us again with 
another wrong usage: “You are saying that I am not working, but I 
am working. This money does not descend from the sky in a basket”.   

Among the store of knowledge/information of the Turkish idioms, 
there is an idiom that says, “to melt the ice”. This idiom explains the 
removal of the rancor, enmity and hostility or at least the chill in 
relations between two parties. We witnessed the use of this idiom 
in a television series in the form of “to break the ice”. The template 
words of idioms do not change easily and actually, their powers of 
expression stem from these unchanging aspects. However, since 
one of the deficient aspects of the intangible cultural heritage 
education is the fact that the oral memory is not transferred to the 
future generations, these and similar mistakes can be encountered 
in every field.

There is an idiom in Turkish explaining the action of reminding 
of a good deed done in a situation of disagreement: To remind 
someone reproachfully of a kindness done to him/her: In a series 
called European Side, this idiom was used in the following sentence: 

“You are always pushing my unemployment to my head”. In the 
series titled My Liar Sweetheart, the scenarist had the actor say the 
following sentence: “Do not push it to my head that you saved me”.  

There is a tool in the Turkish children’s game culture and Turkish 
male gambling culture, which is thousands of years old. This tool is a 
bone called “knucklebone” and taken from the foot joints of sheep/
goats. This bone, which resembles a type of “backgammon die”,  is 
also used from time to time to tell fortunes and can change places 
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according to regions with other tools, such as walnuts, marbles 
or apricot pits and has a share in the formation of many cultural 
codes. For example, in the Dede Korkut Book, Boğaç Han, the son 
of Dirse Han, is forced to wrestle with a bull that charges them 
when he is playing knucklebones in the square. The knucklebone 
games, which formed one of the basic entertainments of children as 
recently as 30-40 years ago, but has been gradually forgotten today, 
can be recalled within this framework. On the long winter nights, 
the men would gamble by using this bone like a die. The idiom 

“to compete” in Turkish also comes from here. The scenarist, who 
wanted to add a bit of oral cultural color to a series, has the actor 
say this idiom: “He does not know whom he made fall in love”. In this 
sentence to compete becomes to make someone fall in love. A well-
known musician, who was the guest on a magazine program was 
using this idiom in the following manner by lengthening the “a” at 
the beginning of the word: “You cannot throw away a lover with me”.

Proverbs as much as idioms, by breaking them away from their 
contexts or by fl agrantly violating the rule of not changing the 
words, which are the basic characteristics of their use, are used in 
series now and then. There is a proverb in Turkish, which expresses 
the situation of a very unimportant person being off ended by a very 
important person who does not know it and not considering this to 
be important: “When an insignificant person gets mad at a big shot, 
the big shot usually has no knowledge of it”. In a television series, 
the scenarist passed this proverb through the sieve of love and had 
the hero say the following: “The rabbit fell in love with the mountain, 
but the mountain had no knowledge of it”.

City and Traditional Children’s Games

The fields of games and sports form one of the most striking 
examples in the formatting of the contemporary city in Turkey 
compared to other cultures. One of the accomplishments expressed 
with pride by the mayors of even the poorest or smallest towns 
in Turkey is how many soccer, volleyball, basketball, baseball or 
golf courses have been opened. No voter, no parent and no child 
would say, “I want a field for playing the tipcat game, which is my 
intangible cultural heritage”. Also, the mayors would not think of 
such a need, because tipcat reminds one of the rural areas, and the 
others, and there is no place for it in a contemporary city. Next to 
the modern image of the baseball bat or golf club, the tipcat recalls 
the shepherd’s staff , which no one wants to keep in a contemporary 
city. I asked a few male university students who were born and grew 
up in the city, “What do you know about tipcat?” The response to 
my question was also a question: “Did you say a stainless steel pot?”
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The children of the contemporary city have abandoned the 
streets and vacant lots where they played the traditional Turkish 
children’s games. All of the gathering places are closed and these 
places have written rules. Parks, sport fields, markets, cinemas are 
all places that have either a ceiling, or walls or boundaries. None 
of these places were designed as places for performing the Turkish 
intangible cultural heritage. From now on, children cannot play 
jacks, knucklebone game, hopscotch, hide-and-seek or dalya (said 
when completing counting in a game, usually 100) at these places. 
They would not even think to play these, because these words are 
no longer used in the day nursery language, which provides the first 
cultural education to them. Place is not give to these games in the 
primary and secondary education curricula. Even the children in the 
television series, which describe the traditional lives and are filmed 
by scenarists and directors distanced from the intangible cultural 
heritage, no longer play these games. Moreover, they do not even 
make movies that bring two to three children next to each other, 
because they cannot tell the children what they should do. From 
now on, there is a soccer ball or a factory-invented toy held in the 
hands of all of the village, nomadic and city children.

The children’s playgrounds of the contemporary city are consisting 
of “two swings and a slide”, which have “forbidden” signs to the 
right and left and have almost been transformed into places 
that say “do not come here” to children. Likewise, in recent years 
the sounds of children are no longer coming from the children’s 
playgrounds. Now the swings and slides are empty, because the 
children of the contemporary city have discovered a new field of 
play: the electronic field. From now on, children are following the 
world from the window of the cultures and countries that have 
established technological superiority in this virtual playground 
without prohibitions, boundless and without friends and of course, 
from the place where they live. Children, who should run, sweat and 
expend energy during the process of development, are potbellied 
and inactive, even at the ages of 10-12 and what is even more 
important, they are growing up in a manner that deprives them of 
the first rehearsals of pursuing a life struggle, competing, winning, 
acquiring friends or enemies among those who are the same age. 
The mothers who complained only 30-40 years ago, “my son does 
not come home from the streets” are now sad and say “my son does 
not go out to the streets”. However, since the city administrators 
of Turkey have not yet become aware of this social transformation, 
they also do not know the methods used for attracting the children 
in developed countries to go out in the streets. Most certainly, the 
city administrators can once again draw the children to the streets, 
parks and playgrounds by using the intangible cultural heritage. 
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The present-day children’s playgrounds could be reorganized 
as “museum-playgrounds” in a suitable manner to transfer to the 
young and future generations the entertainments and oral cultural 
yields together with all of the family members, father with son and 
mother with daughter. It is clear what a profound psychological, 
sociological and cultural contribution it would be from the aspect 
of communication between generations for a father to play tipcat, 
to spin tops, or to play knucklebones with a child he brought to this 
type of playground. In the same manner, for a mother and daughter 
to make a cloth doll or play jacks in a “museum-playground” of a 
contemporary city would provide a contribution to the transfer of  
the oral culture from generation to generation.

Tourism and Animation

No doubt, in Turkey, when these two words are put side-by-side, 
immediately everyone remembers the well-known Turkish Nights 
at the hotels on the Mediterranean and Aegean coasts. Certainly, 
behind this charlatanism lies lack of education, which take place 
in a country that has for years defined tourism as “industry without 
chimneys”. Unfortunately, there is no educational program that 
could train these “entertainment experts”, who call themselves 

“animators”. These people without diplomas, certificates and training, 
are carrying out the “job” with the experience they formed in a few 
decades, both by making use of the foreign animations they have 
watched and within a so-called “master-apprentice” relationship. 
Whereas, animations, just as they should be unique, new and 
striking and should be made by a type of high “cultural architect 
and engineer” who is knowledgeable, experienced and has creative 
capabilities on the subject of culture, it should also be expected 
that the designs would assist the tourist to comprehend the cultural 
profile of the country he/she visits. Whereas, animation is an 
extensive engineering concept, which includes all kinds of designs 
in all of the areas of culture and the subject is so broad-scoped that 
it should not be reduced to a spectator theater in which a Turkish 
wedding or a belly dance is animated.

For example, to design foods that form the experience related to 
the Turkish cuisine culture according to the places where thousands 
of people eat together is an important design problem of making 
this image continuous and saleable. To plan a food image only 
according to looks and taste is a deficient design. To add a story that 
would be gained and repeated without being fed up by making 
use of myths, legends, tales and even poetry is a design, but it 
is not the only choice. There are limitless design opportunities 
and choices connected to the creativity of the cultural animation 
designers. As it can be observed, the architects and engineers, who 
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would animate the cultural images, that is, the imagination and 
professional experience of the cultural animation designers are 
acquiring importance here.

The rich experience of the Turkish cuisine culture that we 
experienced together during the Ottoman period shows a 
parallelism with the other countries and moreover, they have the 
same names. However, despite all of the parallelisms and similarity 
of names, the Turkish cuisine has a unique taste and aroma. Seeing 
and showing these diff erences and characteristics is of importance, 
especially in keeping alive, animating and transferring to the future 
generations the ceremonial characteristics and stories of the food, 
which are a part of the cultural production and consumption.

We become hopping mad because Turkey’s neighbor Greece claims 
to be the owner of Karagöz that we know as a Turkish shadow play. 
Scientists and players from Greece also attended the International 
Karagöz Symposium organized by Turkey. It is understood that they 
accept that this shadow theater technique that they call “Karagözis” 
developed under the Ottoman infl uence. However, they have 
adopted and nationalized this art to such an extent that the Greek 
people know Karagöz as a very deep-rooted and strong Greek art. 
The story of how they succeeded to do this is as follows: The Greek 
Ministry of Education teaches both the practical and the theoretical 
of Karagöz in all of its classes. The Karagöz artists teach in the 
schools. Many Karagöz artists rush to the tourism regions when the 
schools close. The animators at the Greek hotels give opportunities 
for the Karagöz artists to hold suitable performances for the multi-
lingual and multi-cultural groups. Thus, the Karagöz artists are 
strengthened economically. This fact encourages young people to 
orient to this art and on the other hand, it is providing for Karagöz 
to be known as a Greek art at the national and international level.

Besides the night animations like these in the tourism regions, 
there are also “game-entertainment animations” throughout the 
day. A majority of these animations are with equipment and the 
forms of playing and rules are determined in advance and they are 
mass-produced in factories. It is obvious that everyone of these is a 
design and constitutes an economic value. These unique, authentic 
and interesting elements of the Turkish entertainment culture from 
the aspect of foreigners that can easily be obtained from books 
on the necessary oral cultural products, traditional spectacle plays 
and children’s games for design, are not designed in any manner 
by the people working in tourism, because there is no school on 
this subject. On the other hand, just as I have said ever since the 
beginning of this section, the level of the societal sensitivity and 
awareness on the subject of the existence of the intangible cultural 
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heritage in the urban area, keeping it alive and transferring it to the 
future generations is low. 

Many sectors, which bring money based on the culture industry, are 
also not aware of the unbelievable richness in this field, because 
they do no know the Turkish intangible cultural heritage. Just as it is 
the objective to transfer from generation to generation the cultural 
experiences acquired by the previous generations and the cultural 
continuity of the cultural education and cultural designs of the 
society, the time has finally come to create a serious economic field.

In conclusion, this book is an aesthetic manifestation of all of 
these worries. This book, with the oral and visual, is a first, which is 
formed by being brought together by a team, which worked very 
seriously and meticulously, and can be made use of by all sectors 
of the society - not only the experts in the field - for the thousands 
of years of oral experiences and with the centuries of intangible 
cultural heritage objects. I long to create a societal awareness - let 
me confess - a societal agreement, on the subject of transferring 
the richness of the intangible cultural heritage by safeguarding 
and re-creating it for the future generations and by carrying to 
the outside, an academic communication and interaction on the 
cultural activities that I have shared with my students for decades 
at the University within certain boundaries. This book, in a sense, is 
also a manifestation of this ardent desire.  

      Prof. Dr. Öcal Oğuz
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oral expressions and
traditions



Lullabies
Lullabies are oral products sung as a melody according to a syllabic 
meter and in a plain language to have children sleep or to stop them 
from crying. What is said in these products is uncertain and they are 
composed of quatrains and refrains.

Darling baby, calf-like baby
Baby with henna on his hands and arms
My son is a spoiled baby
Let my child sleep lullaby (Manisa)

I reached the stream, the stream was dry
I pitched a tent without the high plateau
My child is very irritable
Lullaby my child lullaby (Denizli)

Idioms
Idioms are templated words that become distanced from their real 
meaning and acquire new meanings. There are stories behind the 
idioms, which have been forgotten with time. Here are a few idioms 
and their stories:

“Fine Point”

There was a çeşmibülbül (glassware decorated with spiral stripes or 
fl ower designs) master and his apprentice in a region. The apprentice, 
who was promoted to experienced apprentice after many years, started 
to request “the mastery title of privilege” from his master in opposition 
to the custom. Despite the fact that the master said that it was too soon 
and that he did not have a complete mastery of the profession, when 
the experienced apprentice insisted a lot, the master somewhat angrily 
gave him the mastery title of privilege.

The new master set up his workbench and started production with 
pleasure and enthusiasm. But the result was disappointment! The 
çeşmibülbüls he produced by observing all of the subtleties of the art 
were breaking and falling apart when he took them from the cooling 
racks. The apprentice once again returned to his master. He begged 
and pleaded, and for the mastery title of privilege that he would have 
gotten in two years, if he had been patient, the master made him work 
for another fi ve years. The master, who saw that his apprentice had also 
matured as a person, summoned him one day and said, “Look, son, 
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when you take the çeşmibülbüls from the rack, you should say “poof” to 
the extension of glass remaining on the bottom. If the piece of glass, 
which is as thin as a piece of hair, falls off , then the çeşmibülbüls are fi ne. 
If the glass remains there when you say “poof”, then break it all up and 
reproduce it. Now you understood the fi ne point of the job. Now open 
your shop and I will give up and you pay attention to earning honestly”. 
Thus, the idiom “fi ne point” emerged from this rumor.

“To be perfect” 
Sheikh ul-Islam Ali Efendi asked the people to put papers containing 
the requests, complaints or what they were curious about in a zembil 
(basket) that he dangled from the second story of his house. Later, he 
would also answer these by the same means. Due to this practice of his, 
his name is known in history as Zembilli Ali Efendi.

“To have a secret love aff air”
In the past, there were neighborhood ovens in the cities and towns 
of Anatolia. At these ovens, both the bread for every house was made 
and foods, such as lentils, pounded meat and wheat and sheep trotters 
would be cooked. In one of these neighborhoods, a girl fell  in love with 
the son of a neighbor. The boy was also in love with the girl. However, 
since they lived in a small neighborhood they could not get together 
easily. The oven in neighborhood gave the opportunity for these young 
people to get together. The girl left the house with the excuse of taking 
food to the oven and got together with the boy she loved.

One day, the girl left home to take lentils to the oven. First of all, 
she got together with the boy. They could not separate from each 
other. Together they took the lentils to the oven. The women in the 
neighborhood who saw this said, “Did you see, the daughter of so-
and-so with the son of so-and-so. Together they gave the lentils to the 
oven”. Later, this idiom was used for those who had secret love aff airs.

“To be fl abbergasted”
The kitchen attendant, when distributing the food in the Janissary 
Corps, fi rst of all would serve the oily food and rice with a ladle and later 
the stewed fruit. When this happened, a layer of fat the thickness of a 
fi nger would swim on top of the stewed fruit copper bucket. One of 
the smart Janissary offi  cers who saw this gave an order to the kitchen 
attendant to serve the stewed fruit when the ladle was clean and to 
serve the oily foods later. This time, the Janissaries revolted when they 
did not see a layer of fat on the stewed fruit copper bucket that went 
to the dining tables:
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“They are doing us wrong. They are stealing from what we deserve. 
They even cut off  the fat from the stewed fruit (to be fl abbergasted); 
we want oily stewed fruit!”

“To lose its appeal”  

Su kabağı (wax gourd) is a vegetable garden variety known for the 
characteristic of its insides becoming hollow and light when it is left on 
the vine for a long period of time. Car tires are also referred to with the 
word “kabak” (gourd), since they have a smooth outer surface. 

When the gourd ripens, it is close to 80 cm, 
together with the neck part. People would use it 
as a water jug for carrying liquid materials. After the 

wax gourd ripens in the fi eld, it is dried very well and 
after cutting off  the neck part, a plug is made for its rim and 

it is an important tool in the carrying of water, vinegar 
and olive oil. However, if the wax gourd is not dried 

enough in the sun after it is cut from its vine and 
if the fi bers in it are not removed very well, then 
the liquid put in it will have the taste of the gourd 

in time. Thus, this idiom explains the jobs, which are 
insistent for a long time as insinuating and that these 

jobs become degenerate in time and induce boredom.

Ovations and Curses

Examples of Ovations:

May God withdraw your hand from the harvest and your tongue from 
lying.

Lie down, fi nd Him at the top of your bed; get up,
fi nd Him at the foot of your bed. 

Let heaven be where you live.

May bad luck not knock at your door.

May your head be a spring and your feet a lake.

Examples of Curses:

May God give you scabies and not give you fi ngernails.

May your throat be parched and no one to give you a sip of water.

word kabak  (gourd), sin
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May dogs eat your bread and lice eat your neck.

May your home burn on a windy day.

May your strong back touch the ground!

May the curse of God sadden you.

Let what you suck from one breast be blood and what you suck from 
the other breast be pus. 

Let your oven be without a stone and your pot without cooked food.

Riddles
Riddles are a game that leaves it to the listener to fi nd out what that 
thing is by saying indirectly the qualities of a thing without mentioning 
its name. Riddles, besides being a means of entertainment, provide for 
children, who just begin to know the world, to develop their treasure 
trove of words and powers of judgment.

Fire, fi re, it became fi red
The fi re shone at the door
Ever since man came to fi re
The spare fi re did not come down from the door
(Lock)

Well; the water in the well
The snake at the rim of the water
The coral at the rim of the snake
The cup at the rim of the coral
(Kerosene Lamp)

It comes alive
It holds it lifeless
The person who set it comes and sets it free
(Snare)

Legends
Legends are short narrations, which are expressed with a plain 
speaking language. Despite the fact that legends contain subjects, 
which are generally extraordinary, it is believed as though they had 
really been experienced by the society, in which they were repeatedly 
narrated. They are separated from other types of narration due to this 
characteristic. There are legends, which treat the subjects of legends of 

free
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creation, historical legends, religious legends and extraordinary events 
and persons.

Bride Rock Legend

Nigar was one of the most beautiful of the Turkoman girls in that region. 
She fell in love with a shepherd who lived in her village. However, 
besides the shepherd, the son of a rich family living somewhat beyond 
the village fell in love with this beauty of Nigar’s. The child of the 
rich family asked for Nigar in marriage. The wealthy family started to 
threaten Nigar’s father when he said that his daughter would marry 
someone else. The desperate man, when he could no longer resist the 
pressures, gave his daughter Nigar without her consent. The wedding 
day came. They came to take Nigar. Nigar’s father said, “My lords, you 
took my daughter by force. At least do not play the fi fe and drum. My 
feelings are hurt.” The bridegroom’s family did not listen to anyone 
and they played the fi fe and drum. They also continued the same 
entertainment when passing by Oruç Gazi. Oruç Gazi said, “My lords, 
you took the lungs of a poor man. At least do not hurt his feelings with 
the fi fe and drum”. When the father of  the bridegroom at the head of 
the procession said, “What will happen, old man, if we hurt his feelings?” 
Oruç Gazi said to the people opposite him, “What can I say to you, I am 
turning you over to God Almighty”. Suddenly a storm started and with 
a light the bride’s procession was suddenly turned to stone on a hillside 
portion of the village. In fact, a stone on the hill to the south of the 
village has the appearance of a bride on horseback. There are stones, 
which are said to be the drum of the player, which are stone and which 
make noise like a drum when beaten next to the bride with her trivet, 
room and stairs. 

(Taşlıca Village of Kızılcahamam County)

Anecdotes
Anecdotes are short and intensive narrations, which contain elements 
of humor, witty remarks and satire, which are the subject of daily events.

We are not Arrogant

The jokes played on Nasreddin Hodja never end. One day, the people 
of Akşehir teased the Hodja and asked: 

— Hodja, it is said that you are a great person among the saints, is this true?
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Certainly, there was no such claim of the Hodja, but since it was asked, 
he responded: 

— Probably it should be like this.

— Such persons prove to everyone these characteristics by showing 
miracles from time to time. Hodja, since you accepted, then show us 
and let us see a miracle! 

Hodja said:

— All right, now let me pull something on you and said to the plane 
tree standing opposite him:

— Hey, great plane tree, come next to me quickly!

Of course, there is no tree that comes or 
goes. Hodja started to walk and came near 
the tree.  

The people of Akşehir laughed and said:

— What happened Hodja, you could not 
bring the tree. You went there yourself. 

Hodja said:

— We are not arrogant. If the mountain 
does not walk, then the dervish saint walks. 

From Holiday to Holiday

They asked the Bektashi: 
— Do you drink rakı? 
— Occasionally, from one evening to the 
next evening… 
— Do you perform the ritual of worship? 
— Frequently, from holiday to holiday, from 
holiday to holiday...

Folk Tales
Folk tales are tales narrated to listeners as mixed verse and prose, 
generally by minstrels. The folk tales are narrated in conformance with 
a certain template. Most of the time the minstrel makes a saz (stringed 
instrument similar to a lute) performance, either on his own or with 
his apprentice, before narrating the tale. The performance is started 
with a form used in Turkish and folk music. A folk song is sung with 
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rhyming plays on words. Later, it continues with repartee, Turkish folk 
songs without plays on words, semai (songs written in poetic form) 
and a humorous legend. Sometimes, riddles are also told. The tale is 
narrated in three parts. Before the tale, a repartee in prose given the 
name of döşeme is recited.

This repartee in prose is the part that narrates as though unbelievable 
things had happened to the wandering minstrel. Thanks to this part, 
the listener is prepared for the tale. The tale part starts with a prayer. The 
minstrel is free in the prose part of the tale. He is free on the subject of 
making additions and deletions provided that he does not change the 
original of the tale. He can add separate tales, which are called karavelli, 
to the main tale. However, changes cannot be made in the verse pieces. 
Tales can last for weeks or even months. The minstrel can take a break in 
suitable places. When he resumes the tale, he asks the listeners where 
he stopped. The person who answers this question is obliged to give 
a tip to the storyteller. If the lovers are reunited with each other at the 
end of the tale, then the story ends by reciting a joyous güzelleme (folk 
lyric in praise of a special person). The minstrel prays for all of those who 
yearn for each other and those who live far from home at the end of the 
tale and puts an end to his words by saying, “This is the best I can do.”

Narrations, music and poems are together in the folk tales on the subject 
of heroism, love, etc. narrated in gathering places, such as coff eehouses. 
The minstrel narrates the tale to the accompaniment of the saz.

Fairy Tales
To tell fairy tales was one of the forms of entertainment of people on the 
long winter nights in periods when there was no electronic equipment 
to amuse people. Most of the fairy tale narrators are women. The fairy 
tale narrators summon the listeners into a constructed world by saying, 
“Once upon a time, in the past, when the sieve was in the straw, when 
the camel was the town crier and when the fl ea was the barber”. The 
fairy tale narrators do not have the concern, such as making the listeners 
believe what they narrate. Repartees are recited at the beginning and 
end of the fairy tales.

“Once upon a time, when the camel was the town crier, when the 
magpie was the barber, when I was being rocked slowly in the cradle 
by my mother, the string broke and the cradle fl ipped over. My mother 
picked up the tong, my father picked up the marbles, they rotated it 
around four corners. I escaped outside by the skin of my teeth… Run 
away, would you not run away? I arrived at a bazaar. I bought a horse 
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by saying it is chestnut. I said I will mount it, it kicked me by saying 
stay away. The cannons of the sultan started to fi re. I collected the 
cannonballs and put them in my pocket by saying it is millet. I added 
dust to smoke and I reached Edirne. I put the Selimiye minarets at my 
waist by saying it is a pipe. They caught me and threw me into the 
insane asylum by saying he is crazy. News came from my father saying 
that it is his old habit. Thank goodness they believed him and they set 
me free. Never mind, let us start without delay!” (From the Türk Masalları 
{Turkish Fairy Tales} by Naki Tezel)
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The Art of the Minstrel
Artists, who have the ability to recite improvised poetry, who generally 
recite their poems to the accompaniment of the saz and who narrate 
the folk tales, are called âşık (minstrels). The art of being a minstrel-singer 
tradition has the attribute of being a continuation of the wandering 
minstrel period prior to Islam. The wandering minstrels were frequently 
mentioned in the Dede Korkut Destanları (Dede Korkut Epics).

Carrying his kolça-kopuz* the minstrel wanders from province to 
province and from beylic to beylic.
The minstrel knows the generous man and the stingy man.
He plays before you, may the minstrel be enlightened.
* arm-lute-like instrument

The foot of the horse is iron, the language of the minstrel is nimble. 

The poets were called to the weddings of gentlemen in the Dede 
Korkut Epics and they would recite poetry to the accompaniment of a 
kopuz (lute-like instrument).

Whereas, the minstrels are known as folk poets, who emerged in folk 
literature as of the sixteenth century. There are some traditions of 
the art of the minstrel. Those who want to be a minstrel fulfi ll these 
traditions:

Acquiring a Pseudonym: Just as a minstrel can use his own name 
or surname as a pseudonym, he can also receive the pseudonym by 
passing the examination of the master.

To Drink Bade* (To become a minstrel after a dream): According 
to the tradition, it is either necessary to undergo training in a master-
apprentice method or after seeing a dream, the person suddenly 
acquires the talent of reciting poetry. It is expressed as follows 
the realization of becoming a minstrel after a dream. The minstrel 
candidate encounters many diffi  culties before seeing the dream. This 
diffi  culty drags him towards the place where he will see the dream. 
The minstrel candidate falls asleep in a place where he would feel deep 
loneliness and fear. These places are generally the heads of fountains 
and graveyards. The minstrel candidate sees a dream between being 
asleep and awake and drinks bade from the hands of a saint or a young 
girl. After this dream, the minstrel candidate wakes up on his own. As 
soon as he wakes up, he wants a saz. At the end of this dream, the 
person acquires the talent of playing the saz and reciting poetry.

* Liquids, such as sherbet, water; or food, such as apples, pomegranates, 
bread, grapes
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Master-Apprentice: It is the training of minstrels by a master minstrel. 
The master gives the apprentice minstrel lessons. It is necessary for the 
minstrel to display great patience during this training. The minstrel, 
who completes the training, starts being a minstrel by receiving the 
blessing of the master.

 Minstrel Matches: The minstrels engage in a sarcastic, but humorous 
contest of poetic repartee with each other in front of the audience. The 
minstrels try their mastery of words in the contests of poetic repartee, 
by contesting with each other in the form of questions and answers.

Not to Touch the Lips: One of the minstrel matches is not to touch 
the lips. In these matches, the minstrels cannot use the lip sounds 
(the letters b, f, m, p, v) in the quatrains they recite. A not to touch the 
lips minstrel can also do it by reciting poems according to one rhyme 
word given to him. For this, a needle is put between the two lips of 
the minstrel. Since the needle paves the way to puncturing the lip and 
drawing blood when the minstrel makes a mistake, no place is left for 
complaint against those who act as judges.

Riddle-Reward for the Winner of the Minstrel Contest: They are 
the riddles written by the minstrels at the minstrel gatherings in order 
to measure each other’s cultural experiences and artistic capabilities. A 
poem is written that describes the characteristics of anything and it is 
attempted to guess what this thing is. This practice would be realized 
as follows in the minstrel coff eehouses: 

A master minstrel hangs the riddle he wrote in a decorative frame at the 
coff eehouse. The minstrel who solves the puzzle gets all of the money 
collected at the coff eehouse and the answer of the riddle would also 
be given in verse.  

Recite a Nazire: Nazire means for a poet to write a poem by another 
poet in a similar manner in the same rhyme and meter. 

Dirges
Dirges are melodic folk poems recited after the dead. The sagus (dirge 
poems) observed in the fi rst period Turkish literature are accepted as 
the fi rst form of the dirges. The virtues, wealth, poverty, good aspects, 
successes and events experienced by the dead person are expressed 
in the dirges.

The dirge is recited in the house of the dead person and is given the 
name of “to wail, lament for the dead”. The dirge is generally wailed by 
women, but even if rare, it is observed that men also wail and lament 
for the dead. The dirge is never put in writing when weeping near the 
dead. The dirge is transferred to future generations by being memorized. 
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However, when being transferred, it undergoes some changes. Dirges 

are not only recited at events of death. Wails and laments are also made 

at engagements and weddings.

Dirge of the Beautiful Girl

Glittering, glittering black shalwar

Brother fi ll your rifl e

I feel ashamed among strangers

Go to our house and murder

Let the snow on the mountains melt

Let the high plateau fl owers rise

I cannot curse my brother

Let the tongue in my mouth decay

Above all, look at the stranger

He has put both hands on his arms

I do not know anything in this world

Embrace me in the hereafter 

I cannot reach the head of the stream

I cannot spread rose oil on my eyebrows

If I die from this wound

I cannot punish my brother

I was the snow of the lofty mountain

I was the favorite of my mother

It was a pity for the stranger

I was the light of his life

One hundred ten tresses of hair behind me

I took my breath from talkativeness

Never mind my saying so

I swear it’s true, I am dying too 
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Shadow Plays
The shadow play is performed with depictions, which are refl ected 
on a curtain. The Karagöz curtain, which is made from calico, is called 
mirror by the Karagöz players. Behind the curtain is a shelf called back 
board or counter. A light called a wax taper or candle is placed on this 
shelf. The light is generally obtained from a broad cotton wick dipped 
in olive oil and placed in a container or from a candle. The depictions 
can be made from water buff alo, calf or camel hide. The heights of the 
depictions vary between 30–40 cm. Whereas, the sticks are 60 cm and 
are made from hornbeam wood. The Karagöz play is performed by a 
single person called a puppeteer. The person who prepares the screen 
and gives to the puppeteer the depictions according to their order is 
given the name of apprentice. The person who sings songs and folk 
songs in the play is called accomplice and the person who plays the 
tambourine is called dayrezen.   

 The most widespread rumor of the shadow play, which claims diff erent 
views on the subject of its source, is as follows: Karagöz and Hacivat, 
who worked as ironworker and bricklayer on a mosque construction 
in Bursa during the reign of Orhan Gazi, amused the other workers 
so much with their reciprocal conversations, that the construction 
somehow could not be completed. The sultan, who learned of the 
situation, had both of them killed. However, later he became repentant. 
Upon this, Sheikh Küşteri, who lived in Bursa, made depictions of 
Karagöz and Hacivat from leather and refl ected them to a curtain and 
tried to console the sultan with their imitations. Thus, the play became 
widespread and the Karagöz players recognized Sheikh Küşteri as a 
master and also called the Karagöz curtain the “Küşteri Square”. The 
shadow play became a sought after play, especially during the months 
of Ramazan at the coff eehouses, weddings and festivities. 

The shadow play consists of parts called introduction, conversation, 
main part and end. First of all, a suitable showpiece (fl ower, ship, tree, 
etc.) on the subject of the play is put on the Karagöz curtain. The 
showpiece is removed to the accompaniment of the sound of a whistle 
made from reeds given the name of nareke. Hacivat sings a semai (song 
written according to the semai poetic form and musical metric rule) to 
the accompaniment of music and comes to the curtain. After the semai 
fi nishes, he starts to talk by saying “Hay hak”, and recites the curtain 
gazel (lyric poem). He prays for the health of God and the sultan. He 
says words that will bring Karagöz to the curtain and recites gazels. 
Karagöz becomes upset by a noise and jumps upon Hacivat from the 
upper right hand corner of the curtain and they start to fi ght. Hacivat 
escapes and a while later he returns to the curtain and the conversation 
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part starts. Karagöz and Hacivat talk to each other in the conversation 
part. These conversations have no relation to the actual play. This part 
ends with Hacivat leaving the curtain and Karagöz also withdraws from 
the curtain. The main part is the part that displays the actual play. In 
this part, types make funny conversations with Karagöz according to 
the subject of the play. Hacivat also joins in the conversations in some 
plays. At the end, with the coming of a type, such as külhanbeyi (rowdy), 
drunkard and swashbuckling village blade, the main part comes to 
an end. Only Karagöz and Hacivat are on the curtain in the end part. 
Hacivat says I hope you recover soon due to the incidents experienced 
in the main part. Karagöz answers this with a curse. When Hacivat also 
answers in the same manner, Karagöz jumps on Hacivat. Hacivat, by 
saying, “You tore down the curtain, let me go to the owner and tell him 
immediately”, and leaves the curtain. Karagöz, by saying, “Forgive us, if 
we made a slip of the tongue” and the play ends. 

Other than Karagöz and Hacivat, who are the essential types in the 
shadow play, there are also types, such as Laz, person from Kayseri, 
Albanian, person from Rumelia, Arab, Jew, Beberuhi (dwarf ), Woman, 
Swashbuckling Village Blade, Drunkard, Insane, Çelebi and Köçek 
(youth who performs erotic dances in woman’s clothing).  

The Karagöz plays are divided into two with old fashioned and new 
invention. The old fashioned plays are the plays known and performed 
for a long time. Whereas, the new invention plays are plays that were 
produced later. 

Puppets
The puppet spectator plays, which live with the names 
of korçak, kudurcuk, kaburcuk, koğurcak, kaurcak, 
lubet, etc. in Anatolia, are the among the oldest.

The plays, which were observed within simple 
techniques in many Turkish tribes, are known 
with the name of puppet in the cities in Turkey 
since the seventeenth century. It is widespread 
among the villagers in Anatolia with names such as 
doll, çömce gelin (large, crude doll carried about in a 
ceremony as a rain charm) and karaçör.

Puppetry takes its subjects from daily life and literary 
stories. The main heroes of these plays are İbiş and İhtiyar. 
İbiş is cunning and quick at repartee. Whereas, İhtiyar is a 
wealthy person.
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Meddah (Public Storyteller)
The word meddah (public storyteller) has the meaning of those who praise, 
to laud a lot. Meddah is a name given in Muslim countries to those who 
laud the Prophet and Islamic personalities. In time, this name was given to 
persons, who narrated stories, which dramatized the events experienced 
by single persons, whose humorous characteristics were predominant. 
Meddahs would continue their arts at the Ottoman Palace, in the cities, in 
the towns, at night during Ramazan, at circumcision ceremonies and at 
coff eehouses.

The meddah narrates stories with a walking stick and a handkerchief. He 
uses these two accessories for animating the personalities and other 
materials during the story. Just as the meddah gathers the attention of 
the audience by hitting the ground with his stick, he uses the stick when 
mentioning animals, such as horses, donkeys, etc. The handkerchief is useful, 
both when changing the voice when making an imitation and is used as a 
scarf when making the imitation of a woman.

The meddahs, besides the folk tales, such as Ferhat and Şirin, Leyla and 
Mecnun, Arzu and Kamber and Aslı and Kerem, which are also ready in 
their repertoires, also narrate real events that have been experienced, 
by compiling new loves they have heard about, by reinterpreting and 
blending these and by lengthening or shortening them when appropriate 
and by improvisations at that moment according to the audience and 
the enthusiasm when watching it. The meddahs take a break in their 
performances at the most exciting place of the stories and collect money. 
The meddahs apply various word templates when starting and fi nishing 
their stories. Most of the time, it has been a tradition to start as follows: 

The rose garden of the delicacy of the mastery of words
The fl ower bud on the fi ne, beautiful branch in the garden of elegance
As we  tell of  adventures they provide a pleasant gathering 
Now listen to a pleasant story from a humble servant

The meddah makes the following warning about the people and events 
that pass in the story so that no one would be off ended:

Names resemble names, attire resembles attire, district resembles district, 
it is said in the past, time passes whether it is a lie or the truth. 

The meddah, after fi nishing the story, leaves the responsibility for the story 
to its source and apologizes:

This is a story. It was written on the edge of a magazine. We saw it and 
told it. The conversation of the cupbearer does not survive. Forgive us, if we 
made a slip of the tongue. 
I hope that we will tell you a better story next time. 
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Village Spectacle Plays
These are the performances of a dramatic character organized and 
performed by the villagers during the long winter months and especially 
to have a good time at weddings and holidays and to pass the time. 
The villagers classify these as plays that are comic, tragic, pantomime, 
with dolls and puppets. The most important part of the plays is the fact 
that they are anonymous. They are performed by certain individuals, 
whose names are known in the villages or unknown persons, especially 
by elderly or middle-aged men. Those among them who are talented 
direct the plays. There are décors, costumes and make-up in the plays, 
although they are very simple. Players are encountered in a majority 
of the plays who wear animal 
costumes. The changes 
of costume are simple. 
A group of musicians 
participates in a majority 
of the plays. The women 
sing melodies with a 
tambourine in the plays. 
The texts of the village 
spectacle plays are not prepared 
in advance. However, the fl ow of the 
play with its main lines, the movements that will 
be made and the sequence of events are known.

The Mevlevi Sema Ceremony 
(Whirling Dance)

Sema etmek (for a Mevlevi dervish to whirl) is accepted as the symbol of 
the Mevlevi teachings and practices, which became a dervish order after 
the death of Mevlana. The whirling dance performances, connected 
to certain rules and united with music with the arrangements made, 
in time assumed the status of a ceremony among the Mevlevis. It is 
rumored that Mevlana became enraptured and whirled with the 
rhythm of the pounding of the hammers he heard when passing in 
front of the shop of Jeweler Selahaddin, whom he had chosen as his 
disciple after Şems from Tabriz was lost. 

The place where the whirling dance is performed is called the 
“Semahane”. The circular form of the Semahane symbolizes the 
universe. In the Mevlevi order the red pelt of the sheikh is considered 
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to be the offi  ce of Mevlana. Just as the sky is red in the evening when 
the sun sets, Mevlana also died when the sun set. The red color of the 
pelt describes “union”, that is,  reunion with God. The color of pelt on 
which those who newly entered the Mevlevi order sit is black. Black 
is the color of colorlessness. It represents union. It harbors all of the 
colors within it. The dervish acquires the right to sit on a white pelt 
when he becomes informed and makes progress. The bad habits of 
mankind, that is, the headdress represents the tombstone of the body, 
the wide-skirted garment represents the shroud of the body and the 
jacket worn on top represents the body in the Semazens (Mevlevis 
who perform the whirling dance). The Semazens remove their jackets 
and thus take a step towards spiritual cleanliness when they  start to 
perform the whirling dance. The stance of the semazens with crossed 
arms expresses the unity of God. The semazens embrace the universe 
with their hearts, when they open their arms to both sides and turn 
from right to left. They take from God with their right arms, which are 
turned to the sky and distribute to the people with their left arms, which 
are turned to the earth. Furthermore,  the semazens also emphasize 
their disappearance in God in the whirling dance. The whirling dance 
ceremony starts with the Na’t-ı şerif, which praises the six prophets and 
was composed by Mustafa Itri Efendi.

After the kudüm (small double drum) sound, which symbolizes the 
“come to exist” order in God’s creation of the universe, the sound of the 
ney (reed fl ute) is heard, which is the divine breath. Thus, the formation 
of the universe and the fi nding of life is narrated. The semazens under 
the leadership of the Sheikh walk around the semahane by following a 
course. The fi rst half of each circle symbolizes the material world and 
the second half symbolizes the spiritual world. The semazens remove 
the jacket, which is the symbol of the body and start the whirling dance 
by obtaining permission from the Sheikh.

The “soul” who newly starts the whirling dance instruction, fi rst of all, 
comes next to the “whirling dance instruction nail” or the “whirling 
dance practice board” with bare feet and then kisses the nail. Next, he 
pours some salt on the place where the nail is located to learn it well 
between his fi ngers and to prevent there being wounds. Subsequently, 
he gets up and places the instruction nail between his big toe and the 
toe next to it on the left foot. The salt poured also provides for the easy 
lifting of the left foot during the whirling. The left foot of the semazen  is 
called “mainstay” and the right foot is called “wheel”. The left foot called 
mainstay is not lifted at all and the knee is not bent at all. The semazens 
turn their bodies by keeping their left feet fi xed and turn their bodies. 
This is called “Wheel”. The new students make 180 degree turns. At later 
stages the semazens make 360 degree turns. 

Photograph: Ministry of Culture and Tourism “Mevlana” Book, 2008 
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Semah
Semah is one of the basic rituals of belief of the Alevi (Alevi religious 
group that reveres the Caliph Ali) belief of the Anatolian and Balkan 
Turkomans. The semah, which is considered to be one of the twelve holy 
services of  Alevilik (Alevism) takes place in the cem (prayer) practices at 
all of the Alevi meeting places. The semah is a religious ritual performed 
by both female and male Alevis together to the accompaniment of 
musical instruments, such as the violin, small double drum, tambourine 
and cymbal and led by the bağlama (plucked instrument with three 
double strings and a long neck) and with hymns and duvazs (a form of 
verse) at a certain stage of the prayer, generally at the end. The persons 
who revolve in the semah ritual, in which emotions, love and rapture 
are at the summit, almost experience the condition of a trance, in 
which they travel to a diff erent world.

Just as semah is referred to in various regions of Anatolia in somewhat 
diff erent forms from the pronunciation of semah, such as zamah, zamak 
and semak, it is also called pervaz (the soaring of the spirit away from 
worldy trivialities) instead of semah and those who soar are also called 
pervazcı. The main types of semah applications, which show diff erences 
from the aspect of practice can be listed as follows: The Kırklar Semah, 
Ali Nur Semah, Turnalar Semah, Kırat Semah, Tahtacı Semah, Thrace 
Semah, Urfa Semah, Afyon Semah, Rhodes Semah, Ladik Semah, 
Hacıbektaş Semah, Hubyar Semah, Erkân Semah, Gönüller Semah, Ya 
Hızır Semah, Nauruz Semah and Muhammed Ali Semah. Furthermore, 
there are also independent semahs developed according to the 
regions and meeting places of the Alevis. As is found in the expression 
of the lines of poetry:

The night the Prophet Muhammad reached Heaven
Ali is the lion he saw at the gate
He took off  the ring and gave it as a sign
In reality the God he saw was Ali

The Alevis, just like Cem also believe that the source of the semah is 
based on the Kırklar (the Forty Hidden Saints of Islamic Mysticism) 
Assembly. In Alevism the Prophet Muhammad’s ascent to heaven 
expresses the ascent to the celestial world spiritually. The Prophet 
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Muhammad experiences many abstract events on his ascent to 
heaven. The Alevi poets attempted to make the ascent to heaven event 
concrete by writing Miraçnames, which are established on images. 
According to the belief, the Prophet Muhammad stopped by at the 
Kırklar Assembly on his return from Heaven. Selman-ı Farisî went inside 
with one grape and said to the Prophet Muhammad,  “Oh! Servant of 
the poor!  Divide this one grape between us”. Gabriel brought a plate 
and the Prophet Muhammad crushed the one grape in it and made 
sherbet. When this sherbet touched the lips of one of the persons from 
the Kırklar, all of them went into a trance and got up and said “Oh, my 
God!” and revolved in the semah. Ever since the semah has revolved in 
the assembly of saints. Hünkar Hacı Bektaş Veli, who was the patron 
saint of the semah during his journey from Khorasan to Anatolia, said 
“The semah is the vehicle of the wise, the worship of the sympathizers 
and the intention of those who seek. God forbid! Our semah is not a 
dance, it is a divine secret. It is not metaphorical”.

Folk Instruments
Bağlama

The bağlama (plucked instrument with three double strings and a long 
neck) is the most extensively used folk musical stringed instrument 
with plectrum in Turkey. From the past to the present they are recalled 
with many diff erent names according to their structures, lengths, 
dimensions, tuning, number of strings and frets, forms of playing and 
regions: Kopuz (lute-like instrument), komus, saz (resembles a lute), 
sazılak, bozuk (nine-stringed lute), boz ok, çöğür (lute-like instrument), 
çanğür, çağur, ruzba, ırızva, tanbura, dombra, dutar, dıngıra, dıngırdak, 
destek, iki telli (two-stringed instrument played by plucking), çiftetelli, 
bulgari (small guitar), baz, berene, çeşte, karadüzen and harek. This 
instrument has the name of  şargiya in Bosnia Herzegovina.

The bağlama can be made from woods, such as mulberry, juniper, 
chestnut, walnut and hornbeam. The bağlama, just as it can be played 
with tools made from cherry tree bark given the name of plectrum 
or pick or from plastic, and in some of the regions of Turkey it is also 
played with fi ngers. The technique of playing with fi ngers is given the 
name of şelpe. 

The poems of Pir Sultan are as follows: 
My hands can’t hold to gather your roses
I cannot speak to ask about your ill condition
To give the meaning of four answers
My stringed instrument cannot keep its tune, the string is broken, broken
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Once again I saw the guest, my heart became a stringed instrument
Guests, we welcome you
While it was snowing in winter, spring became summer 
Guests, we welcome you

My stringed instrument is played around Sivas,
The pine-forested passes in the mountain ridge are divided into groups
I have separated from my lover, I grieve 
Clerk, write my petition like this to my lover.
Well, my beauty, well, my beauty, well, well, my beauty.

Cura

The cura bağlama, which is the most extensive folk musical stringed 
instrument with plectrum unique to the Turkish culture, is the smallest 
stringed instrument of the bağlama family. It is the instrument of this 
family with a length of 50-70 cm. It has 7-16 frets on it and 3-6 strings, 
but generally it has six strings.

A cura in one hand
Play, by striking
The pretty woman is coming
Strike the cymbal
(Konya)

The tail of my horse is like a cura stringed instrument,,
She laid down on the divan like an adolescent girl,
The cheeks became red like spring and summer
Bring my gray horse, let me go away
(Dadaloğlu)

Kemençe

The kemençe (small violin played like a cello) is a stringed folk instrument 
played with a bow that is widespread in the Black Sea Region. The 
belly part of the kemençe is made from mulberry, plum and juniper 
woods. The stick of the bow is generally made from rosewood, ebony, 
boxwood or teak woods. In the past, catgut strings made of intestines 
were put on the kemençe, which is a three-stringed instrument, but 
today mostly metal strings are used. A folk song, which is sung when 
dancing the horon (folk dance of the eastern Black Sea coastal region) 
to the accompaniment of the kemençe is as follows:

Oh! kemençe kemençe
Where were you last night
I will hit and break you
You are fun, fun 
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The following is the quatrain of a folk song, which is sung while 
gathering corn in Trabzon in September:

I spread manna on top of my kemençe
God damn you, you made me crazy
The root of the pear tree in his garden is visible 
You looked at the height of your sweetheart, he/she is like a rolled 
cigarette

It has become a widespread practice among the people to sing a “road 
melody” when traveling to the high plateau in many regions of Turkey 
and especially, in the Black Sea region. This term expresses a template 
melody, which is sung with a free rhythm and is very widespread in 
provinces, such as Trabzon, Giresun and Rize located in the Eastern 
Black Sea region and in the areas surrounding these provinces. 

It is also called a “high plateau melody” among the people. The people, 
who go up to the high plateau when spring comes, show their 
enthusiasm throughout the route to the high plateau with various 
entertainments. It is these high plateau melodies / road melodies, 
which express the best the excitement of going up to the high plateau. 
Generally, these are played to the accompaniment of the kemençe.

Kabak Kemane

The kabak kemane (violin with 5 strings made from a gourd) is the only 
example of stringed, bowed and leather covered stringed instruments 
in Turkish folk music. The kabak kemane is a stringed instrument used 
extensively in Turkey, especially in Western Anatolia (in the Aegean 
Region). This instrument, which is known with the names of kabak, 
kabak kemane and rebap, is also known in Southeastern Anatolia as 
rubaba, in Hatay and its surroundings as hegit and ıklığ. Its body is 
made from a gourd or coconut, and its chest is made from leather. It 
shows diff erences according to regions and forms. The use of horsehair 
is preferred for the bow. In a folk song from Konya the kabak kemane is 
mentioned as follows:

I also put the kabak around my neck, for goodness sake
I can tell from the eyes who is the spendthrift, hey
For goodness sake, I sell philanderers like you
at the bazaars, for goodness sake

For goodness sake, linga linga lin kabak
Come on, it opens early in the morning, hey
For goodness sake, you be sugar and I am cream
Come on, let us eat with our fi ngers, hey
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Tar

The tar (plucked string instrument with a leather top) is a stringed 
instrument with plectrum played in Eastern Anatolia and Azerbaijan. 
Its chest is not made of wood, like the other stringed instruments. It 
is covered with leather. The tar is an instrument with plectrum and is 
played by holding it at the chest.

Kopuz

The kopuz is the oldest of the stringed instruments. Yunus Emre 
described as follows the making of a kopuz in the language of the 
kopuz:

Oh the kobuz and the çeşte*
What is your origin in this matter
Wood is my origin, it is good
A few sheep’s gut strings

The wood and leather are assembled
It becomes one with the gut strings
It was dipped in the sea of love
There is no excuse in this matter

Yunus is now reciting the glories of God
It is a quality in the heart
It is not separate from the wise
This kobuz and şeşte
* Six-stringed lute

The kopuz  is mentioned as follows in the poem by Kaygusuz Abdal: 

Thirty kopuzes, forty çeşte, fi fty ıklığı and rebab
Let it be played beautifully in the room with the two-stringed instrument
We said so many words, there is nothing left for us to say
Look at Kaygusuz with a smiling face

We observe that the kopuz has been regarded as sacred in the Dede 
Korkut Stories: In the story titled, “Uşun Koca Oğlu Segrek Boyu”, he said, 
“-Now then, infi del, I did not play out of respect for the kopuz of Dede 
Korkut! If there were not a kopuz in your hand, then I would have split 
you in two for the head of my master! He took the kopuz from him.”

Tambura

The tambura (smaller lute) is the most widespread instrument of the 
bağlama family. It enters into the class of stringed instruments with 
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plectrum in folk music. It is smaller than the bağlama. It is one of the 
stringed instruments used the most by performers. Pir Sultan Abdal 
speaks as follows in the language of the tambura in his poem titled “My 
Yellow Tambura”:

Come, my yellow tambura
Why do you moan
My insides are carved out, my problem is great
I moan for this reason

They put a string on my arm
They had me speak a thousand and 
one languages
I became the same as the ecstatic nightingale
I moan for this reason

Come, my yellow tambura
I can put it on top of me if you like
Once again, my feelings were hurt
I moan for this reason

My name is yellow tambura
My cry for help goes to the skies
My master is Pir Sultan
I moan for this reason

Cümbüş

The cümbüş (mandolin with a metal body) is one of the indispensable 
stringed instruments of weddings. It is also known as cünbüş in some 
regions. Those who play this instrument are called cümbüş players. It 
is among the stringed folk instruments composed of an aluminum 
belly covered with leather (or a plastic membrane) and from a 
handle without frets, like the ud (lute). Since the cümbüş, which 
is tuned like the ud, has a very strong sound, it is played a 
lot, especially at weddings and celebrations. 

Is there a descent from the fortress
Can raw iron be silver
While there are young brides 
Would a cümbüş be played to girls.

Ney

The ney (reed fl ute) is one of the most important wind instruments of 
Classical Turkish music and Islamic mystical music. It is made from a 
type of knotted reed called kargı (cane). The ney, which is in various 
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lengths according to the tunes, is created from nine short nodes. There 
are seven frets on it. These frets are obtained by piercing with a smith’s 
tool for widening a hole. The most important part is the mouthpiece. It 
is made of horn or ivory.

A legend related to the ney is as follows:

God taught the Prophet Muhammad everything he needed to know. 
However, one secret remained untold. The Prophet Muhammad begged 
God and God told him this secret on the condition that he would not tell 
this to anyone else. However, this was such a secret that the Prophet 
Muhammad could not keep it and he told the Prophet Ali, whom he 
trusted a lot, on the condition that he would not tell this to anyone else. 
The Prophet Ali could not keep the secret and he told it to a dry well. The 
secret was so big that even the well could not keep the secret and fi lled 
up and overfl owed with water. The fl ooding water fl owed into a nearby 
reed bed. Sometime later, the Prophet Muhammad and the Prophet Ali 
heard a sound when passing by the reed bed. The Prophet Muhammad 
turned to the Prophet Ali and reproached him, “You remember, you 
were not supposed to tell anyone else”. They approached the reed bed 
and saw that a shepherd was blowing on a reed he had cut off  from the 
reed bed. According to the belief, the sound coming from the ney is a 
secret and for this reason, it aff ects everyone, whether or not they are 
believers. Mevlana said that the deep sound of the ney symbolized the 
perfect person, that is, the person who has attained a certain maturity:

Listen, who complains about the ney
About stories of separations

It says that ever since it was cut from the reed bed
My moaning has made the entire world cry

The sound of the ney is a friend separated from its loved one
His note tore apart and threw away our note

No one has seen an antidote like the ney
No one has seen a friend full of desire like the ney

The ney tells about a bloody road
It tells the story of the love of Mecnun

Sipsi

The sipsi (boatswain’s pipe) is one of the folk 
wind instruments. It is used extensively, especially 
in the Aegean, Mediterranean and Southwestern Anatolia. 
In these places, it is also known with the names, such as sibuzgu, 
sebezğu, sivzğa, birğa, burğa, borğu and tütek (düdük).
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The folk melodies with dancing played with the sipsi are also called “sipsi” 
dances. The sipsi, which is a folk instrument used in the vocalization of 
the boğaz, gurbet, teke and zeybek melodies, is made from reeds.

Zurna

The zurna (reed instrument somewhat resembling an oboe) is one of 
the oldest folk wind instruments. The zurna, which is generally made 
from plum, apricot, boxwood, walnut and other woods, is played to 
the accompaniment of a drum. Due to its strong sound, it is played 
mostly in very open areas, at village weddings, when seeing men 
off  to military service, at sports activities, in folk dances and 
similar ceremonies. It was the primary melodic instrument 
of the Janissary band of musicians during the Ottoman 
period. It is known that it was also used in the orta 
oyunu (theatrical representation with a central stage).

The idiom, “Don’t expect to fi nd rules or method in 
something, which is based on improvisation” is 
an idiom, which explains that rules cannot 
be sought in unplanned matters.

“The most critical part of the job” is 
used to indicate the most important 
point of a job done.

Çığırtma

The çığırtma (a small fi fe), which is also known as the çırıtma, is a Turkish 

folk direct wind instrument without a reed. The çığırtma is made from 

reeds, wood or the wing bone of an eagle. It is 15-30 cm long. This 

instrument, which is known to be used mostly by shepherds, is one of 

the instruments that is about to be forgotten in the present-day. The 

making of the çığırtma from the wing bone of an eagle is as follows: 

The wing bone of the eagle is made clean from the feathers and from 

the fl esh in a coarse manner. It is buried in the soil. It is kept there for 

a period of time and after the bone marrow and piece of fl esh have 

been consumed by the organisms in the soil, it is boiled in milk. 

The purpose of boiling it is to whiten the bone and to 

provide for its becoming soft for processing it. After 

this process, the pitch holes are opened and 

the çığırtma is completed.  
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Kaval

The kaval (shepherd’s pipe) enters into the wind instruments 
category in Turkish folk music. Generally, it is accepted as 
a shepherd’s musical instrument. Hardwoods, such as 
juniper, hornbeam, boxwood, walnut and linden wood, 
are preferred in its production. The most popular ones 
are those made from plum wood. Furthermore, there 
are also those, which are made from reeds and from 
metal alloys, such as brass. 

There are two main types of kaval, with reed and without reed. The 
kaval, which is very important for the people of Anatolia, has been used 
for centuries as a means of expressing their feelings. There are many 
stories and legends related to the kaval that have lived from tongue to 
tongue and come to the present-day. According to a legend:

No musical instrument could remove the sheep from heaven. In the end, 
they said to a shepherd, who had become a saint: “Take this kaval and 
without looking behind at all, keep playing and walk outside of the gate 
to heaven and the sheep will come behind you.” The shepherd walked 
and played the kaval and behind him all of the sheep… The shepherd 
advanced like this for one to two days, but as soon as he looked back, 
the back of the herd stopped at that moment. It seems that a ram 
remained within heaven and as soon as the shepherd looked back, the 
gate to heaven closed. The ram remained in heaven. If that had not 
happened, then the horns of the rams would have been silver.

Davul

The davul (drum) is accepted as the symbol of the Turkish percussion 
instruments. The davul in time and according to regions is referred to 
by the names, such as tuğ, tavul, köbürge, küvrüg, tuvıl and davul.  Those 
who beat the davul, according to this period and regional diff erences, 
were attributed with names, such as tablzen, davulzen and davulcu 
(drummer).

The small davuls are given names, such as small davul, cura davul and 
davulbaz; the medium-sized davuls are called medium davul; the large 
davuls are given names, such as large davul, koltuk davul or kaba davul. 
The davul is beaten with a drumstick or the smaller drumstick. The 
drumstick is called çomak, çöven, çögen or metçik. The smaller drumstick 
is also called zipzipi.

The davul, which was the most basic musical instrument of the 
Shamans, has been used for many years in the Turkish traditions for 
religious ceremonies, battles, Janissary bands, weddings, Ramazan 
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nights, jereed games, horse races, wrestling, and on holidays and is 
still being used. It is possible to encounter many proverbs and idioms 
related to the davul, which has an important place in the oral culture: 
A few of these are as follows:

A gypsy wedding cannot be without a davul
A Kurdish wedding cannot be with a zurna.

He’s only a puppet; someone else pulls the strings.

To be tightly swollen.

If you listen to the drumbeat it seems to say,
“Find a mate who is your equal”.

A word to the wise is enough.

He/she sees the drum and dances and sees the friend and cries.

Distance lends enchantment to things.

If you let a young girl decide for herself whom she’ll
marry, she’ll pick someone unsuitable.

When the poor go out to dance, the drum bursts.

The drummers recite quatrains by walking from district to district 
with their drums, with the objective of getting those who fast during 
the month of Ramazan up for the meal before dawn. They collect 
money after the month of Ramazan has passed in payment for these 
services. One of the quatrains recited by the Ramazan drummers while 
collecting money is as follows:

The light rope of my davul is cotton cord
I no longer have a shirt on my back
Give my baksheesh, sir
Let me get a shirt on my back

Female servants, female servants
Talk while delirious in front of the hearth
When they hear the sound of the davul
They pick the stones out of the rice

Nağara

The nağara, which is also called the 
koltuk davul, is a Turkish folk percussion 
instrument without drumsticks. The 
nağara is played under the armpit or 
sometimes by placing it between two knees. 61
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Tef

The tef (tambourine), which is a Turkish folk 
percussion instrument, is also called delbek, 
delbenk, germe, kobran and kabran. Whereas, in 
various regions, those who play the tef are called 
deff at, defzan, hanende, dairezen, tarande, çingene 
and acem. It is made by passing a goat hide or 
intestines (especially from the hide of a nine-month 
kid, which is called yearling sheep) on an approximately 20-40 cm hoop 
by affi  xing it in a taut manner.

There are two varieties of tef, with jingles and without jingles. 
Especially the women in the rural areas, both play the tef and dance for 
entertainment at the henna and wedding nights. Furthermore, the tefs 
with jingles are also used in the Karagöz and Hacivat shows.

The tefs without jingles are also called “mashar” in some regions. 
Generally, these tefs are used in dervish lodge music. The following is a 
poem in which the tef is mentioned:

Destiny, I have a complaint to you
You made me into a tef from fox hide
Am I wrong, or else is the imam wrong?
You put me in the line of worshippers behind a novice imam

Bendir

The bendir is one of the main percussion instruments of classical Turkish 
folk music. The bendir, which has diff erent characteristics and names 

(daira, def, bendire and arbani) according to the region where 
it is used, is a special rhythm instrument, which is of use 

in accompanying all types of music. Walnut wood and 
beech with goat hide are preferred in the making of 
the bendir. The bendir, which is an authentic leather 
beater instrument, is used in Mevlevi music as well 
as in religious music. Weddings that last for days are 
celebrated with enthusiasm with a single bendir in 
the Eastern Anatolian and Southeastern Anatolian 

regions.

Furthermore, the bendir, which is also used for zikir 
(repeating silently or aloud, the word God, the ninety-nine 

names of God, or formulas praising God), is also called the zikir 
def or the zikir bendir.
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Darbuka

The darbuka (kind of drum) is among the best known percussion 
instruments played by hand. The darbuka is a small percussion 
instrument in the shape of a cylinder with leather stretched and 
tied at one end with nodes on the center of the body and the other 
end is left open. This instrument, which is called dümbelek in Arabic, 
assumes the names of  dümbek, deblek, güp, küp, dümbelek and dönbek 
according to the regions in Turkey. Just as it can be played on its own, 
it can also accompany other instruments. The darbukas, which are 
made of clay or metal in various sizes, are covered with 
leather processed from goat or calf leather. The darbuka 
is mainly used as a rhythm instrument at henna nights 
and entertainments among women.

The following is a quatrain in which the darbuka is 
mentioned, which has also taken its place within 
folk literature products:

The leather of the darbuka
Someone loved me
To tell you the truth
He is a Fener villager

Kaşık

The kaşık (wooden spoons used as castanets) are a folk percussion 
instrument. Especially, those made of boxwood are preferred. The 
handles are taken between the fi ngers. Whereas, the oval parts are 
taken within the palm of the hand in a manner in which the backs 
come together and are played. Besides these, there are also diff erent 
ways of holding them. Around Bursa moving small parts 
have been formed with the carving technique at the 
end of the handles and has been given the name of 
tongurdaklı kaşık. It is used extensively in the folk dances 
in Turkey and especially in the Silifke and Konya regions.

Folk Sports
The Jereed Game

The jereed game, which is not played much in the present-day, was 
a game that was rather popular in the past. The jereed game would 
be played by the village youths and the people of the towns at 
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weddings and on holidays. The jereed melody would be played to the 
accompaniment of zurnas and drums in the jereed fi eld to draw the 
interest of the people. The basic objective in the jereed game, which is 
a team game, is to target the riders on horseback and to hit their sticks. 
The players take their sticks and mount horses.

They assault each other on horseback and throw the stick like a javelin. 
If the player who hits the stick does not catch it, then he remains 
outside of the game. If he catches it, then the game continues. At the 
same time, the opposite side attacks. The group, which remains with 
the fewest players, is considered to be defeated. Today, jereed is played 
mainly by professional groups.

The terms used in the jereed game: Jereed Melody: Melodies 
played in special rhythms with the zurna and drum when playing 
jereed.

Değnek (stick): The name given to the jereed game in some regions.

At Oyunu (Horse Game): The name of jereed in the Tunceli and Muş 
regions.

Horse Game Melody: Melodies played in special rhythms for making 
the horse move before jereed in the Tunceli and Muş  regions.

Ambling: A type of ambling that does not shake the rider, made as 
though the horse would gallop with two feet by putting down the feet 
on the same side at the same time.

Ambling Horse: A horse that ambles without shaking the rider.

Gallop: The fastest running of the horse.

To Begin to Trot: The rapid and shaking gait of the horse by moving its 
legs in diagonal pairs.

Assault Gallop: To ride the horse to a target at a speed even beyond 
the fastest running of the horse.

Going at a Walk: The straight walk of the horse.

Slow: The slow walk of the horse by leaning on 
the back hips.

Neck and Neck: Two horses 
being at the same level.

To Make the Horse 
Move: To show skill in 
jereed.

Horse Acrobat: A rider who shows his 
skills on horseback in jereed.
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Sipahi: It is said of those persons who ride horses well and are skilled 
in the horse game.

To be a Seğmen: Those who wear the national clothing belonging to 
a region at the weddings around Ankara.

Osmanlı (Ottoman): It is used in the meaning of cavalryman.

Range: The name given to those who remain on horseback in a row. 

Field: Place where jereed is played.

Martyr: Name given to those who are hit and die in the jereed game.

Novice: It is said to the player who throws a javelin that touches the 
horse.

Oil Wrestling

Oil wrestling, which is one of Turkey’s most important folk sports, has been 
identifi ed with the name of Kırkpınar. The legend, which was the cause of this 
identifi cation, is as follows: 

During the campaigns organized by Orhan Gazi in 1349 for capturing 
Rumelia, his brother Süleyman Pasha attacked with forty soldiers the 
Domuz Fortress belonging to the Byzantines. He captured this place with 
a raid. The forty-soldier advance guard unit returned and took a break 
at Samona, which is now remaining within the territories of Greece. 
The forty warriors started to wrestle here. In the wrestling, which lasted 
for hours, it was observed that the two brothers, who were rumored 
to have the names of Ali and Selim, somehow could not defeat each 
other. Subsequently, on a Hıdrellez (festival  held on 6 May to celebrate 
the coming of spring) day the same pair started to wrestle in the Ahıköy 
Pasture near Edirne. The brother wrestlers, who still could not defeat each 
other, despite wrestling the entire day, also continued their struggles with 
candles and oil lamps throughout the night. However, a moment came 
when their breathing stopped and they fell down in the place they were 
standing and died. Their friends buried these two warriors under a fi g tree 
and went away from there. Years later, when they went to the same 
place, they saw an abundant stream in the place 
of the graves of the two wrestlers. After this, 
the people gave the name of “Kırkpınar” 
(forty streams) to that region in memory 
of the two warriors lying there.

Oil wrestling is a sport in which 
the wrestlers spread oil on their 
bodies and wear a special 
clothing given the name of 
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kispet (leather pants). The kispet is carried and kept in a bag made from 
reeds and given the name of zembil. The wrestler who stops wrestling 
is obvious from the hanging of his zembil on the wall. The oil wrestling 
competitions are held regularly in Kırkpınar of Edirne Province in July or 
August. This sport, which is organized by municipalities in the present-
day, was organized by agas in the past. There were the Kırkpınar 
Agas in the past, who summoned the wrestlers to wrestle, organized 
competitions,  entertained the guests coming, provided food and 
places to sleep, provided for the wrestling to be made in accordance 
with customs and practices and who gave prizes. In the past, the people 
would be invited to the Kırkpınar wrestling by hanging a candle with a 
red bottom at the coff eehouses in the cities and villages.

The person who introduces the wrestlers at the oil wrestling competitions 
and who starts them wrestling is called cazgır. The cazgır, who is also called 
“Salâvatçı”, makes known with suitable verses and prayers the names, their 
reputes and their skills in wrestling of the wrestlers, who are paired by the 
delegation of judges or by the drawing of lots.

Two wrestlers came onto the fi eld!
Both of them are braver than each other!
Do not be sad because your back touched the ground!
Do not be happy because you came on top!   

Children’s Games
The Sapan Game

The sapan (slingshot) is made of tree branches shaped by cutting in a 
fork shape and with the joining of an elastic band on the end pieces.

Games can be played in diff erent forms with the slingshot. For example, 
in the sapankaya game, the players fi nd a hill and disperse in an equal 
number on both sides of this place. The purpose of the game is to 
prevent the players on the opposite side from passing to their own 
sides and to shoot with the slingshot for this. Every player puts objects 
that are small, like a hazelnut on the end of the sling that would not 
hurt much when shot. At the end of the game, the losing side kisses 
the hands of the winning side.

Çotra is another game played with the slingshot. In this game, other 
than one each slingshot for each player, there are an equal number of 
walnuts and one cone. The çotra game is played with a minimum of 
two persons and the selection of the person who is “it” is made before 
starting the game. The players form a circle. The oldest player passes 
to the center of the circle and starts to recite playful formulas. Some of 
these playful formulas are as follows:



1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7
Cunning fox
Hazelnut, peanut, velvet  pillow
Plaster mud
You leave this game

The needle pricked, it hurt me
Plump bird, run to the cart
The wheel of my cart
İstanbul’s candy
Hop, hop, golden ball
There is no game besides this

After the person who is “it” is selected, a line is drawn on the game 
area. The players, other than the person who is “it”, line up behind this 
line and shoot at the cone, which is an average of 8-10 meters beyond 
where the person who is “it” is waiting. The purpose of the game is to 
hit the cone with the walnuts shot with the slingshot. The player who 
can hit the cone gets a walnut from the person who is “it”. In case he/
she cannot hit it, then he/she gives the person who is “it” a walnut and 
the game continues like this. At the end of the game, when the walnuts 
of the person who is “it” are fi nished, the player with the most walnuts 
wins the game.

The Topaç Çevirme Game

The topaç (top), which is a toy made from wood,  is also referred to 
with names, such as ayı, değirme, dememe, kantır, katır, fır fır, fi rle and 
kiriştek. Topaç çevirme (spinning the top) is done with the help of 
a string wound around a whip or handle. The length of the string 
changes according to the size of the top. The string is a length of 30-35 
cm in some tops and can be up to 50-60 cm in others. The whip or the 
handle,  just like the top, is made from wood. In some regions, 
nails, which are called kabara, kopuza or kadak are nailed 
to the end of the top.

To spin a top is a game that is played in many 
regions of  Turkey. A playful formula is recited 
and the person who is “it” is selected before 
starting the game. Subsequently a circle is 
drawn in the middle of the place where the 
game is played and the cloth (string) is twisted 
around the end of the wooden whip. The top is 
thrown to the ground in a manner in which its 
end will come perpendicular to the ground and 
the whip is pulled up directly to the player. At this 
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time, the other player/s also throw one-by-one their own tops into the 
circle to stop the top of the person who is “it”, which is spinning inside 
the circle or to remove it from the circle. The next stage of the game is 
to try to stop the top of the person who is “it” or to remove it from the 
circle. At the end of the game, the player, whose top spins the longest 
inside the circle, is the winner. Besides this, there are also other games 
with tops.

The Aşık Game

As it can be understood from the name, the aşık (knucklebone) game 
is played with the knucklebones in the knees of animals, like sheep 
and goats. The knucklebone game is played with a minimum of 
four persons. Before starting the game, all of the players throw their 
knucklebones in the air and the head of the game is selected according 
to the shape that comes to the top. Whoever gets the mire (the dented 
side of the knucklebone) starts the game fi rst. The player who throws 
the şek (the other side of the knucklebone, which is fl at) goes second. 
The player who throws the tög (the side of the knucklebone, which is 
bulged in the middle) goes third. The player who throws the çiğ (the 
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back part of the knucklebone, which is bulged in the middle) goes 
fourth. Subsequently, the knucklebones are lined up on a fl at surface. 
Throwing is done from one step behind. At the end of the throws made 
in order, whoever hits the knucklebones, wins the knucklebones that 
he/she hit. If any of the knucklebones in this place showed a distribution 
at a distance, such as one hand span from the where the collection 
of knucklebones are located, then it means that it has been won by 
the person who hit that knucklebone. If one of the knucklebones has 
not reached this distance from the scattered knucklebones, then the 
player who hit it loses his/her turn and then it is the turn of the second 
çiğ throwing player or it is the turn of whichever numbered player 
comes after that. The game continues in this manner until all of the 
knucklebones on the ground are fi nished. Games can be also be played 
in diff erent forms with the knucklebone. In another knucklebone 
game, which is played with a minimum of two people, two circles, one 
inside the other, are drawn before starting the game and the players 
put their knucklebones in the interior circle. Next, they toss a coin to 
decide who would start the game and the player who knows, gains the 
right to make the fi rst hit in the game. The place the player makes the 
hit is a line at a certain distance from the circle. The player must remove 
at least one of the knucklebones from within the circle with the hit he/
she makes. Even if he/she hits the knucklebones, if the knucklebones 
are not removed outside of the circle, then the turn in the game passes 
to the rival player. The rival player starts the game from the place he/
she wants by taking advantage of this superiority. If the rival player can 
remove to the outside of the circle the knucklebones he/she hits, then 
he/she wins the game. The knucklebones removed outside of the circle 
at the end of the game also become his/her knucklebones.

The Yedi Kale Game

The yedi kale (seven goal posts) game is played with seven 
each knucklebones and a ball made of cloth. The 
game is played with a minimum of six players. 
Before starting to play the seven goal posts 
game, the players are divided into two 
groups and they make a count 
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to decide who will be “it”. The playful formula recited when making a 
count is as follows:

Come out! Where did you come from? 
Come out from there!

If a count is not made for starting the game, then there is a drawing 
of lots. After the groups are determined, they write wet/dry or empty/
full on papers for deciding who would start the game and one is 
selected from these papers. The group of players, which remains next 
to the knucklebones, places the seven each knucklebones one on top 
of the other. Later, they count seven steps by starting from where the 
knucklebones are and draw a line. Here is the goal post where the ball 
will be thrown. The players of the group, who will throw the ball, try to 
topple the knucklebones by throwing the ball. When the knucklebones 
are toppled, the players of the group who threw the ball, both try not 
to be hit and also to line up the knucklebones they toppled. The player 
who is hit remains outside of the game. However, if the knucklebones 
are lined up by the time the last player is hit, then the players hit are 
again included in the game and they try once again to topple the 
knucklebones by throwing the ball. If the group waiting next to the 
knucklebones hits all of the players of the opposite group before they 
can line up the toppled knucklebones, then they change places and 
the game continues. Awarding the group that wins or punishing the 
group that loses is dependent on the players. If a decision is 
made at the beginning of the game to give a prize or a 
punishment, then it is applied at the end of the game.

The Gıç Gıç Game

The gıç gıç game is a game that is played by 
trying to keep standing on top of branches 
cut from trees. The gıç gıç game is played in 
the form of a competition. The place where 
the competition will be held and the distance 
are determined before starting the game. The 
game is generally played on areas with level 
soil. The players put their feet on the parts of 
the sticks for their feet and also hold the upper 
parts of the sticks with their hands. They try 
to reach the target line in this manner. The 
important point in the game is to be able 
to keep balanced on the sticks. The player 
who reaches the target fi rst without falling 
down wins the game.
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The Tik Tak Game

Tik tak is made with the pounding of 
nails at equal intervals on a fl at piece 
of wood cut in a rectangle. The lines 
of a real soccer fi eld are drawn on 
the board with a pencil and ruler. 
The tik tak game is played by means 
of a metal coin and money assumes 
the duty of the soccer ball.

The tik tak game is played with only 
two persons. When starting the 
game, fi rst of all, the metal coin is 
dropped onto the fi eld at a certain height. Whichever side of the fi eld 
the metal coin lands, that player uses the priority to start the game. 
Every player has the right to hit the money one time. The purpose of 
the tik tak game is to have the metal coin reach the goal post of the 
opposite side and to be able to put it inside the goal post. If the money 
falls off  of the board during the game, then the other player takes the 
money that fell from the line and once again puts it into the game from 
the edge of the fi eld. When there is a goal, the money is once again put 
into the center of the game fi eld by the player who lost the goal. The 
end of the game is determined by the number of goals decided upon 
previously or when the players become bored.

The Ebe Beni Kurda Verme Game

The ebe beni kurda verme (“it” do not give me to 
the wolf ) game is played by a player who wears 
a wolf costume, a person who is “it” (mother, 
protector) and seven to eight players who 
are lined behind the person who is “it”. First of 
all, the children make a wolf selection among 
themselves. For this, all of the children line up 
and start to run towards a target that they 
have determined previously. The child who 
reaches this target the last becomes the 
wolf. One of the others lines up behind 
the children as the person who is “it” 
and the game starts. The children 
start shouting in unison, “’It’ do not 
give me to the wolf, ‘it’ do not give 
me to the wolf”. At this time, the wolf 
also tries to catch these children who are 
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running away in various directions and he/she lines up the children he/
she catches and starts to become stronger. The game continues like this 
until the children behind the person who is “it” fi nishes. When all of the 
children are lined up behind the wolf, they shout all together, “’It’ you 
gave us to the wolf and we will give you a punishment”. The punishment 
given to the person who is “it” is to take the wolf on his/her back and to 
walk around for a while or to try to fi nd his/her own shoes, which have 
been hidden by the other players.

The Holi Game

The holi game is played by means of a stick given the name of çoğan or 
çogan (hooked stick). The holi game is played with a minimum of four and 
a maximum of ten persons. Before starting the game, a large pit (holi) is 
dug of a size in which a ball can enter it. Subsequently,  the gok anası (“it”) 
is selected with a playful formula. This playful formula is as follows:

Oya went to the game
How much is the game ticket
The ticket seller said Five lira

Subsequently, they count to fi ve and the fi fth player makes the fi rst hit. 
The player who will make the fi rst hit is selected with the following playful 
formula:

Molasses in the cupboard
Lick, lick it doesn’t fi nish
Ayşecik cik cik cik, Fatmacık cık cık cık
You get out of this game

The person who is “it” tries to touch the player who hits the gok with 
the hooked stick. In case “it” does not touch, then “it” drops the gok with 
the hooked stick into the holi and seeks a way to be saved from being 
“it” by trying to touch the hooked stick to the player closest to him/her. 
Punishments, such as running ten rounds, barking, meowing and making 
bird sounds are given to the player who loses.
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The Çelik Çomak Game

The making of a count is made for determining the pairs before 
starting the çelik çomak (tipcat) game, which is played with a minimum 
of two persons. Subsequently, the hole where the tipcat will be put is 
dug. Later, the players draw circles around themselves with a stick to 
determine their own regions. The player who will make the hit after 
the tipcat is put in the hole, comes next to the hole where the tipcat 
is. The player fl ings the tipcat up to 1 meter and then hits the tipcat 
with the stick with all of his/her strength. At this time, the other players 
wait in the regions in the form of a circle behind the player making 
the hit, because the tipcat could also come to them. In case the player 
who makes the hit is not successful, then he/she becomes “it”. If the 
hit could be realized in a successful manner, then the player who is 
“it” runs towards the direction it went to get the tipcat. In the period 
of time that passes for this player to get his/her tipcat and return, the 
other players dig that player’s region with the sharp part of the stick in 
their hands. Consequently, the player who is “it” should return to his/
her region in the shortest time. The fi ne point of the game is for the 
person who is “it” to run fast and bring the tipcat to the play region 
in the shortest time so that the hole will not be dug too much. If any 
of the other players have not returned to their own region when the 
person who is “it” brings the tipcat returns to the play region, then the 
other player becomes “it”. The same situation is also valid if the person 
who is “it” enters his/her own region before the other players. In case 
the hole of one of the players is dug suffi  ciently, then it fi nishes with the 
defeat of the player who owns that hole. At the end of the game, foods, 
such as helva (halvah, a sweet) or lokum (Turkish delight) are bought by 
the player who loses as a punishment.
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societal practices,
rituals and feasts
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Birth
In the Turkish society, to have a child is of importance, both for 
providing for the continuation of the lineage and for reinforcing the 
place of the woman in the family. Consequently, a number of practices 
are applied prenatally, during delivery and postnatally:

Prenatally

The prenatal practices are focused around eliminating infertility, 
becoming pregnant, craving certain foods, pregnancy, understanding 
the gender of the child, what the pregnant woman does during 
pregnancy and the behaviors avoided.

In the Turkish society, since it is perceived that the woman is responsible 
for not having children, the practices for eliminating infertility are aimed at 
women. A few of the practices applied for eliminating infertility are as follows:

To take a steam bath on a red-hot clay roofi ng tile or stone.

To beat a mortar at the waist.

To beat an earthenware pot at the waist.

To take a steam bath with fi g leaves.

To make visits to a tomb or where a holy man is buried.

To pledge the sacrifi ce of an animal.

To Crave Certain Foods

There are beliefs related to the gender of the child with what the 
pregnant woman eats during pregnancy and whom the child will 
resemble. Here are a few examples: 

It is believed that if a pregnant woman eats kiren (cornelian cherries) 
and apples secretly during her craving for foods or if she hides them, 
then wherever these upset her body, there would be the traces of this in 
that part of the child who would be born. 

If she eats rabbit, then the child becomes fearful.

If she eats fi sh, then the child becomes boneless.

If she eats partridge meat, then the child becomes beautiful.

If she eats goat meat, then the child becomes stubborn.

To Understand the Gender of the Child

There are also some practices made for understanding the gender of 
the child that would be born:
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The chin of a raw sheep’s head is separated by making a wish.

It is believed that if fl esh remains on the chin bone, then the child to be 
born will be a girl,
and if the fl esh does not remain and if it becomes naked, then the child 
to be born will be a boy.

Salt is thrown at the head of a woman without her knowing it.

If the woman scratches her head, then it becomes a boy.
If the woman touches her hips, then it becomes a girl.

When milk comes to the breasts of the pregnant woman,
the milk is dripped into a glass of water. 

It is believed that if the milk does not disperse, the baby will be a boy, and 
if it does disperse, the baby will be a girl.

It is believed that if the lower back of the pregnant woman aches, then it 
will be a boy and if her groin aches, then it will be a girl.  

The interpretation is made that if the pregnant woman’s abdomen is 
upright and pointed, then it will be a boy and if it is sagging below, then 
it will be a girl. 

A thread and broom are put under one of the cushions on the fl oor on 
which the bride would sit and a knife is put under the other cushion. It 
is believed that if the bride sits on the cushion under which the thread 
or broom is put, then the child that would be born would be a girl. 
Whereas, if she sits on the cushion under which a cutting tool or knife is 
put, then the child that would be born would be a boy. 

During Delivery

In the past, deliveries in the rural areas of Anatolia were made at home 
with the help of the village midwives. A great majority of the practices 
made during delivery are formed of applications and practices aimed 
at the delivery being easy. Here are a few of these practices:

The hair ties of the woman are untied.

Locked doors, chests and windows are opened.

Feed is scattered to birds.

A woman who had an easy delivery, rubs the back of a woman who 
will give birth.

The woman is put on someone’s back and shaken.

The woman is made to jump from a high place.

The woman is put inside a cloth and swung.
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Postnatally

The umbilicus and placenta of the child:

It is believed that with the throwing of the umbilicus on high buildings, 
the future of the child would be high.

The bellyband is put under the bed by wrapping it in a cloth with the 
objective of protecting the child from the evil eye. They call this the 
scurf of the child. 

It is believed that if the umbilicus of the child is kept at home, then he/
she would be faithful to his/her home when he/she grows up. If it is 
thrown out in the street, then he would have eyes for other women. If it 
is buried at the bottom of the wall of a school, then he/she would enjoy 
learning. If a rat pulls it, then he/she would be a thief.

Salting

After the child’s umbilicus is cut and given a name, the child is salted. 
Salt is spread on the body of the child and after leaving it like that for a 
short period of time, he/she is washed with water or fi rst of all with salty 
water and then with pure water. The objective of salting the child is to 
provide for his/her sweat or breath not smelling. 

Al Karısı

The al karısı (scarlet woman), whom it is believed aggravates women 
recovering from childbirth and forty-day old babies and who also kills 
them sometimes, is given the names, such as scarlet, cazı, witch, scarlet 
mother, scarlet daughter and scarlet woman. The people have applied 
a number of practices for protecting against the scarlet woman, who 
is believed to be found in the barns, haylofts and mills, in abandoned, 
ruined places, in water wells, in water sources and in places where 
women recovering from childbirth and forty-day old babies are found.

Examples of these practices:

The Holy Koran, a broom, onion, garlic and charm used to ward against 
the evil eye are hung in the places where women recovering from 
childbirth and forty-day old babies are found.

A needle or packing needle is put under the pillows of the women 
recovering from childbirth and the forty-day old babies. 

Cutting implements, such as a dagger, sickle, knife, etc. are put under 
the pillows of the women recovering from childbirth and the forty-day 
old babies.
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Bread crumbs and water are put in the places where women recovering 
from childbirth and forty-day old children are found.

Despite the fact that there are fewer practices compared to those in the past 
related to the scarlet woman, they are also continuing in the present-day.

Kırk Basması

It is called kırk basması if two infants, who are not forty days old, are 
brought next to each other. It is believed that these two children will remain 
undersized.

To improve a child who is weak, the child is seated in a central place of the 
house and swept around him/her. It is believed that the child will improve 
after this practice. In Tunceli, when two mothers with babies forty days old 
are brought next to each other, the mothers exchange sewing needles so 
that the forty-days will not be mixed.

Kırklama 

Kırklama (to become forty days old) is the name given to the practice made 
with the objective of purifying the baby and mother forty days after birth, 
to provide for them joining the society and to protect them from illnesses 
and bad luck. The mother who has recently given birth is called kırklı or 
loğusa (woman recovering from childbirth). The kırklama process is made 
extensively in Anatolia on the fortieth day. Besides this, kırklama can also be 
made on the 7th, 20th, 30th, 37th, 39th and 41st days. The fi rst forty days 
after the baby is born is very important, since the mother is recovering from 
childbirth. The mother and baby could suff er various illnesses in this period, 
such as shortness of breath of the woman recovering from childbirth, the 
formation of rashes on her face, fevers and the baby having jaundice, etc. 
These illnesses are called al basması, al karısı or kırk basması among the 
people. In this period, a rifl e and her husband’s jacket are put in the place 
where the woman recovering from childbirth lies and a needle, packing 
needle or knife with a black handle are put under her pillow, so that these 
illnesses do not occur.

How the Kırklama is Done

First of all, water is heated in a cauldron in the kırklama made usually by 
the mother-in-law or sister-in-law of the woman who is recovering from 
childbirth. On the other hand, a washtub, bucket, sieve and bowl are 
prepared. The water is separated into two when it becomes lukewarm. The 
baby is bathed in a normal manner with the fi rst water. The other water set 
aside is the kırklama water. A rather large washtub is brought forth. Forty 
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cups of water are put into the washtub by praying. Furthermore the following 
are thrown into this water:

Forty stones, so that the child will be as strong as stones,

Gold, so that the child will be pure and clean,

Silver, so that the child will have good morals,

A ring, so that the child will not be without a spouse when he/she grows up, 

A blue bead, so that misfortune will not befall him/her,

Money, so that he/she will be wealthy.

In addition, with the thought that the evil eye could emerge when performing 
the kırklama, the clothing of the baby is also put into the washtub. 

Water is poured on the child with the Muslim formula bismillahirrahmanirrahim 
(in the name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful). The tool used for 
pouring the water is a saplaa (water container with handle). Finally, the 
remaining part of the water, together with the things in it, are poured into a 
sieve held over the mother and baby. 

When pouring the fi nal water, the sieve is rotated two times over the heads 
of the baby and mother and prayers are made in the form of “Let dirt go, let 
cleanliness come” or “Purity, clearness, good luck kırklar”.

After the kırklama, the forty day mevlit (night of the birth of the Prophet 
Muhammad) is chanted for the baby. Food and drink are off ered to the guests 
who come. The “forty” water in the washtub is poured out at a place where 
it will not touch the feet or in a fl owing water. The money is distributed to 
the children who are waiting outside. The next day, the practice of taking 
the baby to the homes of his/her relatives, which is called kırk kovalama or 
kırk uçurma is done. The following are kept available when carrying out this 
practice:

A mirror, so that the baby will not be struck by the evil eye,

Bread, so that the places the baby goes will bring abundance,

The Holy Koran, so that the baby will be protected from evil.

If the baby of the place visited is a girl, then material for a dress is given and 
fl our is spread by saying, “Let her live until her hair turns white”. Whereas, gold is 
pinned to the boy. The fl our is spread both to the hair and to the face.

Practices and Beliefs Related to Kırk Basması

Women recovering from childbirth cannot go outside, if they do, then it 
is a sin; the devils will harm them and kırk basar (they become ill). 

Another woman recovering from childbirth cannot go near a woman 
recovering from childbirth.
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If two women who are recovering from childbirth run into each other, then 
the baby of one of them will become ill. In this situation, it is necessary for 
them to embrace each other and to exchange a forked needle or a button 
so that the child will not become ill.  

If there is a woman recovering from childbirth at a house, then a bride 
cannot come to the house.

If the new bride or the woman recovering from childbirth becomes ill, it is 
said that kırk bastı.  

Women recovering from childbirth cover with a scarlet hand-painted/
printed cloth for forty days and the baby is covered with a yellow hand-
painted/printed cloth.

The Holy Koran, a broom, an onion, garlic and a charm to ward against 
the evil eye are hung in the places where there is a woman recovering from 
childbirth and a forty-day old child.

To See the Baby

The woman who is just recovering from childbirth and the baby are visited 
by the relatives and neighbors. This visit, which is known as “to go to see 
the baby”, is generally realized after the baby is forty days old. To go to see 
the baby is called “to go to the birth” in the Isparta region. Those who come 
to see the baby make good wishes, such as “May the baby’s life be long”, 
“May the baby have a good and long life”, and “May the baby grow up with 
its mother and father”. The women, who go to see the baby in a group, go 
by informing in advance that they will come. Those who come to see the 
baby make börek (fl aky pastry fi lled with thin layers of food, such as cheese 
or cooked ground beef ), baklava and dolma (stuff ed vine leaves). There is 
the tradition at this visit to pin gold on the baby and to bring clothing. 
The close relatives pin gold on the baby and the neighbors bring what 
they have knitted or clothing they have bought as presents for the baby. 
The small gold coins, larger gold coins or the gold maşallahs (May God 
preserve him/her from evil) are pinned with a safety pin to the swaddling 
clothes or the pillow of the baby. 
All of the gifts and gold brought 
to the baby are followed and who 
brought what gift is learned very 
well, because it is known that the 
gifts brought by both sides are “on 
loan”. To those who brought gold, 
gold is defi nitely brought to them 
and those who bring other gifts are 
met with other gifts of equal value.
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The Tooth Hedik

Teething is one of the most important indicators of the biological 
development of a child. It is generally celebrated with a ceremony by the 
Turkish people. At the foundation of this ceremony and entertainment 
lie wishes, such as blessing food, increasing the food of the child and 
increasing abundance. A series of traditional practices are made at this 
ceremony aimed at the teeth of the child being strong and regular.

After the teeth of the child grow, a food is cooked by the child’s family 
given the name of hedik by mixing wheat, chickpeas and sometimes dried 
beans. This food, which is cooked for providing abundance and plenty 
and for the child’s teeth to be strong after the teeth of the child grow, is 
composed of various grains. In some regions, the food is cooked only with 
wheat, which is the symbol of abundance. Especially in the Aegean Region 
it is composed of chickpeas, wheat, dry beans and 
corn.

The most widespread name of this ceremony 
and entertainment, which is referred to with 
diff erent names in diff erent regions, is tooth 
hedik among the people.

It is also described in diff erent regions as tooth 
food, tooth bulgur and tooth wheat. One each 
plate of hedik is distributed to the neighbors. The 
neighbors, to whom the tooth hedik was brought 
to their homes, give a baksheesh or a small gift to 
be given to the child, to the person who brings 
the hedik.

At the ceremony given the name of tooth hedik, things, 
such as a knife, pen, book, bracelet and bread, everyone of 
which represents a separate profession, are left in front of the child. It is 
believed that whichever of these the child reaches for and takes, that the 
child will choose that profession in the future.

Cradle

A beşik (cradle) is a type of small rocking bed that are made of wood 
or iron and are of use in putting the babies to bed and having them 
sleep by rocking them. Besides the idioms for cradle in Turkish, such 
as to rock the cradle and from cradle to grave, it is also included in 
compound words, such as beşik kertmesi (betrothed while still an 
infant), beşik örtüsü (cradle roof ), beşik salıncak (rocker) and tersbeşik 
(when lying on one’s back to hold bent knees with the arms and to 
rock in the direction of the head and feet). 
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Circumcision
The Circumcision Feast

It is the ritual of the coming of age of male children. Male children are 
circumcised before they reach maturity. The child who will be circumcised 
wears a special outfi t. A child, who wears the circumcision outfi t, goes a few 
days before the circumcision feast or on the day of the ceremony to kiss the 
hands of his relatives. At the same time, this also has the meaning of a 
call to his circumcision feast. Tombs are visited and a display 
tour in a phaeton or carriage are made in many regions of 
Anatolia on the ceremony day. To chant the mevlut at home 
or to sacrifi ce an animal at the circumcision feast 
are practices applied in many places. The father 
of the child circumcised gives a meal to the 
guests coming and the guests bring various gifts 
to the circumcised child. The drum and zurna are 
played during the circumcision feast. Karagöz shows 
are made in the towns and village spectacle plays 
are performed at the circumcision feasts in the 
villages. The circumcised child is not allowed to 
sleep until morning in order to prevent bleeding.

Kirvelik

Kirvelik is a type of institution of relatives between two families who are 
in an equal position economically and socially, formed by meeting part 
of the expenses of the circumcision feast by one of the families. The ties 
formed between the two families are established on behalf of social 
and economic solidarity and is a sincere and heartfelt tie and continues 
until death. The kirve is the organizer of the circumcision feast and one 
of the important persons.

To Ask a Family to Give their 
Daughter as a Bride, Engagement
Informing the Parents of the Desire to Marry

The method applied most frequently by a young man to state his wish 
to get married is to frequently mention to his mother and father his 
desire to go to a place far from home. Young people tell their desire to 
get married diff erently according to regions:

The young man tries to tell that he wants to get married by hammering his 
mother’s shoes to the threshold. (Çankırı)
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Young girls who come to the age of becoming a bride go to the Girl’s 
Tower by taking a locked padlock with them before going out on Friday 
at the time of the prayer recited by the muezzin before the call to prayer. 
An old woman would open the padlock over the heads of the girls. 
The girls would shout when going from the tower towards the city, “I 
am lucky, I am lucky, my golden throne, the time has come for me to 
become a bride”. (Afyon)

A man who thinks that the time has come for him to marry would give 
the message marry me by putting salt in the shoes of his father for 
showing that he is fed up with being a bachelor.

The man would tell his family and the girl he loves that he wants to 
marry by thrusting a spoon into the pilaf. (Black Sea Region) 

The man who wants to marry would consciously use the quilt he slept 
with in a reverse manner until it was noticed at home in order to state to 
his mother and father his desire to get married. 

If a young man who wants to marry breaks plates and bowls for no 
reason, this would tell that he wants to get married.

A young man who continuously yawns during breakfast would state the 
wish to get married by giving the message, “My place is restricted, there is 
noise, I did not sleep well”.

A young man, at a time when he knew that his father would be coming 
home, would put his shoes in reverse in front of the door in a manner that 
could be seen by his father. The father who would see that the shoes, which 
were used in a regular manner, had been put in front of the door, would 
understand that his son wanted to get married.

Matchmaker’s Visit for Seeing a Prospective Bride and 
To Ask a Family to Give their Daughter as a Bride

A male candidate who wants to get married starts to look for a suitable 
girl by starting from his relatives and neighbors. Matchmakers are the 
fi rst selectors of a suitable girl for the bridegroom candidate who wants 
to get married. They consider the beauty, skills and morals of the girl. 
They transfer to the boy’s side the impressions related to the girl. If the 
boy’s side fi nds the girl to be suitable for their family and son, then they 
pass to the stage of kız isteme (to ask a family to give their daughter as 
a bride). News is sent to the home of the girl before kız isteme. Care is 
shown to go on a Thursday or a Friday for kız isteme. The young man, 
his mother and father go together with the people who are liked and 
respected in the region for kız isteme. It is the custom to say, “According 
to the command of God and the word of the Prophet, we have come to 
ask for your daughter as a bride for our son”. It is also observed in some 
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regions that a girl is asked in the following manner, “We came to ask for your 
person who cuts pastry dough for our person whose hand holds a pen”. 
Since the girl’s house is a coquettish house, they do not give the girl when 
she is asked for the fi rst time. The boy’s side realizes visits to the home of the 
girl a few times. If they will not give the girl, the girl’s side make up excuses, 
such as, “Our daughter is going to school, she is too young”. In some regions, 
the girl tells with symbols that she does not want to marry. She states to the 
person who comes to ask her to be his bride that she does not want to marry 
by putting salt or water in his shoe. Some practices and beliefs related to kız 
isteme are as follows:

When one goes to kız isteme bitter things are not off ered and not eaten. It 
is feared that the matters would be concluded bitterly, that is, negatively.

When it is decided to go to kız isteme, the mother of the boy buys salt 
secretly and starts to use it. If a disaster does not befall the family until 
the salt is fi nished, then the girl is considered to be of good omen and they 
decide to go to kız isteme. (Konya)

When the father-in-law and mother-in-law come to visit, if you want the 
matter to work out, then defi nitely cold drinks are not off ered, so that there 
is not a chill in relations. (Eskişehir)

Persons should go to kız isteme without anyone seeing them. If by chance 
they are seen, it is believed that the devil will mix in the matter.

Those who go to kız isteme take a string and stone with them. They make a 
knot with the string and they leave the stone in the girl’s house without anyone 
noticing it. Let it tie their lips like the string and the stone cut it so that they do 
not say “We will not give our daughter”. (Eskişehir)

Off ering coff ee is one of the indispensables of kız isteme. However, in some 
regions, if the girl’s side has no intentions of giving their daughter, then 
nothing is off ered to the guests.

Engagement Ceremony

It is held after the bride’s family agree to give their daughter in marriage. 
Just as the engagement ceremony can be a small ceremony between the 
families, a large entertainment can also be made. Besides giving the girl a 
dress that she will wear at the engagement ceremony, gifts are also given.

Henna
Henna Night

It is the night before the day of taking the bride. Mainly sadness is 
experienced, since it is the last night of the bride in her father’s house. 



The relatives and neighbors are invited to the henna night by distributing 
dry henna, gum and sugar or by asking them by word of mouth. To apply 
henna is one of the Islamic traditions. This night, henna is applied to the 
bride and bridegroom. The henna applied to the bride and the dried fruits 
and nuts that will be distributed to those coming to the henna night are 
bought by the boy’s side. When the henna is applied to the girl at the 
henna night in the girl’s house, she is sat in a chair and her head is covered 
with a red henna cover. Although it shows variations according to regions, 
generally, the uncle’s or brother’s wife applies the henna. The girl prevents 
the henna from being applied by not opening her hand when applying 
the henna. The people close to the girl call the mother-in-law of the bride. 
They ask for money or gold from her for the applying of the henna. The 
henna application process continues with the mother-in-law putting gold 
in the palm of the bride. The women sing folk songs all together that make 
the bride cry when applying the henna. After making the bride cry, this 
time tunes are played and the guests start to dance. Later, it is asked that 
someone from the home of the bridegroom comes to get the henna tray. 
Those close to the bridegroom, other than the bridegroom, get the henna 
tray from the girl’s house on condition that they give baksheesh to the 
person who brings it. The tray is brought to the house of the bridegroom. 
Henna is applied to the bridegroom. The best men of the bridegroom are 
forced to be careful so that the goods of the bridegroom are not stolen, 
because they are required to get their stolen goods back in return for 
money.  

The Henna Tray
The henna tray is among the indispensables of the henna nights, which 
are held one day before the wedding day, because the henna that will be 
applied to the bride on that day is mixed in this tray. The mixed henna is 
brought with candles burning to the place where the bride is sitting.

They crush your henna in a golden bowl
They string pearls and coral on a white neck
Cry, my daughter, cry and be strong
Your lineage is high, be a wife

Some prayer examples related to henna, 
which are in the Turkish oral culture:

Apply henna to your hands.

May your henna be blessed.

Oh, my bride, my woman
May your henna be blessed
When you walk around
May honey sweeten your lips
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The Henna Cover and Gloves

Generally, henna is applied to the bride 
on the henna night and sometimes to the 
bridegroom. The red cover decorated with sequins, 
which covers the face of the bride throughout this ritual when 
applying henna, is the henna cover. After henna is applied to the girl, 
her hands are tied with a white cloth. The henna gloves are put on over it. 

Handkerchief

There are embroidered goods, such as embroidered handkerchiefs, large 
napkins and towels, and there are also handkerchiefs in the trousseaus 
of girls who become brides. This handkerchief is mostly from linen and 
the edges are decorated with various kinds of embroidery. The shiny and 
sequined examples of handkerchiefs in the present-day are used as a tool 
at the societal ceremonies and entertainments, such as henna nights.

Wedding
To Get the Bride – Wedding:

The boy’s side goes to get the bride to the accompaniment 
of the drum and zurna. However, in the present-day, they 
go in convoys, which are composed of automobiles. 
The bride says farewell to all of her relatives 
and family before leaving the house. Before 
the bride goes through the door, the bride’s 
brother asks for door opening money from 
the bridegroom. After the father of the 
bridegroom gives the money, the door is 
opened. The brother or the father of the bride 
ties a red sash around the waist of the bride 
and the bride leaves the house of her father.

Trousseau
To Spread Out the Trousseau

The preparations accelerate at the houses of the girl and boy when the 
wedding week is entered. The process of spreading out the trousseau 
starts after the wedding day has been determined. The persons at the 
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boy’s house hire a cart to pick up the trousseau at the girl’s house and 
go there. The trousseau prepared by the girl is loaded into the cart and 
brought to the boy’s house. A printed cloth fabric or a shirt is given to 
the cart driver. In the meantime, some gifts are given by the persons 
at the girl’s house to those who go to bring the goods. The persons 
at the girl’s house go in a group to the boy’s house to spread out the 
trousseau. The persons at the boy’s house also help to spread out the 
trousseau. In the meantime, the bundle prepared is put in the bridal 
chamber. There is underwear, socks, hand painted cloths, towels, cloth 
for making clothes, bed sheets, handkerchiefs and other clothing items 
inside the trousseau bundle placed by the close relatives of the boy. 
Finally, the girl’s bedroom is prepared. The persons at the boy’s house 
give food to those who come to see the trousseau.

Bundle

The bundle is a bag in which things like underwear and clothing are 
put and wrapped up and closed by tying the four corners of it. It is also 
used in some regions by folding it. All kinds of bride’s goods prepared 
for the bride are put in it. The gifts sent by the girls and boys who are 
engaged are also sent in a bundle.

The teacher is coming, the teacher
He had a green bundle in his hands
The girls of Mudurnu
Want me to fi nd them husbands

Trousseau Chest

The girl is in the cradle, the trousseau is in the chest.

The trousseau (hope) chests start to be fi lled with laces, embroideries, 
baby’s bootees and socks by the mothers of daughters as of a very small 
age. The girl takes over the process of fi lling the trousseau chest when 
she grows up. The girl arranges the trousseau with the handwork she 
has done. The trousseau chests in which the trousseaus of young girls 
are kept are generally made from walnut or cypress wood. The chests 
can be covered with mother-of-pearl or carved. Just as the interior is 
covered with valuable fabrics, a mirror is put in a manner so that it will 
come opposite one when opening the lid. The trousseau chest is only 
used in the villages in the present-day.

The henna on my hands faded in the soil
My goods remained in the chest
A tall, tough guy became the subject of gossip
Oh, how extraordinarily diffi  cult it is
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Lace Covers

Lace covers constitute one of the most important parts of the girl’s 
trousseaus. They are woven with the objective of decorating the tops of 
goods, such as china cabinets, coff ee tables, television sets and tables.

Pillow Cases

Pillow cases are made on white cotton cloth heavier than muslin by 
embroidering some decorations and designs on them with an embroidery 
canvas. Pillows fi lled with wool or foam rubber are put into them.

The pillow does not know the problems of the head.

Mirror

Mirrors are household items that are used for various purposes in houses. 
Setting aside the use as an item, the mirror has an important place in the 
Turkish world of belief and practice. The mirror held in front of the bride 
in the bridal procession represents the wish for a bright and happy life.

The mirror on the brooms with mirrors put in the trousseaus in Edirne 
also symbolize the beauty of the bride. The following is also one of 
the practices that we can evaluate within the marriage rituals: Before 
the bride enters the door, there is a mirror hung as a decoration next 
to the fl ag on the roof. This mirror is shot at by the young people. The 
decorations on the mirror are given as a gift to the young person who 
hits the mirror. The mirror also continues its existence in the oral culture:

Let them give, let them give
Let them give the lovers to whom they love
I held the mirror to your face
The light refl ected on my face
I am telling you, my beloved
Listen to what I say (Çanakkale)

Mirror, mirror, to the hands 
The mirror fell in the lakes
Mirror, let me sacrifi ce my life
To the hands that hold you (Trabzon)

Mirrors in riddles:

It is inside the room and the room is inside it.

Do not sell a mirror at the bazaar for the blind
Do not recite a gazel* in the bazaar for the deaf. (Mevlana)

* lyric poem



Gülabdan

The gülabdan is a small fl ask used for sprinkling rose water in religious 
ceremonies or in daily life. It has a swollen body and a long, thin neck in 
the shape of a pear. The spout with hole at the end of this neck provides 
for the sprinkling of the rose water in the desired manner. Generally, the 
gülabdan, which forms a set together with censers, would be made 
from glazed tile or silver. Besides those made from gold and glass, there 
are also ones whose surfaces are decorated with gold gilding and 
precious stones, with various techniques, such as inlays. 

In the oak trees on the mountain top
The rose oil in bottles
I loved, strangers got her
I remained in the corners

In the oak trees on the mountain top
The rose water in bottles
The strangers found their lovers
I remained in the corners

Hand-Painted/Printed
Cloths (Hand-Printed Head Scarf)

The yemeni (hand-printed head scarf ) is the name of a thin cloth or 
large printed kerchief with colored fl ower designs with a mold with 
multi-colored dyes printed on it. The yemenis are also called kundak 
(cloths used for swaddling), salma (long, hanging sleeve) and yaşmak 
(veil). The yazmas (hand-painted/printed cloths), whose corners are 
decorated with needle embroideries or various embroideries, are 
among the indispensables of the trousseau chests.

The collet of the gold ring
The beginning of the village appears
Do not give a girl to a distant place
She will shed her tears in a veil

I am attending school at the iwan
I am touching the head scarf
An apple came from my beloved
I am afraid to eat it

The embroidered edges of the head scarf
I cannot climb up steep hills
Take my greetings to my beloved
The birds of seven mountains
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Flattened Metal Threads

Tel kırma (fl attened metal threads) have 
been made since the eighteenth century. 
“Palu işi” (Palu work) is another name for 
it. It assumed this name because it is 
made in Palu County. It is an embroidery 
technique. It is made on any cloth with a 
material called “kırma teli” and a special 
tool. The thread used in the fl attened 
metal thread process is metal thread. 
The appearance and the width of the 
thread resembles gelin teli (silver/gold 
tinsel used to adorn a bride’s hair). The 
fabric is stretched on an embroidery 
hoop and embroidered. It assumed 
this name because when embroidering, the 
threads are bent without using metal thread scissors. It is used 
in the present-day in decorative ornamentations, such as for women’s 
apparel, shawls, table and coff ee table covers.

Hand-Painted/Printed Head Scarf with Gold Coins

The white or diff erent colored hand-painted/printed headscarves 
embroidered with gold or silver threads or sequins are called gold 
or silver threads, sequined or gold coin hand-painted/printed 
headscarves. The artisans would make the headscarf in a triangular 
shape during the Ottoman period. Then 
they would fold it again and make a band 
with a width of three to four fi ngers. This 
would be used by wrapping it around a 
fez or conical hat.

White bride, red bride
A bride with sequins everywhere
Why are you waiting on the road
Bride, is your husband a soldier

Fine Muslin with Beaded Edging Embroidery

Oya (edging embroidery) is an adornment. This term is used in the 
meaning of decoration and was called the “house was embellished” 
by the Turks in the eleventh century, “oyu” by the Mamluk Turks and 
“Oyumu” by the Kirghiz Turks. The edging embroideries, which refl ect 
the superior taste, intelligence, delicacy and creativity of the Turkish 
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people, became the symbol of beauty 
with the expression, “delicate and lovely”. It 
constitutes important examples of the traditional 
Turkish culture. Furthermore, the tradition of there 
being embroideries and edging embroideries in 
the trousseaus of every young girl has been an important factor in this 
art being able to survive and stay alive up until the present-day.

The edging embroideries can be separated into nine types according 
to the tools, equipment, materials and techniques used. One of these is 
the boncuk oyaları (bead edging embroideries).

The bead edging embroideries are a type of edging embroidery made 
by using the basic materials of crochet hook and beads, a needle as 
an auxiliary tool, hairpin shuttle and thread. The embroidery techniques 
used in the bead edging embroideries are 1. Chain (close loop) and 
2. Fine-meshed (loose loop). There are the two basic processes of 
preparation and embroidery in the making of bead edging embroideries. 
The beads are counted and strung up on a thread according to the 
subject of the edging embroidery, the model and characteristics in the 
preparation stage. A needle is used in the stringing of the beads. 

The bead edging embroideries are made by stringing the beads on 
threads from silk, cotton or synthetics. They assume diff erent names 
according to the workmanship and the tools used. It is the type of 
edging embroidery encountered and used the most in Anatolia. It is 
mainly sewn around the edges of fi ne muslin and is used by married 
women.

Crocheted Edging Embroidery Headscarf

Tığ oyaları (crocheted edging embroideries) are crocheted 
by making loops with a crochet hook. It is produced with 
the placing of rows of loops one on top of the other. The 
characteristics of the crocheted edging embroideries 
made change from region to region. Every motif used 
has a meaning. It is formed from geometric shapes 
in nature and from symbols and is also given a name 
according to the source of inspiration.

Needle Lace

İğne oyası (needle lace) has entered into the world literature as “Turkish 
Lace”. Even if it resembles lace, it is separated from two-dimensional 
lace by its three-dimensional structure. It is defi nitely made to be sewn 
onto items and it is a decorative item on its own. 
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The material of needle lace is generally silk. Some additional materials can 
be used for making the motifs stand upright. The needle laces assume 
diff erent names according to regions and varieties. The needle laces are 
also used as a means of communication in the Turkish culture. Diff erences 
are displayed in many regions of Anatolia in the needle laces from the 
aspect of motifs, colors, compositions and areas of use. 

The needle laces are especially an indispensable part of the Anatolian 
trousseau tradition.

The names of the shapes composed from being arranged in various forms 
according to the places they are used are as follows:

Hand-printed head scarf laces, headdress laces, branch laces, crown laces, 
fl ower pot laces, small cloth bag laces, appendages

Needle laces and their meanings

Honeysuckle: It assumed the name of honeysuckle from its 
resemblance to the hands and long fi ngernails of women who do not 
do housework and work in the fi elds. 

Kütüle: It symbolizes the kütüle, which is a mountain fl ower. The 
bride makes it for her sister-in-law (wife of husband’s brother) at the 
mevlit ceremony after the wedding. It refl ects the wish of peace and 
agreement. 

Shrewish Woman: Among the people, it symbolizes persons who are 
quarrelsome and incompatible. The lace form also resembles tongs. 

Püren Flower: This lace was made by being inspired from püren, which 
is a mountain fl ower. It is believed that the headache of a 

person who ties this lace on her head would disappear. 

Pinwheel: It is called with this name from its 
resemblance to the gears of a wheel. Generally, in 

separations after unsuccessful marriages women 
make head scarves embroidered with this lace. 999999994999999999994444444444944944999999999444444444444444949999999999444444444449999999999999494444444444444449999999999994444444444444444499999999494494444444444499999999999999444944444444999999999449444949444444449449999999999444494444444449999994444494444444999944444494494444449999994444444444449999999444444944444449999999999999944444449494449999999999944444444444499999999994444444999499999999944444444999999999449444444999999999944444999949999999444444449999999994444444999999999444444499999999944444444
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Field Eryngo: It was made by being inspired from the fi eld eryngo, 
which is a mountain fl ower. At the mevlit ceremony chanted the day 
after the wedding, the bride makes a head scarf with fi eld eryngo for 
her mother-in-law and gives the message, “Do not prick me like a thorn”. 

Socks

Hand-knitted socks, which are used in the rural regions in Anatolia, 
are knitted with two or fi ve needles. Diff erent features are shown in 
every region from the aspect of color, design and the type of yarn used. 
Mainly cotton socks are knitted in Northern and Western Anatolia, wool 
and mohair in Central Anatolia and cotton and linen in the Marmara 
Region and Thrace.

The Erzurum and Sivas regions are famous for their socks. The designs, 
colors, the village of those who wear them, the family, the occupation, 
married, single or engaged are shown in the Sivas village socks. The 
most decorative ones are the socks of brides, bridegrooms and young 
girls. The men of middle and advanced ages wear plainer designed 
socks or socks only decorated with knitted designs. The designs seen 
in the socks of Anatolia have been taken from plants, live creatures, 
decorative goods, writings and various symbols and are formed 
from specially adapted shapes. Every design used on the socks has a 
meaning, which is known by the people of the region. For example, 
a design with the hand on the waist symbolizes motherhood and 
fertility; the earring design symbolizes the wish to get married; the star 
symbolizes happiness; and the scorpion symbolizes hostility.

I sowed barley up to my knees
Come, big brother, until autumn
Let me knit socks for you
From your heel to your knee

Look at the top of the sock
Look at the tie on the bunch
When that beloved comes to my mind
Look at Tercan’s mountain

The sock came to the knees
The heart became embers
A letter did not come from you
Do not expect greetings from me

The idiom, “to plot against someone” or “to get someone in trouble”, has 
the meaning of planning bad things for someone and to do the best 
one can for making the work/expectations go wrong.
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Slipper Socks

Slipper socks are used in place 
of slippers for keeping the feet 
warm. They are also frequently 
encountered in the present-day. Slipper socks in diff erent colors and 
motifs are knitted and put in the trousseau chests prepared for girls. 
It is one of the handicrafts engaged in the most by almost all of the 
women in the villages where there are Yörük (nomadic shepherd 
people of Anatolia) and Turkomans. They assume names, such as arpalı, 
baklalı bilimli, sığır suyu and bıçak burnu according to the shapes of the 
handwork and designs on them.

Seeing a Man Off  to Military Service
Going to the military service is considered a sacred duty among the 
Turkish people. There are a number of traditions and rituals, which 
need to be done, before going to the military service by every young 
person, who has reached the age for military service. A person who 
will go to  military service, stops his work ten to fi fteen days before 
going to the military service and rests. He visits all of his relatives and 
neighbors. Even if he does not go to visit, he is invited for meals by his 
relatives and neighbors. The person who will go to the military service 
is given money by his relatives when he is seen off  to military service. 
The amount of this money is not important. What is important is that it 
is given, because this is a tradition.

In some regions, the soldier candidate makes visits to tombs one to two 
days before departing. The soldier candidate makes a wish 
to return safe and sound from the military by making 
visits to tombs. Henna is applied 
to the soldier candidate and 
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a soldier prayer is recited. The henna applied to the soldier is applied 
with the perception of sacrifi cing him to his country. In some regions, 
a mevlit is chanted and an animal is sacrifi ced for him to return from 
the military safe and sound. The seeing off  to the military ceremony 
is realized to the accompaniment of the drum and zurna. They dance 
the halay (folk dance performed by holding hands in a circle) in a 
group and the vehicles that will take the soldiers are decorated like the 
vehicles of brides. The soldier candidate says farewell one-by-one to 
everyone who participated in this ceremony and asks for forgiveness 
for any wrongs he committed in the past.

Practices and Beliefs Related to 
Death

Before Death

In situations, such as a dog howling at great length when not necessary,
an owl sitting on the roof of the house and hooting,
is interpreted that news of a disaster will come and
that there will be a death. (Malatya)

It is said that the singing of a crow cannot be
interpreted well, when the crow sings, 
“May God bring good” is said. (Trabzon) 

The twitching of eyelids is a sign of death. (Trabzon)

At the Time of Death
It is believed that when the patient looks at a
certain point when lying on his/her deathbed,
that Azrael will come from that point. (Kırıkkale)

Water is given continuously to the patient. It is believed that if
water is not given, then the devil will come with the appearance
of the most loved person on the deathbed of the patient and
 will change his/her religious faith with water. (Kırıkkale)

After Death
When the patient dies, it is said that his/her soul left. 
His/her clothing is removed,
he/she is taken off  the bed and laid out on a hard place.
His/her chin and feet are tied.
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The chin is tied so that the mouth will not remain
open and so that the dead person will not look ugly.
His/her feet are tied so that they do not remain open.
A knife is put on the corpse so that it does not swell up. (Trabzon)

Rose water is sprinkled on the corpse so that it does not smell. (Giresun)

As soon as he/she dies, his/her eyes are closed.
It is said that if his/her eyes do not close, then
Someone will take him/her away,
Someone will carry away him/her. (Trabzon) 

If the face of the corpse is yellow, then this is
accepted as a goodness for this corpse. (Karaman)

All of the water at the house of the dead person is dumped.
It is believed that the dead person is cleaned with this.

It is believed that those who die on Friday night or
on blessed days or nights was a good human being in
relation to God and that he/she will not suff er greatly
this night or until the end of the day. (Hakkari)

Salt is distributed for the soul of the dead at the end of seven days.
The mevlit is chanted on the fortieth day.
Three months later, helva is distributed, also for the soul of the dead.
One year later, it is also a custom to sacrifi ce an animal.

Visits are also made to the graveyard on religious holidays. (Gaziantep)

It is believed that however many people carry the coffi  n,
that much of God’s reward for good conduct on earth
will be registered for the person who dies. (Uşak)

Saya Gezme
Saya Gezme (spectacle entertainment in villages) is a tradition that 
started from Central Asia and reached the present-day from the former 
Shamanistic and other Turkish beliefs. It is held the second week of 
February, which is called half of winter. According to the beliefs of the 
Göktürks, it is believed that the bad spirits, which caused annoyances 
to people with various costumes, arrived at those dates. The men in 
the village would wrap themselves in various attire and costumes and 
come together to fi ght against them and to get rid of them. In the 
present-day, the meaning has been stripped from this tradition and it 
is observed only as a game, an entertainment and as an element that 
provides unity and cooperation.  

Saya Gezme, which expresses the suffi  ciency of the sheep’s wool and 
the coming of spring, is generally held in February. There are various 



symbols of this tradition, which produce an air of festivity. These are 
the bear, camel and bride. The bear, with its color, represents winter. 
It is attempted to make the person, who wears the outfi t of a bear, to 
completely resemble a bear. A fur is put on him and a bell is attached 
to his neck. Furthermore, there is also someone, who directs and has 
the bear dance. Whereas, the camel, with its size, power and strength, 
represents eff orts, work and abundance. It is the camel who goes in 
front and it is also the camel, who asks for and collects foods, such 
as bulgur and oil, when going from house to house during the Saya 
Gezme. The camel is made in the following manner.

Two strong young men hold onto their shoulders both ends of a 
stepladder with a height of 1.5-2 meters. A basket is placed in the 
center of the stepladder as the hump of the camel. A piece of cloth is 
thrown from the top of the basket to the ground. A camel’s head, which 
is connected to the end of a stick, is put in the hand of the person 
in front. An unripe melon (poorly developed ear of grain, fruit) is also 
attached to the neck of the camel. Another symbol of the feast is the 
bride. The bride represents freshness, newness, beauty, goodness and 
abundance. As the bride, women’s clothing (wedding dress, bindallı 
{garment made of purple velvet embroidered with silver thread}, üç 
etek {long robe with back divided from the two front panels by vertical 
gores), etc.}) is worn by a thin and tall male, who is predisposed to 
acting. His face is covered with fi ne muslin. However, there is also no 
restriction on his head being uncovered. The spectators prepare the 
players for the play. For this, the materials needed are a bowl, hat, 
walking stick, stick and rifl e. The accessories are very important. Things 
that are found a lot in the village acquire other meanings within the 
play. After all of the types are prepared, the camel and the person who 
directs him are in the forefront. The people who play the shepherd’s 
pipe and tambourine are behind him. The bride and the bear are in the 
third row and fi nally, the village children and the village people. They 
stop in front of every house in the village and a person whose duty is 
to direct the entertainment and who is called steward or grandfather, 
starts to recite a poem with its own unique mode.

This poem is as follows:

Hey, from stone, from stone
The snake slides from the stone
We did not come from hunger
We did not come from thirst
We had a play from Saya
Let’s say Heeeey, friends!- Heeeey,
Hey! Was it yoo-hoo, was it yoo-hoo,
Was it ayran*, was it water?
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Was it the house of … agah
Where we came from hand to hand?
Let’s say Heeeey, friends!- Heeeey
One hundred sheep/goats was enough
One hundred lambs were fi nished
What remained? What did not remain?
Fifty days remained or did not remain
Let’s say Heeeey, friends!- Heeeey
Fifty days later
They will spread out with a boom
They are milked with a squirt
Let’s say Heeeey, friends!- Heeeey
* drink made from yogurt, water and salt

They continue to go from house to house while this poem is recited. 
The bride and bear dance facing each other to the accompaniment 
of the shepherd’s pipe and tambourine at every house entered. While 
these plays continue, the bride is abducted by the bear and is later 
rescued by those in the surroundings. The abduction and rescue of 
the bride are the symbol of the change of seasons and the passage 
from winter to summer. When the players leave the house, they are 
given fl our, bulgur, butter, salt, eggs, etc. as a baksheesh. The festival 
continues by getting foods from every house visited. 

The Saya Gezme starts in the evening and continues until late at night. 
Dinner is cooked in large cauldrons with the provisions collected and 
eaten together. The young people of the village gather at one house 
and play tombalak and they dance the halay to the accompaniment 
of songs and folk songs. They have fun in this manner until late at 
night. They go home towards morning. The players and spectators 
are intermingled at Saya Gezme. Sometimes they watch the play as  
spectators and other times they also take their place in the play. The 
player whose turn comes emerges from within the spectators and 
participates in the play and when his/her job in the play is fi nished, he/
she once again goes back among the spectators.

Crocus Day
Çiğdem Günü (Crocus Day) is also one of the celebrations aimed at the 
arrival of summer. On Crocus Day it is believed that it is necessary to 
eat saff ron pilaf, which is made from the crocus fl ower, for women who 
cannot have children to have children, for pregnant women not to give 
birth to physically disabled children, for boys to have a good profession 
when they grow up and for the calves of the villager engaged in animal 
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husbandry not to die. The crocus fl ower is considered to be sacred and 
just as this fl ower revives nature, the belief is predominant that it would 
be a solution to the problems of the village people and that it would 
bring good health. 

The fi rst activity on Crocus Day is the crocus tour made by the children. 
The crocus tour is a tradition, which emerged with the painting of nature 
with various colors of the crocus fl owers that are also given the name of 
mahmurçiçeği, which give the good news of spring. The children gather 
the crocuses under the snow, which grow at high altitudes, with sticks 
given the name of crocus stakes or küsküç with pointed ends that are 
prepared in advance. The crocus fl owers are attached to the thorns of 
the branches of any of the blackthorn, Russian olive and juniper trees. It is 
believed that branches with thorns symbolized women who cannot have 
children and that the crocus fl ower symbolized the child.

 The crocuses collected are put in bunches and taken to the village. The 
children go to every house in the village and have fun among themselves. 
One of the children walking around in a group takes the branch to which 
the crocuses are attached and they recite a quatrain all together and ask 
for materials for making saff ron pilaf. The quatrain recited:

Crocus, crocus, little fl ower
Cabbage, cabbage, little cabbage
A son who is as healthy and attractive as can be for those who give
Let there be a bald-headed daughter for those who do not give

The house owner who hears the quatrain recited 
comes to the door and gives baksheesh or materials 
for pilaf in return for getting a few bunches of crocus. 
If the house owner delays in answering or does not 
come outside, then the children recite a quatrain in the 
form of: 

A yoke on the top of the roof
We are tired of waiting a lot
We will go if you give baksheesh
Or else we will wait until evening

They share the baksheeshs collected 
among themselves. Later, the bulgur, 
butter and crocus (saff ron) collected 
are cooked at one house and the 
women and children eat this pilaf 
together. The pilaf cooked is called 
saff ron pilaf.

do not give
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Hıdrellez
Hıdrellez (festival held on 6 May to celebrate the coming of spring and 
the fortieth day after the spring equinox) is one of the rituals realized 
with the objective of celebrating the coming of spring on 6 May every 
year. Hıdrellez is a word created from the uniting of Hızır and İlyas. There 
are very many legends about Hızır and İlyas. One of these is as follows:

Hızır and İlyas were two soldiers in the army of Alexander the Great. 
One day Alexander the Great together with his army went to look for 
the well of immortality. Hızır and İlyas separated from the other soldiers 
during the journey. They stopped at the head of a stream and took out 
dried fi sh to eat. Just at that moment, the water splashed onto the fi sh, 
the fi sh came to life and jumped into the water. Thus, Hızır and İlyas 
found the well of immortality. At that point, an angel came. The angel 
announced that Hızır and İlyas would live until doomsday, but they 
would help those in need,  Hızır on land and İlyas in the sea.

It is believed that on Hıdrellez, that is, on 6 May, that Hızır and İlyas come 
together and that the dead nature comes to life with their coming 
together. According to the beliefs of the people, if 6 May passes with 
rain, then it is proof that Hızır and İlyas cried for joy when they came 
together and that the clouds also joined them. 

There are a number of traditions realized on Hıdrellez day that celebrates 
the coming of plenty and abundance. Wishes are made the night of 8 
May. The wishes are symbolized with stones. Wishes are made by tying 
cloths to wish trees. It is believed that however high on the upper 
branches of the trees the cloths are tied, the wishes will reach God that 
quickly. The wishes are written on a piece of paper and are sowed at 
the foot of a rose tree at night without anyone seeing it. The replies 
are received early in the morning, again without anyone seeing it. 
Everyone from seven to seventy swings on swings on Hıdrellez day. It is 
believed that however high one swings on the swing, that one will be 
purifi ed of one’s sins to that extent. Since it is believed that Hızır walks 
around in green places on Hıdrellez day, green places are visited.
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Beliefs Related to Hıdrellez:

On Hıdrellez day after the morning prayer, girls who do not have a suitor 
or girls whose time for marriage has passed, take a padlock with them and 
go to the Karahisar Fortress together with a married or elderly woman. 
The padlock is locked before reaching the fortress. After ascending to the 
fortress, the elderly or married woman opens the chances of marriage of 
these girls by opening these padlocks. Later, the girls would shout from 
the Girls’s Tower near the fortress, “I am lucky, I am lucky, my golden 
throne, the time has come for me to marry”. It is believed that after these 
practices the chances of marriage of these girls would open. If the person 
who ascends to the fortress wants a child, she shouts, “The time has come 
for me to have a child, the time has come for me to fi nish school.  (Afyon)

The people believe that getting up early on the morning of Hıdrellez 
will bring abundance and also with the thought that Hızır would carry 
abundance that day, they leave their granaries and the tops of their 
food sacks open. (Aksaray)

The women who get up early the morning of 6 May gather at the 
tandır* and defi nitely make pastry to bring abundance. Besides the 
pastry, they boil dried beans, chickpeas and wheat, also to bring 
abundance, and later they distribute these foods to their neighbors. 
Another practice made on the morning of Hıdrellez is to put the milk 
outside of the house after milking. If this milk becomes fermented 
towards evening, it is believed that the hand of Hızır touched 
it and that the year will pass with abundance. (Balâ, Ankara)
* (oven consisting of clay-lined pit or large earthen- ware jar buried in 
the ground)

The people, who want to 
understand whether or not Hızır 
came to their houses during the 
night, sift fl our the night of 5 May. The next 
morning, if there are traces on the fl our, then it 
is believed that Hızır came to that house and 
that it will bring abundance. (Antalya)

The tops of the grains in the pantries 
and the openings of the wallets in 
pockets are left open on 5 May 
with the objective of bringing 
abundance. Houses are 
cleaned due to the thought 
that Hızır would not enter 
a house that is dirty. (Balıkesir)



Mesir Paste Festivities
Every year on 21 March in Manisa the mesir paste festivities are held. 
There is the following rumor about the mesir festivity:  Hafsa Sultan 
became ill when she was at the Manisa Palace and could not be 
healed by the physicians here. She was brought back to health by 
Merkez Müslihiddin Efendi (Merkez Efendi), who was at the head of 
the hospital, with a mesir paste in which there are 41 types of spices 
made by Merkez Efendi. Later, Hafsa Sultan gave Merkez Efendi a title 
of privilege and requested that every year on Nauruz day that the mesir 
paste be distributed to the patients and people as a cure.

Many activities are realized at the festivity, which is held between 
21-25 March. At this festivity a march is held, which includes persons 
who represent the sultans, Hafsa Sultan and Merkez Efendi, as well 
as international folk dance groups, national folk dance groups, 
persons who represent the mesir paste physicians and a person who 
represents the Manisa Tarzan. After the march, they go to the Sultan 
Mosque Hospital and portray here the traditional mixed ritual. The 
mesir paste throwing ceremony is held the last day of the festivity. With 
the throwing ceremony, the giving of the title of privilege to Merkez 
Efendi by Hafsa Sultan and her wish that the mesir be distributed to the 
people from the Sultan Mosque every year on Nauruz day is portrayed 
traditionally at the Sultan Mosque. The mesirs are distributed to the 
people, who gather in the square, to the accompaniment of slogans, 
such as “May it do you good!”, “May it bring you abundance!”, “Raise your 
hands and pray”, and “Raise your hands and pray for healing”. According 
to the beliefs of the people, the number of pieces of mesir  in your 
hands, being odd or even, is important. According to this, if you catch 
an odd number, it means that your wishes will be realized within this 
year. Whereas, if it is an even number, then a situation the opposite of 
this would be experienced. 
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Seventh May
Every year, Seventh May is celebrated on 20 May. According to the Solar 
calendar, this date coincides with Seventh May and consequently it is called 
Seventh May. This day is a day when wishes are accepted and people are 
purifi ed from troubles and saved from evils. People open their hearts and 
make wishes for that year and for good things. Especially those who are 
ill, have problems, who cannot have children and those who have wishes 
come together. The ceremony held on Seventh May is composed of three 
main parts. These are passing under the stand, throwing stones in a stream 
and going around an island.

A stand having a size under which people can pass inside it is brought 
to the place of the festivity in the passing under the stand ceremony. In 
this tradition, which is based on the culture of perpetuating the lineage, 
those who could not have children make a wish and pass under the stand 
three times. The stand is the symbol of the uterus. People who cannot have 
children make a wish and pass under the stand, which is the symbol of the 
uterus and the perpetuation of the lineage. 

People, with the pleasure for life brought by spring, want to be purifi ed of all 
evils and to start life full of hope and very clean, as though they were reborn.

They throw seven even and one odd stone into the water by saying, “My 
troubles and evils to the water”. Seven is a sacred number. Whereas, the 
odd stone is the last stone thrown for the wish to come true. People, with 
the revival of nature, make a wish and throw stones into the stream with 
the belief that the water will take and carry away their evils and troubles. 
Women and girls do this especially with the objective of its bringing good 
luck to them. After throwing stones in the stream, those who participate in 
the ceremony enter the water and pour the water of the stream from head 
to toe with a dipper. There is a belief that in this practice all of the evils, 
illnesses and misfortunes of people will be taken and carried away. 

The fi nal tradition is the tradition of walking around an island. People gather 
at the edge of the stream and go out on the water with motor boats and 
caiques and go around the island by drawing a circle similar to the circle 
of the stand and once again return to the point where they boarded. The 
objective of this ceremony, just like in the traditions of the stand and the 
throwing of stones in the stream, is to perpetuate the lineage and throw 
troubles into the water. With the taking of a tour around the island, the 
belief of starting impregnation and of the proliferation of the soil in this 
season becomes more tangible.
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Folk Medicine
Folk medicine arose from the attitudes and relations of people assumed in 
response to natural events. Here, magic or charms had an important role. 
Illness is explained as foreign elements entering into the bodies of people 
and the bad things they do in societies where religious beliefs and charms 
acquire importance.

The most important diff erence between modern medicine and folk 
medicine is on the reason for the emergence of illnesses. Modern medicine 
attempts to explain the reasons for illnesses with natural causes. Folk 
medicine generally bases the causes of illnesses on a number of magical 
and supernatural events.   

Folk medicine, which also has the feature of being able to treat illnesses 
through trial and error, can still preserve its validity next to modern medicine 
in the present-day as the experience of the oral culture of mankind. The fact 
that beliefs change very slowly also has a very important role in this. 

Especially, these types of practices are encountered in the traditional sector 
of the society, even if it is not to the extent it was in the past. People, who 
are known as old women and who have treatment practices of their own. 
are actually folk doctors. The medicines they make are called folk remedies 
and the practices of some of these persons or the remedies prepared have 
no direct relationship with the treatment of illnesses, and it is observed that 
some of the practices and remedies are also able to give positive results.

Mostly, use is made of the plants grown in the environs in the preparation of 
the folk remedies. These plants, which are used in the treatment of illnesses 
are given the name of  medicinal plants. Some of these are known rather 
well among the people and are used frequently for some illnesses, whereas, 
some of them are only known by the folk doctors.

The following are some of the terms related to magic, which has an 
important place in the practices of folk medicine in Anatolia:

Charm, spell, enchantment: A procedure aimed at protecting against the 
stinging/biting of poisonous animals. 

Fortune-telling: To try to learn most of the time the cause of the illness 
by looking at water. 

Ocaklı: Persons who have the strength to cure certain or a few illnesses.

ILLNESSES AND MEANS OF TREATMENT

Bee Sting

a)  Ice is put on the place where the bee stung. If there is no ice, then it 
is held in cold water or it is spread with mud.
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b)  A bunch of parsley is beaten and wrapped around the place where 
the bee stung.

c)  Garlic is spread on the place where the bee stung.

To Lower Fever

a)  A cloth dipped in vinegar is put on the forehead, neck, hands and 
feet and body. This procedure is continued by repeating until the 
fever drops. 

b)  A lemon is squeezed and an aspirin is put in it and dissolved. The 
solution is spread on the forehead and other places of the patient.

c)  Drops formed of a mixture of alcohol, aspirin, and one to two drops 
of olive oil are spread on the joints of the body.

Asthma: Pigeon eggs are drunk raw on an empty stomach for forty days.

Aches

a)  Collard green leaves are heated with fi re. They are put on the place 
that aches. This procedure is repeated frequently. 

b)  Flaxseeds are made into a poultice by boiling. They are mixed with 
a bit of henna and naphtha and spread on the place that aches. This 
procedure is done once a day for a few days.

c)  Dried tobacco is crumbled and mixed with a bit of rakı and made 
into a cream. It is spread like ointment on the place that aches.

d)  Fine sand is roasted in fi re and beaten olives together with seeds 
are mixed in it. The mixture formed is wrapped hot and tied to the 
place that aches. This procedure is repeated for three to four days.

Aching Feet: Rock salt is dissolved in hot water. The feet are kept in this 
water for ten minutes.

As a Cure for Sprains: Dried onion is pounded in a mortar with salt or 
olives and tied to the place sprained.

Headache

a)  A whole potato is cut in rings, coff ee is sprinkled on it and it is tied 
to the forehead.

a)  A lemon is cut in rings and tied to the forehead.

a)  The bile of an animal is mixed with henna and tied to the forehead 
and left for a few hours.
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As a Cure for Bronchitis

a) Flaxseed and nöbet şekeri  (a crystallized sugar thought to have 
medicinal powers) are pounded, mixed and eaten.

b) A slice of bread is toasted very well. The slice of bread, which is 
toasted in embers, is dipped in vinegar and put on the chest.

As a Cure for Tonsillitis: Cotton is dampened with alcohol and 
sprinkled with black pepper and tied to the throat.

As a Cure for Kidney Stones

a) Medlar (mespilus germanica) leaves are boiled and drunk like tea. 
This procedure is continued until the stone is expelled. 

b) Every morning parsley or yogurt water is drunk.

Nose Bleed: Egg shells are burned and made into ashes. These ashes 
are inhaled when there is a nose bleed.

Whitlow/Felon: Okra is cooked with milk and wrapped around the fi nger.

As a Cure for Infl uenza: Mint with lemon or linden with lemon is 
boiled and drunk like tea.

Sty on the Eyelid: Garlic is spread on the sty on the eyelid.

Diarrhea

a) If an aspirin is put into a glass of soda pop, dissolved and drunk, 
then the diarrhea will stop.

b)  A teaspoon of coff ee is mixed with lemon juice and drunk.

c)  A tea glass of yogurt is mixed with a tea glass of baking soda and 
eaten.

As a Cure for Cancer: Fresh stinging nettles in summer and dried 
in winter are boiled like tea and drunk every morning on an empty 
stomach.

Mumps: The patient is made to eat red helva (sweet made with sesame 
oil, cereals, syrup or honey). The black from frying pans is rubbed on the 
mumps.

Swollen Abdomen: Bran and vinegar are mixed and dampened and 
tied to the abdomen.

Calcifi cation: Cod-liver oil is spread on the places where there is 
calcifi cation.
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Earache: A drop of leek water is dropped into the ears.

Dog Bite: Bread yeast is tied to the place of the dog bite.

Stomach Ache
a) Milk is mixed with honey and drunk.

b)  Elecampane root is boiled and drunk like tea.

c)  Helva is eaten on an empty stomach.

d) Dandelion leaves are chewed and swallowed.

Eczema
a)  Eggplant, which is pressed in fi re, is mixed with henna powder. It is 

put on the place with eczema and tied with a cloth.

b)  Peach leaves are boiled and drunk for ten days.

c)  Hedgehog meat is eaten.

d)  The seeds of the elderberry plant are eaten.

e)  Garlic is spread on it. This procedure is done every morning.

Shortness of Breath
a) Stinging nettles are boiled and drunk like tea every day.

b)  Horseradish is hollowed out and its interior is fi lled with honey. 
A small hole is opened at the bottom of the horseradish and it is 
placed on the mouth of a container. It is kept for one night. Later, 
the honey seeping out is eaten.

c)  Pine cones are boiled and drunk like tea.

Cough
a)  One spoon of honey and one spoon of lemon juice are mixed and  
 drunk. This procedure is continued every morning on an empty  
 stomach for a few days.

b)  Apple is boiled together with linden and lemon rind. It is drunk like
 tea every morning on an empty stomach.

Rash: The ashes of burned dry reeds are spread on the rashes.

Rheumatism

a) Nöbet şeker is beaten and mixed with horse chestnuts and eaten.

b)  A can of barley is put in a cauldron of water and boiled. The water 
temperature is decreased to a tolerable level. The patient is put 
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into the cauldron and kept there for one hour. This procedure is 
repeated for a few days.

c)  A bunch of sultanotu (Flos Sambuci - Elder) is put in a cauldron of 
water and boiled. The water temperature is decreased to a tolerable 
level. The patient enters into the water and is kept there for one 
hour. This procedure is repeated for a few days.

d)  The patient is buried up to his/her throat in the dung of cows, oxen 
or water buff aloes and is kept there for one hour.

e)  A glass of grated celery root water is drunk.

Hair: In the spring, grapevine branches are broken and the liquids 
dropping from them are collected in a bottle and hair is washed with 
this so that the hair will grow and not be shed.

Jaundice: The forehead or the chest of the patient who catches 
jaundice is scratched with a razor blade.

As a Cure for Wounds and Boils

a)  Ribwort plantain is tied over the wounds and boils. If it cannot be 
found, then cabbage leaves or tomatoes are tied over the wounds 
and boils.

a)  Soap and a small piece of sal ammoniac are put inside an onion and 
cooked. It is tied on a boil at a normal temperature.

As a Cure for the Bites of Poisonous Animals: The head of a 
matchstick is scraped and what comes off  is put on the place bitten.

Backaches

a)  Glasses are put on the back like suction cups.

b)  Honey is spread on the places that ache and 
red or black pepper is added on top of it. 
The back is covered with a newspaper 
with holes in it. A towel is also 
spread on top of the newspaper 
and left in this manner for 
one night. This procedure is 
repeated frequently.

Malaria: A plant with small 
pink fl owers called sıtma 
otu (Artemisia vulgaris L. - 
mugwort) is boiled and 
drunk like tea.
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Folk Veterinary Medicine
The economic life in the traditional sector of the society is based on 
agriculture and animal husbandry to a great extent. The Anatolian 
people, who provide for their livelihood from the animals in the stable 
and who feed themselves with animal products, place value on animals 
as much as the people at home. 

Folk veterinary medicine is the name of all of the applications and 
practices applied by the people of Anatolia for protecting or treating 
the illnesses of animals when there is no veterinarian or in situations 
where they cannot reach the veterinarian or when they don’t want to 
go to the veterinarian. We can give the following examples of these 
applications and practices:

The Evil Eye: A charm is written and hung on the animal when it is 
believed that the evil eye has struck animals. A blue bead or by killing 
a small turtle/tortoise the shell is pierced and hung on the neck of the 
animal to protect against the evil eye.

To Faint: The ear of the animal is cut when it faints. The capillary under 
the eye of the animal is cut with a knife.

Clipping the Tongue: The top of tongues in cattle (cows, oxen, water 
buff aloes) become full of small protuberances and the animal cannot 
eat feed and cannot chew its cud. The protuberances are perforated 
with a hooked needle and salt is pressed on it. The shape observed on 
the lower and upper lip is called kırkma (clipping). This name was given, 
since it is cut with instruments, such as a razor blade or knife.  

As a Cure for Broken Bones and Dislocations: When the pastern of 
the animal is broken, the place of the broken part is clipped with shears. 
A mixture of fl our and egg made into a paste are spread on a cloth. The 
cloth with paste is brought to the part of the pastern that is broken and 
tied tightly to the pastern. Later, a strip of wood 1-2 cm long is tied on 
both sides of the leg so that the pastern of the animal does not touch 
the ground.

Skin Disease: Mud with salt and vinegar is spread on the region 
aff ected. The skin diseases around the mouth are cauterized with a red-
hot iron.

Goat or Sheep Tuberculosis: The liver of the animal adheres to its 
ribs from heat. Yellow tar obtained from pine trees is mixed with opium 
poppy and salt and fed to the animal with its feed.

Cabbage Scab: This illness is called nettle wound. Yellow tar is good 
for cabbage scab. The tar is mixed with oil and boiled. When it cools a 
bit, it is pressed on the wound with a piece of cloth or felt.
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Liver Rot Disease: If it swells like an egg under the throat or chin of 
the animal, then it is called liver rot disease. The animal is made to drink 
yellow tar for its treatment. 

When the Abdomen of Animals Swells: In such situations, the 
animal is made to drink milk and sugar. Furthermore, the animal is 
also made to eat soil. When the abdomen of the animal swells in the 
mountains, the shepherd milks the animal’s milk into his shoe, adds soil 
and has the animal drink it.

Folk Beliefs

Oleaster Charm to Ward 
off  the Evil Eye

It is also believed in the Turkish society 
that the oleaster tree is sacred, where trees are 
perceived to be sacred. Practices, such as pinning an 
oleaster branch to the swaddling of babies and hanging an oleaster 
branch in one part of the house are the result of the belief that this 
tree protects against the evil eye. The oleaster branch hung on the 
swaddling of children is composed of a bead to ward off  the evil eye, 
a verse from the Holy Koran and the wrapping and sewing of a fl at 
stone or black cumin seeds in a piece of cloth.

Another way to protect against the evil eye, is to hang small pieces 
cut from an oleaster branch onto the clothing and cradles of children. 
In a similar manner, it is believed that the oleaster seeds also protect 
against the evil eye and illnesses. It is believed that touching the 
abdominal region of a patient with an oleaster branch would provide 
for the restoration of the patient’s health.

Lead Pouring 

Lead pouring is a practice, which is applied for eliminating discomforts, 
which are thought to come from the evil eye and spells. Generally, it 
is transferred from generation to generation with the teaching of a 
mother to her daughter or to a close relative. Women, who have grown 
old and can no longer do this job, teach a person close to them, whom 
they consider to be appropriate, how this job is done. This transfer is 
called to empower someone to act as a doctor.

The lead pouring procedure is realized as follows: The person who feels 
discomfort is brought to the house of the woman who would do this 

y
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lead pouring procedure 
and a cover is put over 
the head of the patient. 
The woman, who will 
pour the lead, melts the 
lead in a small container 
by chanting the İhlas 
and Fatiha  (112th and 
opening suras of the Holy 
Koran). Subsequently, 
various materials are 
put on a tray, such as a 

container of water, bread, onion, knife, salt, broom handle, butter, spoon 
and comb. The tray prepared is held above the head of the person, who 
it is believed the evil eye has struck and the melted lead is poured into 
the water on the tray. When pouring the lead, it is the practice for the 
pourer to pronounce the formula, “Bismillahahirrahmanirrahim” (In the 
name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful) and to say, “It is not 
my hand. It is the hand of Ayşe, the mother of our Fatma”. The lead, 
that hardens in the water and is transformed into diff erent shapes, is 
removed from the water and interpretations are made on the subject of 
what these shapes resemble and what their meanings are. It is believed 
that the person who has lead poured will get well after this practice.

To Tie the Mouth of a Wolf

In places where animal husbandry is done, the practice of tying the 
mouth of a wolf is carried out to prevent animals who are lost from 
being killed by predatory animals. To tie the mouth of a wolf is realized 
by someone whose religious personality is in the forefront, by reciting 
to a pocketknife whose blade is open a verse from the Şems sura of 
the Holy Koran and again by closing the blade by reciting a few verses. 
In this manner, the mouth of the wolf is tied. The blade of this knife is 
not opened until the lost animal is found. After the animals are found, 
once again, the same person recites the same verses and opens the 
blade of the pocketknife that was closed previously. The reason for 
this is to untie the tie that tied the mouths of the predatory animals 
previously. According to the beliefs, as long as the ties on the mouths 
of predatory animals tied in this manner are not untied, they cannot eat 
anything and die from starvation. A similar procedure can be realized 
through the tying of knots to seven each strings. A defi nite trust is felt 
in the functionality of this belief. It is such that even if they fi nd the lost 
animals killed, it is believed that this was done before the mouth of the 
wolf was tied or that they were killed by a wolf living in another place.
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Zekeriya Meal

A meal prepared to vow to make an off ering, to fulfi ll a vow and to make 
a wish is given the name of  Zekeriya Meal. The Zekeriya Meal tradition 
is generally made among women. Relatives and neighbors are invited 
to the Zekeriya Meal. The meal is set up after the noontime prayer 
during the months of Recep (seventh month), Şaban (eighth month) or 
Ramazan by a woman who had fulfi lled a wish. Two acts of worship with 
the prescribed postures are made before setting up the meal. 

After performing the worship, 
the Meryem (Mary) sura from the 
Holy Koran is chanted. At the 
Zekeriya Meal, which took its 
name from the Prophet Zachariah, 
no one talks until the worship 
has been performed, the Holy 
Koran has been chanted and the 
votive candles have been put on 
the dining table. Consequently, 
children are not brought to the 
meetings made for the Zekeriya 
Meal. It is required to have forty-
one types of food, which have 
not been cooked, at the Zekeriya 
Meal. Those sitting at the Zekeriya Meal taste these foods. The vow is 
fulfi lled and the woman who has set up the Zekeriya Meal does not 
extinguish the candle she placed at the center of the dining table until 
the dining table is cleared. Those who want to make a wish and those 
who vow to make an off ering light other candles next to this candle.

Harmal

Harmal (Peganum harmala) is a plant with leaves and 
white fl owers, with its fruits in a capsule. The seeds of 
this plant are strung on a string and hung in houses. 
The belief is widespread that the harmal seeds 
hung in houses prevent the entrance of bad spirits 
into that house. It is believed that the illness caused 
by the evil eye would be cured by making incense 
from the harmal seeds and holding it to the faces 
of children and persons, whom it is believed the 
evil eye has struck. It is believed that the evil eye 
would also depart from the sound of seeds, which 
produce a sound when burning. 115
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Wish Tree

At the beginning of the Legend of the Creation of the Altay Turks, it is 
narrated that everywhere was boundless water and that God fl ew over 
these waters in the changed form of  Ülgen (the god of goodness in 
the sky god period in Turkish mythology) and by making a tree without 
branches into nine branches, and the multiplying of nine persons from 
the roots of these branches and that he also wanted the nine Turkish 
nations to be created from here.

The strong symbolism related to the death of the tree, which loses its 
leaves every year and once again fi nds them and its revival, established 
the thought that the tree had the capability on the earth and in the 
other world to be reborn. For this 
reason, in Shamanism, the dead are 
put between the branches of a tree 
in the funeral ceremonies and the 
corpses are buried at the roots of a 
tree and a small tree is planted for the 
person who died. Funeral ceremonies 
would be held twice a year in the 
spring and autumn, when the leaves 
were formed or when the leaves fell.

The beliefs related to trees also 
continued after the acceptance of 
Islam. The expressions in the Dede 
Korkut Book: “If I look at the head, it is 
a tree without a head, if I look at the 
feet, it is a tree without feet”, “Trees, 
which are the place of prayer for men 
and women” and “If you want to learn 
the name of my father, it is Kaba Ağaç 
(Rough Tree)” are an indicator of these 
infl uences of the addressing to the 
tree of Uruz, the son of Salur Kazan 
Han.

The wish trees, which are widespread in Anatolia, are related to these 
traces in Shamanism. Persons who have various wishes go to visit the 
tree that is defi ned as a wish tree. During this visit, fi rst of all the ritual 
of worship is performed. Then a small piece of cloth is attached to 
a branch of the tree and wishes are stated. Sometimes an animal is 
sacrifi ced at the foot of the wish tree and distributed to the poor. It is 
hoped that the wish will be realized with these procedures.
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Folk Calendar and Folk Meteorology
The folk calendar can be defi ned as a system of the time-life duo, which 
assumes the duty of remembering and reminding someone of the religious, 
historical, customary, educational, belief, legal, agricultural, political and 
economic ties established on the relations based on long-term experiences 
between societal institutions and events with the natural events of persons.

The people divide the year diff erently from the calendars that have become 
widespread and the months and days are named in a diff erent manner. 
People attribute good or bad characteristics to some time units and 
natural events. According to a widespread belief, not to conform to the folk 
calendars, which are the product of long-term experience and acquisition 
of knowledge and for an individual not to act in the direction shown by the 
people, are the cause of suff ering great losses.

    Spring March (22 March-5 May)

Hıdrellez (5 May-21 June)

Summer
Solstice (22 June-13 August)
August (14 August-21 September)

Autumn
Autumn (22 September-5 November
November (6 November-21 December)

Winter
Dead of winter (22 December-31 January)
Coldest part of winter (1 February-21 March) (Çal, 
Denizli)

While the days of the week are known with their offi  cial names, they 
assume diff erent names in some towns and villages. While Friday does 
not change, since it is accepted to be sacred, the names of the other 
days assume diff erent names according to the days the bazaar is set up 
in the towns, which are the center of trade of the region.

Names of   Mahmutgazi  Dişkaya Village of Offi  cial 
Days  Village in Çal   Uşak Province
  County of Denizli 
  Province     

Cuma/Friday Cuma Cuma
Cumartesi/Saturday Cumartesi Cumartesi
Pazar/Sunday Gireği Girey
Pazartesi/Monday Pazar Gula Bazarı
Salı/Tuesday Pazartesi Gula Bazarı Ertesi
Çarşamba/Wednesday Işıklı Eşme Bazarı
Perşembe/Thursday Cuma Akşamı Cumaşamı
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The names of the months are also referred to with diff erent 
names according to the region:

Months   Darendere County of   Köroğlu Village of
Monnths  Malatya Province  Giresun Province

Ocak/January Orta Kara Kış (Middle 
Dead of Winter)

Zemheri (Coldest 
part of Winter)

Şubat/February Gücük Gücük
Mart/March
Nisan/April Lisan Abrul
Mayıs/May
Haziran/June İlk Temus (First July) Kiraz (Cherry)
Temmuz/July Orta Temus (Second July) Orak (Sickle)
Ağustos/August Son Temus (Final July)
Eylül/September İlk Güz (First Autumn) Hac Ayı 

(Pilgrimage Month) 
Ekim/October Orta Güz (Middle 

Autumn)
Avara (Useless)

Kasım/November Son Güz 
(Final Autumn)

Koç Ayı 
(Ram Month)

Aralık/December İlk Kara Kış 
(First Dead of Winter)

Kara Kış 
(Dead of Winter)

 
Proverbs Related to Folk Meteorology:

Fear the severe storm on fi fth of April*; it drives apart a yoke of oxen; do not be 
afraid of the coldest part of winter.
* 18 April on the new calendar

If the clouds become red in the evening, then the weather will be pleasant; if the 
clouds become red in the morning, then expect rain.

Frost in the summer indicates aridness, frost in the autumn indicates rainlessness. 

Seeds cannot be sown in August; a talkative wife is unbearable.

Those who are idle in August, keep a gadfl y in the coldest part of winter.

Sow ten days before November. If sowed ten days after November, the seeds are 
not productive.

Examples of Weather Forecasts from the Regions

If the frogs croak in the lakes, then it will rain. (Tokat)

If the northwest wind blows at the end of February, then winter will be prolonged. 
(Tokat)
If the trees, such as the fruit of the wild pear and the acorns of the oak are 
plentiful, then the winter that year will be very severe. (Balıkesir)
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If the clouds go towards the quibla, then the sky will be clear. If the clouds go 
in the opposite direction, then the sky will become overcast. (Ilgaz, Çankırı)
The density of the stars indicates that the weather will be without 
precipitation. The scarcity of the stars indicates that the weather will be 
with precipitation. (Ardahan)
If there is redness in the sky when the sun sets in the evening, then the sky 
will be clear in the morning. (Ilgaz)

Folk’s Measuring and Weighing Devices
The use of measuring units developed by the Anatolian people for 
daily business, shopping and all kinds of exchange transactions, etc., 
which require calculations, is called folk mathematics. Basically, folk 
mathematics is the use of objects, of the pots and pans type, which the 
people have, as units of measurement. 

Urupla: It is a device for measuring one kilogram of grain.

Scales: It is a device made from iron used in the measuring of grain 
that is equal to four kilograms. 

Yarumla (Yarumlu): It is a device made from wood or iron for 
measuring four kilograms of grain.

Çerik: It is a device for measuring four kilograms, used in the buying 
and selling of grains, such as wheat, chickpeas, lentils and barley. 

Şinik: It is an eight kilogram measure, used for grains. 

Hakla (Hak): It is a device for measuring sixteen kilograms, used for 
the measuring of grains.

Kile: It is a measure of approximately thirty-six kilograms used in the 
measuring of grains.  

y y g
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Shop Scales

It is a device made from iron from two diff erent scales of a balance 
where the thing to be weighed and the kilograms were put on the 
scales, which was used mainly by grocery store type small tradesmen. 
It is necessary for the small iron bars, which show the level of the scales, 
to be at the same level when measuring weight. Some riddles were 
also produced related to these scales. One of these is as follows: 

The judge (eagle) sits opposite, one goes up and one sits down.

Okka (Kara Okka)

The okka is a unit of measurement used for 1,283 grams.

“To be the victim” is to be unjustly suppressed or to suff er 
harm or to receive punishment.

“Things are much the same wherever you go” is an idiom 
used to tell the clarity of a fact and  its indisputability.

Kilogram

The kilograms used especially for the grocery store 
scales and the scales seen at the tradesmen in 
bazaars are made from iron. There are varieties of 
these kilograms, such as 1, 1/2 and 2 kilograms. 

Flat Kilogram

Flat kilograms are made of iron and there are varieties, 
such as 1 and 2 kilograms. There is a small hole in the 
middle of these kilograms made from iron. Flat kilograms 
are used, especially on grocery store scales.

Steelyard

The kantar (steelyard) is made from iron and is used for weighing. 
The kantar is somewhat diff erent from the other weighing devices. It 
is a device that weighs masses with the deviation of a pointer held 

perpendicular to a crank arm that stands 
horizontal when the weight is zero. The 
kantar is held on its side and the thing to be 

weighed is put on the hooks at the ends of 
the chains that swing directly below. Whereas, 

in the long rod section of the kantar there are 
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intervals determined with notches that are equal to various kilograms. 
Here, an important tool is the knob of the kantar. The weight of a thing 
can be determined by sliding the knob on the rod of the kantar until 
it remains fl at, according to the weight of the thing being measured. 
An idiom is used for weighing things with a kantar, “to weigh with 
a steelyard” or with its fi gure of speech to put someone to a test (to 
weigh in one’s mind). The idiom, “To lose the knob of the kantar” is 
used when there is injustice observed in this matter or when it goes to 
extremes. Just as in the anecdote called “Where is the Cat” of  Nasreddin 
Hodja, the kantar can be used to weigh many things.

Hand Scales

The scales is an instrument used to measure weight and 
formed of two scales of the balance hung on two ends 
of an arm. Two types of hand scales are made, iron and 
wood. The scales of the balance of scales are made 
from wood and these scales of the balance are tied 
with strings at an equal length to the balance arm. 
Whereas, in the scales made from iron, the  balance 
of scales is also made of iron and the balance of 
scales are connected to the balance arm with 
chains having an equal length. There is a hook 
in the exact center of the balance arm on scales 
made with the objective of having a place to hold or for hanging 
it somewhere. Thanks to this, the scales are hung somewhere and it 
provides for the balance of the scales to come to the same level. The 
thing to be weighed is put in one balance of the scales and the weight 
measures are put in the other balance. The idiom, “To weigh something 
carefully in one’s mind” is an idiom used in the meaning of weighing 
and thinking carefully.

Folk Economy
The economic life in the rural areas of Anatolia is based to a great extent 
on agriculture and animal husbandry. The Anatolian people, who 
engage in agriculture and animal husbandry have developed some 
beliefs related to plants and animals. Some of these beliefs are as follows:

Seeds are sown in the garden in April.
One each of the seeds at home is placed in the garden
about one month before the seeds are sown in the garden
(So that the crops will be abundant that year).
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Seeds cannot be given to a neighbor
Before being sown in the garden
(So that the fruitfulness of the house will not disappear).

Women who are menstruating cannot sow seeds and
cannot plant saplings (so that the fruitfulness of the 
product does not disappear).

A colored string is attached to the tails of cows in
May (so that the milk of the cows does not disappear).

The elderly go outside when there is a hailstorm and
shout “Let my churn be quick” by swinging together
with the thunder.

Fresh branches cannot be cut three days before a
religious holiday and throughout the holiday, as
the branches are praying.

An ox is brought into the house on New Year’s eve.
If the ox puts its right leg fi rst when entering the house,
then that year will pass with abundance. 

The lady of the house throws dried beans at the 
walls of the house on New Year’s eve (so that there
will be plenty and fruitfulness at home).

People go out and pray for rain so that rain will fall and there will be 
abundant products. In places where it rains a lot, people also go out to 
pray for the rain to stop. 

Whoever brings water the earliest from the trough on 
New Year’s morning, that person will be wealthy.

The mill is set up four to fi ve days before the New Year.
The fl our containers are fi lled and they enter the new year with fi lled 
containers, so that the fl our containers are always fi lled that year.
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Oxcart

The kağnı (oxcart), which had a place in people’s lives for a long period 
of time as a transport vehicle in agriculture, has lost its function in the 
present-day. However, it continues its life in diff erent forms. The oxcart 
was used for the transport of people and loads in periods when there 
were no tractors. Especially, at threshing time, the oxcarts were used 
to collect the cut products and to bring them to the threshing place. 
Oxen or water buff aloes were made use of as a drawing animal of the 
oxcarts.

The oxcart found a place for itself in many poems, dirges, riddles and 
other oral culture types. This riddle is one of these:

It comes from the mountain, like a tap
Its forefeet are like gnarls
It bends over and drinks water
It bleats like a kid

Sabındırık

A sabındırık is a tool used together with the oxcart and made by cleaning 
out the inside of the horns of cattle (cows, oxen, 

water buff aloes). A suitable lid is made of wood 
and attached to the horns, whose insides 
have been cleaned out. Animal fats are put in 

the sabındırık to be used in the oxcart. This fat 
is spread on the wheels from the sabındırık when 

the wheels of the oxcart stop turning or when the 
wheels make a lot of noise. 

Plow

The saban (plow) is known with the name of karasaban (a primitive plow) 
in some regions of Turkey. The plow is an agricultural implement and is 
made from boards. The yoke to which the animals are hitched is in front 
of the long post section found in the middle of the plow. The section 
where the plow is directed is at the back part of the post. Whereas, in 
the base section, there is the soil digger and an end, which is called the 
plow iron made from iron. This iron part is used for turning over the soil. 

The plow was used to dig the soil and turn over the soil and get it ready 
for sowing in the periods when the tractor was not used or when it had 
not become widespread. Generally, oxen are hitched to a plow.

The plow is an implement that was used very frequently in the fi eld 
plowing jobs. For this reason, its place in the Turkish culture is also strong. 
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This riddle is also an example of this:

Two pullers, one tearer
A single driver, a pair walks, it feeds the world.

Some examples from the proverbs related to the plow in the oral culture:

A shepherd for the sheep, a plow for the fi eld.

A vineyard requires a hoe, a fi eld a plow.

The farmer who doesn’t pay close attention
 to the calendar might as well give up farming.

Yaba

A yaba (pitchfork) made from wood is used in the procedure for the 
separation of grains by winnowing against the wind of the crops from 
which the grains are removed and crushed by the threshing sled at 
the threshing place. Among the people, the name atkı is given to the 
large pitchforks. 

The proverb given below, just like the idiom, “to buy what is needed 
before it is needed” is an expression that could be used as a slogan for 
the end of season sales.

Buy a pitchfork in the overcoat season and buy an overcoat in the 
pitchfork season
(It is good economy to buy things when they are cheap and available).

Dirgen

A dirgen (pitchfork), with a structure resembling a fork at its end, serves 
purposes, such as gathering and spreading the crops cut. The proverb 
given below is important from the aspect of giving the place of the 
dirgen in the Turkish culture:

The donkey foal who is hit by the pitchfork
does not come again to the sheaves of grain.

A shepherd for the sheep, a plow for the fi eld.

A vineyard requires a hoe, a fi eld a plow.

The farmer who doesn’t pay close attention
 to the calendar might as well give up farming.
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Anadut

Anadut (pitchfork, hayfork) is also given the names of dirgen, kaldıraç 
and yaba in various places of Anatolia. The anadut is generally made 
from wood, but examples made from iron are also encountered in 
some regions of Turkey. The anadut is used in the gathering of the cut 
products to one side and in the loading of the sheaves of grain onto 
the transport vehicles.

Rake

A rake is an agricultural implement in the shape of a comb with widely 
set apart teeth, which is used for sorting the stones and debris from 
aerated soil. The rake is also used for gathering  and separating various 
agricultural products. 

There is a tale called, “If  you step on the teeth, then the handle will 
say its name” about the rake. The tale is briefl y as follows:

A villager sent his son to the city to go to school. Within one year, the 
child forgot everything he knew about the village. This situation also 
upset his father very much. When working in the fi elds after the 
child returned to the village, he showed the rake to his father and 
asked for its name. His father said, “If you step on the teeth, then 
the handle will say its name”. The child stepped on the teeth of 
the rake and when the handle hit his head, he 
said, “Oh, damned rake, you broke my head”.

Sickle

The orak (sickle) is used with the same function and with the same name 
in a majority of regions of Turkey engaged in agriculture. However, the 
sickle is given the names of kalıç or kaluç in some regions of Turkey to 
those which are long between the handle part and the sharp part. The 
ancient Turks were calling the sickle orgak. The sickle, which is formed 
of a wooden handle and an iron part in the shape of a sharp semi-circle, 
is used in the crop cutting jobs. The crops are cut in July, which is called 
the sickle month. The sickle is mentioned in some folk songs. We can 
give the following folk songs as examples that are sung reciprocally by 
women’s and men’s groups:

(Men)  
A bunch of poorly developed grapes and a sickle in your hand
Bride, how distant is you fi eld
Beloved, I will come to you
Leave your door open
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(Girls)
Take a sickle in your hands
Come on, let’s keep on learning
How does this happen
Today we are distant from each other

Another quatrain is as follows:

I have a sickle and my ellik*
I know how to cut crops
This is a race I have entered
To get my beloved 

* device for protecting the hands of reapers

A proverb related to the sickle in the oral culture:

When the wheat starts to head, the price of sickles goes up.

Scythe

A tırpan (scythe) is an implement that is of use in cutting long-stemmed 
plants, such as meadow grasses and crops. 

A bride and mother-in-law poetic repartee related to the scythe is as 
follows:

Mother-in-law
Let it be spring, let it be autumn 
My bride, may your roads be straight
I have ninety-nine wounds 
and you hit me and let it be one hundred.

Bride
The scythe cuts grasses
My situation is rather terrible
If my mother-in-law dies
So help me God, I will sacrifi ce an animal.

Ellik (Parmaklık)

This implement, which is defi ned as ellik or parmaklık (device for 
protecting the hands of reapers), is made from wood. The ellik is 
prepared with the hollowing out of the insides of wooden pieces. 
Together with the internal parts of the wood, the external surface is 
prepared by hollowing a suitable fi nger and in a shape that would 
resemble a fi nger. The ellik is used together with the sickle when 

pers
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cutting crops. The ellik, which is put on the fi ngers of the left hand like 
a glove, both protects the fi ngers from accidents and is also used in the 
grasping of the crops cut with the sickle. The sickle used together with 
the ellik are included in some folk song quatrains:

An ellik and sickle in my hands
Come on, let’s go to the fi eld
If we do not reach the fi eld
Then it would be terrible
 

Hıltar

A hıltar is attached to the necks of sheep dogs. It is an implement from 
iron with sharp ends that acquire strength for dogs not to get wounded 
on their necks during violent fi ghts with other dogs or wolves.

It is also called tort in some regions. The 
idiom (for people) “to put on a hıltar” has 
the meaning of those who cannot be 
approached, who do not accept whatever is 
said and who display an aggressive attitude.

Currycomb

A kaşağı (currycomb) is an implement with teeth made from sheet 
iron that is used to groom animals. Similar implements that are called 
comb can be seen in some regions that have the function 
of a currycomb. 

“Person who incites others to quarrel”  
is used for people who destroy 
friendships and start quarrels. 

Take the currycomb and enter the barn, 
let those who have a wound take off ense. 

Stirrup

An üzengi (stirrup) is an implement of iron whose bottom is fl at that 
hangs with stirrup straps on both sides of a saddle and that is of use in 
stepping with the feet when riding a horse. The idiom, “to be ready to 
go” is used for those who are just about to set off  on a journey.

Riddles:

Hook below, hook above
Get on the hook, pull yourself above (Antalya)

quatrains:
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It is not in the sky, it is hung
It is not on the ground, it is stepped on (İçel)

I stepped on the stone
I got up on the roof (Erzurum)

Let your departure be a departure
Let your stirrups be silver
Let Hızır be your fellow traveler
When passing mountains and rocks

Hobble

A köstek (hobble) is used to tie together 
two legs of animals, such as horses, 
donkeys and cattle, to provide for them grazing without tying them to an 
iron post and to prevent them from wandering away. There are varieties 
made from materials, such as leather straps, chains, braided reeds, etc. 
Figuratively, it means obstacle. The following are used in the meanings of  
“to make all sorts of excuses to get out of something”  is to divert and to 
fi nd an excuse;  “(for a child) to learn how to walk (for the fi rst time)”  is for a 
child to start walking; and  “to impede, hinder”  is to obstruct.

Hand Mill

An el değermeni (hand mill) is an implement that helps in the grinding 
of products, such as bulgur and rock salt between two round stones 
with a hole in their centers. The turning of the stone is provided with 
the help of a thick stick put into another hole on the edge of the upper 
stone. The hand mill is also called salt stone in Çorum. 

The house tasks start in the villages, at the end of the harvest, when 
the jobs outside decrease. One of the jobs done by making use of 
the collective labor method is the grinding of bulgur. The grinding 
of bulgur is one of the most entertaining jobs of the village. The 
young people in other villages come for the grinding of bulgur. The 
girls they are curious about or their fi ancées can only be seen at 

the house where the bulgur is ground. Folk songs are sung 
opposite each other. Here they fi nd the opportunity 

to voice the yearning they feel from afar. The 
grinding of bulgur generally starts towards 
evening. The mill stone is put according to 
the amount of bulgur to be ground. 

Generally, a stone is managed and turned by 
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they rotate the stone with one of their hands, the other hands pour 
bulgur from the sibek hole of the mill. The upper sibek is called the stake 
held on the stone for turning the mill.  The noise starts at home when 
the stones start to turn. The girls fi nd a friend and start to sing folk 
songs. After one side sings folk songs, the opposite side turns the mill. 
If the lady of the house does not take an interest in the girls grinding 
the bulgur or if the girls want to make it known that they are tired, they 
made this known with a folk song: 

The stone is not turning, it is not turning
It is not turning at all, it is not turning
I threw an apple in the fi eld, it went and touched the ceiling
There is no owner of the bulgur, give the good news to those who fi nd her

When it becomes evening, the young men of the village seek an 
opportunity to go to the house where the bulgur is ground. Since it 
is a disgrace for the young men to enter the house, they are satisfi ed 
by looking from the window or chimney. If the girls perceive that the 
young men have come, then they make rude remarks with folk songs.

Boy who lies on the chimney, boy whose shirt is linen
Your fi ancée is here, boy, be ashamed and go away from there

While the grinding of bulgur continues, the sifting jobs are also done 
by the women coming from the village. After the grinding fi nishes, 
one of the girls gets on top of the stone and says, “The stone does not 
get up”. Upon this, the lady of the house gives the baksheesh called 
taşbaşı, that is, she gives a gift or off ering. This baksheesh given to the 
girls would be things like beads in the past. Whereas, now things like 
fruit and cologne are given to the girls who come for collective labor. 

After the girls and boys have fi nished their work, they immediately 
start to dance there by holding their heads and sing folk songs. This 
entertainment continues until morning.

Kalbur

The kalbur (coarsely meshed sieve) is made with the placing of leather 
called thin leather drawn fi nely to a wooden hoop with holes pierced at 
the desired intervals. There are types called sık kalbur, seyrek kalbur and 
çinar. They are used in the tasks of sifting cereals and similar things. The 
places they are used are the threshing area and the barn. The Central 
Asian Kirghiz Turks of today call the kalbur, kalbır.

There are many varieties of kalburs used in the harvests. Those used for 
separating stones at home or at the harvest are called stone kalburs. 
Furthermore, these are also given names, such as taş kesen, taş közeri 
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and taşlık. The widely spread apart and larger kalburs are called çinar in 
Yozgat. Recently, kalbur varieties are also being made whose pierced 
holes are from steel.

To people who make up unbelievable 
things and tell tales,  “tie a sieve to your 
back”  is said. 

Butterfl y in the air
Its wings are spotted
Whoever separates me from my beloved
Let him sell kalburs and eleks.

Gözer
A gözer or közer (coarsely meshed sieve) is a large harvest and grain sieve 
and is used to sift shelled beans and wheat. Gözer is also pronounced in 
the forms of gozal, gözel and goza in the Anatolian folk dialects.

The words gözemek and gözermek are used as equivalent to kalburlamak 
(to sift) in many parts of Anatolia. Besides these, the word gırbal was 
used in Gaziantep. It is known as the sieve with 
the most widely spread holes in Yozgat. It 
is also called gözere, cıngan and galburu in 
Eskişehir.

In Anatolia there are words said for wheat, 
“The harvest reaches an outcome, is spilled and 
winnowed; it is winnowed in the gözer and kalbur”.

Coff eehouses and Coff ee 
The Coff eehouse Culture
Coff eehouses are places where men come together and form public 
opinion. The fi rst coff eehouses were opened with the objective of 
providing service to people waiting for the prayer time next to the 
mosques. However, in time almost every professional group started 
to have its own coff eehouse. In the past, the important people of the 
society would go to the coff eehouses and conduct their important 
discussions of ideas there. However, in time, the coff eehouses became 
the places where idle people went to spend time. In the past there were 
coff eehouses where minstrels gathered. The minstrels would engage 
in contests of poetic repartee, narrate tales and would solve riddles. 
Besides the minstrel coff eehouses, at one period, the meddahs, who are 
storytellers, would also tell their stories at the coff eehouses. 

h
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Coff ee
Turkish coff ee, which has had an important place in the Turkish culture 
since the sixteenth century, is served after undergoing the processes 
of roasting, cooling, grinding and preparing. It is very important to 
consume fresh Turkish coff ee, especially from the aspect of taste and 
aroma. Coff ee is bought in the form of green beans, roasted to the 
extent that will be consumed, cooled off , ground and prepared for 
presentation with the objective of preserving its taste. Coff ee can be 
sweetened by adding sugar while preparing. Generally, it is drunk plain, 
in other words, without adding sugar, but it can also be drunk with 
very little sugar, a little sugar, medium sugar or a lot of sugar. The old 
style coff ee, known as bitter coff ee, is obtained with the boiling of the 
very darkly roasted coff ee beans in cezves (small, long-handled pots for 
making Turkish coff ee) for a long period of time and is drunk in one 
swallow without sugar. The type of coff ee, which is drunk by adding milk 
after cooking for eliminating the bitterish taste, is called coff ee with milk.

Turkish coff ee is the only coff ee of which the liquid is drunk, that is, the 
coff ee grains (grounds) are left in the cup. Consequently, it is the only 
coff ee type, which can be used for coff ee fortune-telling.

Coff ee has taken its place in the Turkish culture as a means of 
conversation:

My heart wants neither coff ee nor coff eehouse
My heart wants a friend, coff ee is an excuse

A call made to a friend,  “Come, let’s drink coff ee”,  is not an action only 
to drink a cup of coff ee, it also includes the wish to chat and have a 
heart-to-heart talk with that person.

The idiom, “cup of coff ee to revive one”, is used in the naming of coff ee, 
which is drunk when a break is taken with the objective of resting.
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The proverb, “the memory of a cup of coff ee lasts forty years”, is an 
announcement, a reminder for strengthening the relationships and 
friendships among people.

The coff ee fortune-telling looked at according to haphazard forms, which 
is composed of the grounds remaining in the cup after drinking the coff ee 
and which is generally widespread among women, made life predictions 
aimed at the future and provided in this manner for the elimination of the 
anxieties of people and for them to become at ease.  

Just as coff ee is a means of conversation, it is also a reason for seeing the 
bride candidate girl by the matchmakers, who are composed of the adults 
from the boy’s side, prior to marriage. The matchmakers, when taking 
coff ee from the tray served by the bride candidate girl, are actually at that 
house with the objective of seeing the girl and to follow her behavior.

It is not considered appropriate in the Turkish culture for children and 
young people to drink coff ee next to adults. This behavior is qualifi ed as 
disrespect. Perhaps it is also the desire to prevent children from listening 
and interrupting some special conversations held while drinking coff ee.

At one time, coff ee was only produced in Yemen and it was brought from 
there to the Ottoman cities. When a coff ee seller made a one hundred 
percent increase in the price of the coff ee he sold, he announced this with 
the following notice he hung on the wall: 

Coff ee comes from Yemen, the distance is far
Ten para* are not enough, leave twenty para
* one fortieth of a kuruş at one time

A customer came and sat on the wooden bench and sipped his coff ee and 
took out ten para and put it on the coff ee saucer. When leaving, he wrote 
the following under the notice on the wall:

Coff ee comes from Yemen, the roads are secluded
If ten para are not enough, shut up and close your shop

Coff ee Roasting Pan

When the coff ee is in the form of beans, the roasting process 
is made by using a roasting pan or tambur. The tambur is 
made of thin sheet iron. Whether with a pan or a tambur, 
the roasting process, which is made on a hearth or with 
a brazier, it has a long and foldable handle with the 
objective of providing ease to the implementer during 
the roasting process. The roasting spoon is mostly 
tied onto the pan or tambur with a small chain so 
that it does not fall and get lost or dirty.
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Coff ee Mill

Among the methods of grinding the roasted and cooled 
coff ee beans in a home environment, besides pounding in a 
mortar, another choice is the method of grinding coff ee in a 
coff ee mill made from brass.

A coff ee mill produced from wood or brass can also be used 
for the grinding in a home environment of the processed 
(roasted and cooled) coff ee beans. The fl oor mill, which was 
designed in a shape composed from one part, resembles the hand 
mill a lot from the aspect of the grinding mechanism and the grinding 
function. However, as it can be understood from its name, the grinding 
process is not done by hand (on the lap), but on the fl oor. 

Cooler

The cooler, is generally made from a strong wood with the 
hand carving method and decorated on top with 
various designs with the carving technique. As it 
can be understood from its name, it is used for 
the cooling of the roasted coff ee beans. There 
is a hollowed out part on the top of the cooler 
for emptying the roasted coff ee into it. The 
roasted coff ee, which reaches the desired taste, 
is emptied into this hollowed out part and cooled by 
swinging the cooler.

Coff ee Mortar and Pestle

The pounding process, which is one of the grinding methods 
to bring the coff ee beans to a fi ne powder prior to preparing 
after being roasted and cooled, is done with the help of a 
coff ee mortar and pestle, made with wood workmanship 
and decorated on top with various decorations. A coff ee 
mortar made by hollowing out from marble or stone and 
a pestle produced from the same materials is also possible. 

Cezve

A cezve (small, long-handled pot for making Turkish coff ee) is a small 
metal pot (copper or brass), which mostly has a fi xed or in a few a 
foldable handle with diff erent lengths made with the objective of 
preparing coff ee. Turkish coff ee is made with medium roasted and 
fi nely ground coff ee in a cezve, which is a special cooking pot, by adding 
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water and sugar to the extent desired or without sugar and by boiling it 
for a short period of time. Furthermore, it is also desired that it should be 
frothy (boiled rather well). The cezve, due to its small size, is, at the same 
time, also used as a unit of measurement (for example, two cezves of 
water) in the Turkish kitchen. The cezve can be in various sizes according 
to the number of people for whom coff ee will be prepared. The idiom, 
“to put the cezve on the stove”, which defi nes the function of putting the 
cezve on the stove to fi x coff ee, is widespread in the oral culture.

I put the coff ee in the cezve
My beloved went away for a visit
Oh, my girl, I was used to 
Seeing you since you were little 
(Manisa)

Lift your arms and let them dance
Put on the cezves and let them boil
I hope the boy who loves your Havva
Will not get enough of his youth 
(Kalecik)

Kahvedan

Coff ee, with a tradition remaining from the time when it was 
widespread to kill by poisoning through coff ee in the upper 

level persons in the Ottoman period, is not prepared in the 
kitchen and served directly in a cup. In order not to be the 

cause of worry of the guest to whom coff ee is served, 
hot water is brought with the kahvedan (coff ee pot), 
which is put on the brazier. The coff ee is freshly 
prepared and served here. The kahvedan, which is 
also called a kahve ibriği, is a small jug with handle, 
spout and lid made from copper or brass and used 
with the objective of having water continuously for 

preparing coff ee. There are various relief decorations 
on the kahvedan and generally a star and crescent 

decoration on the top of the lid.

Coff ee Cup

The presentation of coff ee has an important place in the Turkish 
culture. The presentation of coff ee is an indicator of the value, love 
and respect given to a guest. The coff ee cup is the most important 
implement, which has visual value, during the presentation. In the 
past, since coff ee cups were made without handles, they would be 
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used by being put into and served in a sleeve made from wood, horn 
or metal so that the boiled coff ee in the cup would not to burn the 
hands. Together with beginning to use cups with handles extensively, 
those of superior artistic value were considered to be antiques. There 
are two types in the form of silver sleeve and silver fi ligree sleeve. The 
cups without handles served inside a sleeve were generally made from 
fi ne porcelain or earthenware. In time, the cups without handles left 
their places to the cups with handles. There are also cups on which 
couplets were written by decorating with ornamentations. The name 
of the master who made these would be written on the bottom part 
of these cups. The coff ee cups that are wide and shallow or that were 
large would be given the name of  tiryaki (addict) cup.  

The boy who is embracing you doesn’t care about  a friend
Tears run down as he shut his eyes
Her nose is a hazelnut, her mouth is a coff ee cup
Is she sugar, is she sherbet, my honey 
acem* girl
* a Shiite Turk from Iran or Azerbaijan

Coff ee Tray
The tray and the tray cover on which the coff ee is off ered is also 
important for the coff ee presentation. In Turkey’s cultural history, the 
most sought after type of coff ee trays, generally in a rectangular or oval 
shape, which do not have the depth of the coff ee cups carried on top 
of them, are made of tombac, that is, those that are covered with gold 
gilding on copper and processed with the pounding technique. Later 
on, those made from silver and copper also started to be used. These 
pieces, some inscribed with the imperial monogram, some recessed 
and some with relief designs, are the most beautiful examples of the 
high level attained in Turkish metal workmanship. There are coff ee 
trays in Kırşehir that are also called Damascus. Trabzon is famous for its 
coff ee trays with fi ligree work. The covers used on the coff ee trays are 
generally covers embroidered by hand, which include local decorations. 
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trays in Kırşehir that are also called Damascus. Trabzon is famous for its
coff ee trays with fi ligree work. The covers used on the coff ee trays are
generally covers embroidered by hand, which include local decorations.
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Tea
Besides drinking tea throughout the day, it should not be ignored that 
Turkey has added to the history of the tea culture contributions, such as 
a unique form of steeping tea, hourglass-like glasses and kıtlama (drinking 
tea with a lump of sugar in one’s mouth) tea. 

Traditions and behaviors have been formed related to drinking tea in the 
Turkish culture. First of all, tea is served to guests, both at home and in the 
work place. The guest indicates that he/she has drunk more than enough 
tea during the day and the tea drunk after this is defi ned as diffi  cult tea. 

The guest puts a spoon on top of the glass if he/she really does not want to 
drink more tea. After this action, the host no longer insists on serving tea.

Erzurum is one of the provinces of Turkey where people drink the most tea 
and that likes tea very much. There is the following expression in Erzurum 
related to drinking a lot of tea:

Already drunk fi ve cups of tea, let’s go on to fi fteen
Let it be twenty and make us cheerful
I cannot say no to you, fi ll it anyway

A tea ethnography has emerged for the tea culture, which includes the 
period from growing tea, to preparing and consuming it. The scissors used 
to cut tea, baskets, boxes, pots in which the tea is steeped, samovars, large 
tea boilers, tea glasses, teacups, spoons, trays, etc. are all ethnographic 
elements, which formed around the tea culture.
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Teapot

In Thrace, the teapot is also called tea jug. 
The teapot, which is formed of two diff erent 
containers, both to boil the water and also to 
steep the tea, with the objective of preparing 
tea, just as it can be produced from durable 
metals, such as copper and steel, there are also 
those made from porcelain. Copper teapots are 
adorned with various decorations because they can 
be easily engraved.

The fi rst condition of the method of steeping a good tea and unique to 
the Turkish culture is the heating of the pot for steeping tea in advance 
and keeping it continuously hot. For this, the pot for steeping tea is 
put on the teapot for boiling water at the stage when the water is just 
beginning to boil and should be placed in a suitable manner.

I have tea in my teapot
What do I have to be ashamed of
I have a beloved like a lion in Alpaslan (Taşova)

Large Tea Boilers

The large tea boilers, which are used with the objective of being able 
to prepare tea for many people in a short period of time and to serve 
fresh tea continuously, especially at the coff eehouses, are generally 
produced from durable metals, such as copper or steel and are used 
in a fi xed location.  

The traditional large tea boilers are made from copper by being 
decorated with historical designs by talented coppersmith masters.

Samovar

A samovar is a container used for steeping tea with 
faucet made from metals, such as copper, brass, etc. that 
can operate on a stove in which coal is burned or with 
electricity. The samovar, which is used extensively in 
the present-day in homes and in tea gardens, 
is made from brass, iron, silver or copper. A tin 
samovar production was developed in Amasya, 
as a result of the tea drinking habit of the people in 
the region and due to its easy implementability. The 
production of these samovars, which are unique to the 
Amasya region, are made in diff erent sizes.
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Heat up the samovar
Look immediately at the center
Attach an oil lamp at its center
Within this conversation
(Âşık Ali Çoban from Osmancık)

Tea Glass, Tea Saucer, Teaspoon
Tea is generally drunk in hourglass-like glasses in 
the Turkish culture. It is important for the tea glass to be glass for being able 
to see completely the color of the steeped tea, which is called tavşan kanı 
(dark and strong) and to taste the tea by drinking it before it cools off . The 
tea glasses used for breakfast can be larger, broader and less ostentatious 
compared to the tea glasses used for drinking for pleasure during the 
day. The surfaces of a majority of the tea glasses produced from glass are 
decorated with glass workmanship known as cut glass to acquire vitality 
and depth to the appearance.

Since tea glasses are produced without handles, they are put on a special 
plate called a tea saucer and served. The tea saucers are produced from 
metal, glass or porcelain and are decorated with local decorations and 
colors on their surfaces. 

Sugar is never added during the stage of preparing tea. The teaspoon is 
used for the function of mixing in case sugar is added to the tea served for 
those who do not drink the tea plain (without sugar). Teaspoons are mostly 
produced from metal. The handle, especially the end of the handle held in 
the hand, is adorned with special decorations and various fl owers, led by 
the rose. After drinking tea, putting the teaspoon on top of the glass has 
the meaning of “I no longer want tea”.

The color of the tea is from roses
It is up to you to fi ll the tea glass
Drink for the lovers
The tea is from one of us
(From a hymn by Saadet Hocazade)

The idioms, “to pour tea” and “to put fresh tea” are used and have the 
meaning of putting new tea in place of the tea fi nished. To refuse tea 
served is considered to be impolite among the people.

Sugar Bowl, Sugar Spoon

Other than tea addicts, tea can be drunk by adding some sugar to it. 
Since sugar cannot be added to the tea during its preparation (steeping), 
the sugar is served in a “sugar bowl”. The sugar bowl is made from glass 
(crystal), copper, silver or wood and its surface is adorned with various 
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decorations. Generally, just as tea can be placed in the center of the tray on 
which it is served, it can also be served separately. A sugar spoon (or sugar 
tongs if cubed sugar is used) are provided for the use of sugar, together 
with the sugar bowl.

Sugar Shears

Tea is drunk by melting the sugar in the 
mouth gradually with a tradition called kıtlama 
in the eastern provinces of Turkey. A piece of sugar is 
dipped in tea and put under the tongue and the tea is drunk 
sip by sip. The sugar under the tongue melts when the tea in the glass 
is fi nished. The sugar is broken in pieces with the help of teeth during this 
practice. Later, sugar shears were used with this objective. The following is 
an anecdote about the kıtlama tea drinking tradition of Erzurum:

A bride from İstanbul went to visit a neighbor from Erzurum. She wanted to 
learn how to drink kıtlama tea. She put a piece of sugar in her mouth and the 
sugar melted immediately. She asked for a second piece of sugar and this 
also melted immediately. She asked for a third piece and there was still a lot 
of tea in the glass. The hostess could not resist any longer and said, “Hello, 
bride! I will now make your tea sweet and you can learn kıtlama at home”.

Tea Tray
The tea trays and the tray covers used during the serving of tea to more than 
one person in the houses, just as in the Turkish coff ee culture, has a special 
importance. The tea trays on which the tea glasses put on tea saucers are 
carried, are not deep, the edges are somewhat raised and are generally in a 
rectangular, circular or oval shape and besides those made with wood 
workmanship, there are also those made from silver or copper. Some 
of the trays have handles on two sides. If the tray is rectangular, then 
these handles are on the short sides. The hand woven and needle lace 
covers used on the tea tray generally include local decorations.

Hanging Tray

The hanging tray used at the coff eehouses is actually a type of tea 
tray. The hanging tray has no depth and is generally produced 
in a circular shape. It is an implement, which is of use 
in showing the masteries related to the tea vendors 
carrying tea glasses. A master tea vendor can carry 
teas by making use of the law of centrifugal force 
by turning the hanging tray with rapid circular 
movements without spilling the teas. 
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Kitchen

Kerosene Kitchen Stove

The gaz ocağı (kerosene kitchen stove), which is used with the objective 
of cooking food in kitchens and other closed areas of the 

house, is a reliable heating equipment, whose use is not 
complicated and does not require special care.

Kerosene (it is also called gaz in the vernacular of the 
people) is used as a fuel in a kerosene kitchen stove. 

The kerosene and burning head of the stove are also 
called kafa (head) in the language the people. Pressure 

is formed in the fuel tank of the kerosene kitchen stove 
in order to provide for it being able to burn with high 

effi  ciency and provide for the kerosene being transformed into 
gas. The lighted gas starts to burn. The gas hole, which gets clogged, 
is cleaned with a special implement called a kerosene stove needle 
before each use.

Brazier

A mangal (brazier) is a heating and warming equipment with 
its top open, in which charcoal or burned wood (live coal) are 

put with the objective of warming or cooking anything. The 
brazier is referred to with the names, such as korluk, ateş kabı 

and ateş saksısı in the villages and is made from metals, 
such as sheet iron, copper or brass.

The cezve, pot for steeping tea, and a small pitcher 
of the coff ee and tea addicts is left prepared next 
to the brazier or on the brazier board. There are 
also special trivets for boiling tea on some braziers. 

Elderly persons say that the most delicious coff ee is 
made on the brazier fi re. The idiom, “to put the cezve on 

the fi re” also remains from this period.

Brave and bold persons are called brazier hearted by being inspired 
from protecting the embers and keeping the fi re burning constantly.

Meat Cleaver

A satır (meat cleaver) is a large, broad and short handled cutting knife 
made from iron and that is of use in cutting things that knives cannot 
cut. Generally, it is produced as a whole together with its handle, in 
other words, its handle is also iron.
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The following question is asked to evil persons who will 
be punished in tales:

Forty mules or forty meat cleavers?

Boxwood Spoons

Şimşir kaşıklar (spoons made from boxwood) are used in many places of 
Anatolia for drinking soup and eating food. The spoon, which is one of 
the most important implements of the Turkish kitchen, would change 
according to materials of which it was made and the foods. Spoons 
for food would be made from boxwood, spoons for stewed fruit from 
tortoiseshell, spoons for milk pudding from bone or ivory and dessert 
spoons from silver.

The boxwood spoon is mentioned as follows in a high plateau folk 
song:

The moon is light from the evening, high plateaus, high plateaus
My load is boxwood spoons, dilo dilo high plateaus
Bring your neighbor girl under control, high plateaus, high plateaus
Our boy is in love, dilo dilo high plateaus

The spoon in riddles, the entertainment on long, winter nights:

A tiny money box carries and dumps in the granary.

A money box with tail draws food from the granary. 

It goes in full and comes out empty, it is pleasant in one’s mouth.

A quail grooms its thigh,  carry to me what it fi nds.

Spoons in proverbs and idioms:

You reap what you sow.

One’s wife

The house of the boy does not know, spoons 
are being gathered at the girl’s house.

To spoil a good deal with a bad one.

The proverb, you can’t make a spoon out of any old wood (It takes the 
right person or materials to do a job right) tells that it is necessary to 
choose the right person for a job not a job right for the person. 

In the folk culture, while “May good come to his spoon” that has the 
meaning of  “May God unite you with those you long to see (those you 
love, returning to one’s home and loved ones after a long absence)” is a 
prayer.  “May he/she be killed in a spoon of water” (to be ready to kill on 
the slightest pretext) is a curse.
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The proverb, Ne doğruyor, ne basıyor, kaşıkla vurunca küsüyor, has the 
meaning of to try to benefi t without doing any work and when it is 
said, to get put out.  

Everything that is appropriate, tarhana* soup with its spoon.

* dried foodstuff  made mainly of curds and fl our for making soup

Colander

A kevgir (colander) is a container with holes generally made from 
copper, which is used to strain watery and oily foods. In some places, 
for example, it is called ilistir in the Samsun region and aşsüzen in the 
Kars and Ağrı regions.

The earthenware and copper colanders and strainers used for 
straining the water after boiling foods, such as mantı (a ravioli-like 
dish served with yogurt), are among the kitchen implements found 
within reach when cooking foods.

The colander is used during the straining function when making 
tomato paste for the winter food needs of the house, when 
preparing meat broth, when making wine, sherbet, 
grape juice or grape must. 

Riddle:

It  has a face the size of a hand and forty to fi fty eyes.

The idioms, “as a colander” and “like a colander” are 
used for places where it is uncertain who is passing 
by, institutions where the rules are not operated 
correctly and for situations where the leaking of 
information could not be prevented.

Ladle, Wooden Ladle

A kepçe, çomça, çömçe (ladle, wooden ladle) is a spoon made from 
wood or metal, with or without holes, large and with a long handle that 
is of use for mixing food and soup when cooking foods in cauldrons. 

There are proverbs, such as:

If the cauldron boils over, then there is no use for the ladle.

The woodcutter has his eye on the stock of the grapevine, the beggar 
has his eye on the ladle (Everybody sets out to satisfy his/her own needs).

The ladle is mentioned in a folk song as follows: 
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The Turkoman girl cooks milk
She both cooks it and it boils over
The ladle is propelled over her head
My Leyla, please! Turkoman girl

A quatrain from Akşehir:

I gathered together the nose of the rawhide sandal
I arranged the wooden ladles
Tell your daughter and her family
To come and visit us and our family (Akşehir)

“I have searched all over for …”, is a proverb used for those who search 
a lot to fi nd what they want.

“To give with a spoon and receive with a ladle” is an idiom used for those 
who do a small good deed and who want to obtain a big advantage for 
themselves in return for this.

Garlic Mortar

A sarımsak döveceği (garlic mortar) is used to crush 
garlic that will be added to foods. It is made 
from wood, marble or copper and is 
composed of a container (mortar) and 
a handle that is used as a pestle. In some 
regions the word çomça, which is equivalent 
to ladle, is also used in the meaning of garlic 
mortar.

Hazelnut Cracker

A fındık kıracağı (hazelnut cracker) is a container 
with a pestle generally made from wood, which 
is used to crack the shells of hazelnuts. “To mess 
around with women”  is an idiom that describes 
philandering.

Opium Mortar

A haşhaş dibeği (opium mortar) is 
used to separate the opium from its 
shells by beating. It is generally made from 
wood. The opium is beaten in the mortar with 
the help of a large stone. The exterior of the mortar 
is carved with decorations.
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Shelf

A terek (shelf ) is a type of divided cupboard made from wood, which is 
also used as a shelf with the objective of protecting the kitchen tools in 
an orderly and clean manner. It is also called kaplık in the Malatya region. 
The shelves are covered with hand embroidered decorative covers.

Quatrain:

The large copper trays on the shelf
They resound without being touched
The ears of my beloved ring in
Places far from home

Container for Storing Spoons

A kaşıklık (container for storing spoons) is generally a container made 
of wood or braided fabric in which spoons are put and protected 
in a separate place. In Anatolia, 
plants, which are also suitable for 
this job when dried out, such as the 
asmakabağı (a long edible squash), are 
used as a container for storing spoons.

The container for storing spoons is 
mentioned as follows in a quatrain:

There is a container for holding spoons 
on the shelf.
Being a minstrel is a gift from God.
I do not signal with my hand for my beloved to come,
It is inappropriate to do this.

Ground Dining Table

A sofra tahtası is a ground dining table in a round shape, generally with 
three legs (there are also those with six legs), which is used when eating 
food on the ground and on which foods are put. It is also referred to as 
tabla or only tahta in some regions.

In the past, families whose income level was high would eat within a large 
circular copper or brass tray put on the sofra tahtası, not directly on it, both 
for their own use and during dinners when they entertained guests.

The sofra tahtası is not only for eating food on, at the same time, it can 
also be used like a bread board with the objective of opening yufka 
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(thin sheet of dough) with a rolling pin. It is also used in the Erzurum 
region when playing pıç. 

Idioms, such as “sofra açmak”, “sofra düzmek”, “sofra çekmek” and “sofra 
sermek”, which have the meaning of “to set the table for a meal” are 
used in Turkish. 

Proverb:

A boy learns conversation and going out from his father
A girl learns how to set the table for a meal from her mother. (Çankırı)

A girl does not get advice unless she sees it from her mother
A boy does not set the table for a meal unless he sees it from his father.

Examples from prayers related to the dining table:

(To men) May you be the father of seven sons.
May you sit at the dining table with seven sons.

May you have heavenly dining tables. 

We ate. May God grant you prosperity. Let those who set the table clear it off .

May you have a leisurely dining table (like the dining tables at festivals).

We ask the following from God that there is an opening at your dining table.
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Lades
Lades (game played with a wishbone) is a game of deception played 
mostly among the people. One of the two persons who will hold the 
wishbone takes in his/her hand the wishbone, which comes from the 
chest of chickens. He/she holds one end and the person opposite 
holds the other end. The following conversation passes between them:

- What do we bet on?

- If I am deceived by you, then I will buy 
you a pair of socks. What about you?

- I will buy you a pair of slippers.

- Should my lades be lades?

- Let it be.

- What is on the ground?

- Clouds.

- You forget this for forty days and forty nights.

Upon these words, they pull the wishbone and break it. The person 
who acts early extends the piece of bone in his/her hand to the person 
opposite him/her to test him/her:

- Which one is longer? Take it and measure it.

If the other person is not taken unawares, then he/she says:

− I know it.

This is the rule of the game. Whichever one of the two gets something 
from the other, he/she must defi nitely say, “I know it”. If he/she does not say 
it, then the other immediately shouts “Lades” and the game fi nishes. The 
person who loses gives the gift decided upon in advance. If the wishbone 
of the chicken is not found, then they can also play lades by hooking 
and shaking the little fi ngers of each other’s hands. 

Tall Water Jug with Cover
A güğüm is a tall water jug with cover and a handle on the side and is 
generally made from copper. It is used mostly for keeping the water 
in it cool. The güğüm at the same time is also of use for carrying water 
and for heating water over a fi re. It is used especially on winter days for 
providing ready hot water that is continuously kept on the stove. 

The güğüm, just like the bucket, is mentioned in the folk songs that 
tell about the beautiful young girl who goes to the spring to fi ll water:

The water jugs of my Düriye are tinned
She wears a petticoat and her skirt is spectacular

buy 
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Is it easy to deceive my Düriye
Oh, you said I will marry you, but you deceived me 
You made me play the three-stringed saz

In another folk song, a philandering lover, who both deceives the 
one he loves and at the same time does not want to share her with 
someone else, sings as follows:

I left a water jug at your fountain, is it fi lled
I left a earthenware water jug at your fountain, is 
it fi lled
I deceived you with someone else, is it clear
Months have passed since I left here
Has anyone embraced your slender waist

Decanter

A sürahi (decanter) is a container made 
from earthenware (it is called cıra in 
Anatolia), glass, ceramics or copper that 
is used for putting beverages in it. It is 
also called bocut in Central Anatolia. 
The handwork on it is a good example of the 
coppersmithing, which requires mastery and eff ort. 

Sayings related to the decanter mentioned in oral culture:

Be a glass, rather than being a decanter, so that the decanter can bow 
in front of you.

According to an engagement tradition in the Sandıklı region, if 
the bridegroom candidate has not come to the engagement ring 
ceremony, a decanter of şerbet (sherbet, a non-alcoholic drink made 
with sugar and spices or sugar and fruit juice) is prepared. The top of 
the decanter is covered with a red cloth. The brim of the decanter is 
tied and the engagement ring is tied to the end of this tie. This sherbet 
is brought to the boy by the boy’s sister or a relative or close friend.

A tradition related to the period of confi nement after childbirth is 
the serving of loğusa şerbet (drink off ered to people visiting a mother 
and her newborn baby) to people who come to say congratulations. 
The loğusa şerbet is a sweet drink made from cloves, cinnamon, 
confectioner’s dye and sugar. It can be consumed hot or cold. Other 
than the guests coming to visit, the relatives and acquaintances also 
send it to the house in a decanter. If the baby is a boy, then a piece of 
fi ne red muslin is tied to the neck of the decanter and if the baby is a 
girl, then a piece of fi ne red muslin is tied to the lid of the decanter.
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Large Copper Bucket

A sitil (large copper bucket) resembles the helke (pail) a lot in shape, but 
it is a container that is smaller, with a handle and made with a cylindrical 
structure. The sitil is also called bakraç in some regions. The sitil is used 
mostly as a yogurt container suitable to be used as a present. Especially, 
when going to a close friend or relative living in the city, yogurt is made 
in a sitil. These containers have a volume of 2-3 liters and are used more 
as an azık (food taken along to be eaten when traveling) container in 
the villages. Those who go to work in the fi elds or the open land put 
their fl uid foods in sitils, because they are easy to carry.   

The sitil is mentioned as follows in a Niksar folk song:

The staircase is badal, vegetable is zavzu
They call a needle biz, a large mortar sohu
The sitil is a bucket, the jacket is a sahu
We call a divan makat

One of the Turkish quatrains, which are the 
most widespread products of the anonymous 
folk literature, mentions the sitil as follows:

My sitil is full of yogurt
My love, do not hope
They will not give me to you
Forget me from now on

Jug-Shaped Cup

A maşrapa is a type of jug-shaped cup, generally made of copper or 
earthenware, which has a diameter of approximately 10-15 cm and is 
used for the drinking of liquids, such as water and ayran (mixture of 
yogurt, water and salt). The maşrapas have been replaced by glasses 
in the present-day. The üsküre, which is somewhat larger than the 
maşrapa, is also used for drinking ayran. 

The maşrapa has been used in many folk songs in Turkey’s oral culture:

The tin of your maşrapa / Girls dance the halay*
For God’s sake, tell me / Is there an easy love.
* a folk dance performed by holding hands in a circle 

Has the tin of my maşrapa been erased
Has the procession of seymens* been upset
It is easy to overwhelm the enemies
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You are among those who return to the squares like a ram
We are among those who die for their country
We are among those who die for their nation
We are among those who die for God 
* young man traditionally dressed, armed and mounted to celebrate 
a festive event

A maşrapa in his hand / He perspired between his eyebrows
He saw her with his eyes and loved her heart / What is the remedy for 
this

Come to the window / For goodness sake don’t let your mother see you
Your coral köşk* needs water / Give from your maşrapa
* villa, summerhouse, pavilion

Who dances at the head of the halay / A very slender girl
The girl has taken the wrong road / I hope she will go to us
My halay, my beloved, my halay / My sweetheart whose maşrapa is 
tinned

Pail

A helke (pail) is a container made from copper with a broad bottom 
and rim part with an iron handle on it. It is also called bakraç in some 
regions, but a helke is larger than a bakraç. It is used for the purposes of 
bringing water from a fountain and for milking cows, etc.

The young girls, who would go to bring water with their helkes, would 
come together at the head of the fountain and would chat with each 
other when drinking and water for other uses was brought from the 
fountains. The youth and the young girls would meet each other when 
going to the fountain and returning home and would fall in love. Even 
if the loves at the head of the fountain were for a short period of time, 
they were the places where they saw each other.

The beautiful girl, who took her helke and went to the water, has also 
been the subject of many folk songs.

She is going to the water with the helkes in her hands
A beautiful bride with henna on her hands
Your problem drives me crazy
A beautiful bride with her eyes blackened with kohl

Another folk song related to the helke is as follows:

One hand on the helke, one hand on the testi*
She crossed my path when coming from the water
A red apron and crisp, light thin-soled boots
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I saw the beautiful girl, she comes to the water in the morning
* earthenware jug

A young girl, whom it is wanted to give to someone other than the one 
she loves, speaks to her mother and father as follows:

I took the helkes, I go to the water
Lord help us, heartless father, I will not marry him
I told my mother three days ago
On the fourth day you will feel great sadness for me, you will cry for me

The daughter of the house is the greatest support of the mother. 
Her becoming a bride and leaving the house creates an atmosphere 
of sadness at home. The folk song below emphasizes that with the 
daughter becoming a bride, there will be no one to bring water to the 
house with the bakraç:

The white bakraçs remained without water
The large houses remained deserted
The mother of a daughter remained without a daughter
Your son becomes a bridegroom
The bride comes to your house

There are riddles, whose answer is helke in the Turkish oral culture, such 
as:

It giggles when going down and cries when coming up.

It entered dry and emerged wet, its crying face emerged at the front.

Lidded Saucepan

Tencere (lidded saucepan) is a word that passed from tenkire in Persian 
to Turkish and became established. It is 
a container with a lid used to cook 
food and is made from copper and 
other metals. Some of the sayings 
in which tencere is mentioned are 
as follows: 

He’s/she’s found a friend who’s as bad 
as he/she is.

The bottom of a saucepan that boils lightly will 
not stick and burn.

The pot’s calling the kettle black.
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Food Cauldron

A yemek kazan {kazgan} (food cauldron) is a deep metal container 
made especially for the purpose of cooking foods for rituals, such as 
weddings, mevlits and rain prayers, to boil bulgur and for the boiling 
of a large amount of water or similar liquids (for example, molasses, 
grape must). The large ones have handles on both sides. The cauldron 
is also one of the pieces of equipment used the most in the kitchen. 
Consequently, the cauldron is encountered a lot in quatrains: 

Black, black cauldrons
Those who write unhappy fates
Do not let them see the face of heaven
Those who destroy our friendship 

Black cauldron do not boil
Do not move your mouth and tongue
I became a soldier for two years
Coquettish beloved do not cry

The cauldron on the horse
Boil with a clinking sound
You just entered the horon*
Let your shoulders move
* folk dance of the Eastern 
Black Sea coastal region

Oh, Trabzon, Trabzon
Cauldron tinned inside
Ramazan came upon me 
To my melancholy days 

Seyranî,  when describing two people with diff erent thoughts, who do 
not get along with each other, says:

A religious person and a person who does not perform the daily worship 
cannot get along
Two cauldrons cannot boil on one stove 

The cauldron is asked as follows in riddles:

Markacık, murkacık, with hanging ears

The rooster and the cauldron are asked together in another riddle:

I struck the knife to its neck, I plucked and put it on its breast.

The cauldron in proverbs:

You can’t keep a lid on a boiling pot.
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Do not go near the cauldron, its black stains. 

Cover your head according to a pubescent, 
boil your food according to your cauldron.

People who earn nothing have nothing to cook in the cauldron.

When a cauldron does not touch another cauldron it does not make a sound.

A heavy cauldron boils late.

It takes only one onion to ruin a pot of stew.

Everyone’s cauldron boils closed.
It is not known whether it is meat or problems in it.

This world is a broken-handled cauldron. Hold from one end and you also gain.

Round-shaped Tray

Sini is the pronunciation in Turkish of the word sinî, which means 
Chinese work. It is a round-shaped tray, generally made from brass or 
copper, which is used to carry food to the dining table or to eat on by 
putting it on the ground table or on the ground table base. The inside 
surfaces of the sinis are adorned with rich decorations in the beating 
or carving technique in which there are symbols, such as fi ve or six 
pointed stars, eagles, bird and fi sh and plant designs, such as cypress 
trees and fl owers.

The sini is one of the pieces of kitchen equipment whose name is 
mentioned the most in quatrains. The following are some of these 
quatrains:

Sini, tinned sini
I loved someone
Even if the executioner hits my neck
To tell you the truth, I won’t tell

Sini, tinned sini
Sini with the circuitous top
To marry is once
Choose and marry the best

Sinis with loads on top 
Those that have a problem moan
What a cruel problem this is
It is renewed from day to day

I put the sini in the cupboard
Today my head is crowded

ck
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I sent my beloved
To somewhere in the direction of Ankara

The moon rises like a sini
Like midafternoon
That beloved sent greetings
Like a rose in an imperial garden

Cup with Handle

A saplı tas (cup with handle) is formed with the 
addition of a handle to a cup. It is used especially for 
the mixing of bulgur in a cauldron, to remove the froth when making 
molasses and for emptying water or ayran from large cauldrons. The 
length of the handle changes according to the purpose of use. It is 
possible to open a hole of a suitable size at the central part of a dried 
dipper gourd, which is known as a tabalak and use it as a cup with 
handle. Furthermore, the expression delikız is also used for a small cup 
with handle.

Large, Shallow Copper Dish

A lenger (large, shallow copper dish) is a large copper container or 
shallow cooking pan that is wide and shallow (broadens towards the 
sides from the bottom), with wide edges and some with holes that are 
of use for putting a large amount of food in them, such as kebap (shish 
kebab) or pilaf. 

This copper container used in the kitchen has been the vehicle for 
expressing the most sensitive emotions in folk songs:

I threw the lenger into the vineyard
It went and touched the leaves
Beloved, if I cannot have you
I will not enter the dark soil
Please, please what is there
There are beautiful things in her hands
Come, let us go to the garden
There are roses to be gathered

I have a lenger and a testi*
I chose a copper container sweetheart
If you have abandoned me 
Then I have also abandoned you, sweetheart
Please, please what is there
There are beautiful things in her hands
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Come, let us go to the garden
There are roses to be gathered
* earthenware jug

The tin of the lenger
Girls dance the halay
Does every man love his sweetheart
There is an easy way
Please, please what is there
There are beautiful things in her hands
Come, let us go to the garden
There are roses to be gathered

Shallow Cooking Pan

A sahan (shallow cooking pan) is a metal container that is round, small, 
wide and shallow, center part fl at, with handles, and some with lids. It is 
within reach for being used at every moment in the kitchen for cooking 
food for a single person in it, for heating food cooked previously or for 
putting hot food in it and bringing it to the dining table. Of these, those 
that are fl at and wide and don’t have a depression are called yassı sahan 
and those that are somewhat deep are called çukur sahan. In Yozgat it is 
pronounced in the form of zehen, zeen and zaan. 

The Anatolian women, who spend a large part of the day in the kitchen, 
have refl ected their kitchen equipment in the quatrains and folk songs, 
which express their emotions.

Two sahans of salad
I do not want my father-in-law
The words of your father-in-law
Kill brides

I put gum mastic in the sahan
Sunlight hit the world
Everyone saw the person he/she loved
Weddings, holidays are an excuse
Nina, my beloved, nina ninay nom
Nina, my beloved, nina ninay nom

I put an apple in the sahan
Illness is an excuse, my girl
The beauties threw a pole
Let us take one

In Islamic mysticism it is said that to reach spiritual knowledge, “Neither 
should one eat excessively nor should one acquire a lot of clothing”.

ment in the quatrains and folk songs, 
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Milk and Dairy Products
Churn

A yayık (churn) in which milk is beaten or churned to obtain butter, 
can be made from wood, leather or earthenware. The rim of the churn 
is covered with a clean fabric or piece of cloth when churning in an 
earthenware churn. After churning for a period of time, a fi ne, long 
stick is put into a small hole on the body of the churn and it is tested 
whether or not the butter has come to the top. If the butter has come 
to the top, then the churning process is completed.

A leather churn is a churn made from sheep’s leather produced 
as a tulum (animal skin used as a receptacle). In this churn, which is 
obtained by passing a round piece of wood called a needle into the 
hole at the back part, which is made oval by carving the two ends in 
the thickness of a fi nger, the cream of the milk is churned and butter is 
made. The ayran (drink made from yogurt, water and salt) produced in 
this churn is called katık.

The large churn is called çalpak hatun in the surroundings of Ankara.

The churn and ayran culture confront us as follows in Anatolia:

He/she has no ayran to drink, but he/she wants to pass over a silver bridge.

A folk song from Diyarbakır:

I churned the churn, my arm got swollen
My brassard fell off  my arm
I fell in love with you
Whom did you fall in love with

A folk song from Erzurum:

I set up my churn in a fl at place
By letting her hazel eyelids droop languorously
Did my mother-in-law come to you

It became item, it became sitem 
I churn the churn
I embrace it well

The rim of my churn is iron
I churn with a boom
If it comes now, it is fi ery red iron

Quatrain:

Are you coming from the high plateau
Is that a churn on your back
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I gave you shoes
Are those rawhide sandals on your feet (Amasya)

You do not have rawhide sandals on your feet
The ayran overfl owed, there is no churn
Those who see you would become drunk
There is no sober person who saw you (Malatya)

An example of a prayer related to churned ayran:

(Your child) May the bread of my mother and father be dry and the ayran pure.

May your bread be dry and your ayran pure.

The churn is mentioned as follows in a folk song from Isparta:

My milk is in the churn
I no longer have hope
How could you give me to him
I was too young to be a bride

Quatrain:

Can an empty churn be buried?
Would a head without problems groan?
Would people who are not matched to each other
Sing and laugh? (Çemişgezek)

A riddle in which the churn is asked:

It is made in the mountains
It is fi nished in the mountains
It comes to the plain
It makes a banging sound

Süt Süzgeci

A süt süzgeci is an implement that provides for the straining of milk poured on 
a fi ne muslin or fi nely woven material stretched around a piece of 
wood fl attened out by bending it. The milk strainer covered 
with a fi nely woven material is also called çaçan in the 
Şavşat region.

Churn Cushion

A yayık yastığı is a cushion put under the churn when churning an 
earthenware churn. Thus, the churn can be churned without 

hitting the ground or the knees of the person churning.

other
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Tıkır

A tıkır is a piece of equipment used for 
carrying milk and dairy products. It is 
made of wood with the putting together 
of pieces of wood by fl attening and bending 
them. The idiom, “business is fl ourishing” 
expresses that work is going well.

Cheese Beater and Large 
Earthenware Jar

A peynir döveci and küp (cheese beater and large earthenware jar) 
are used for putting by strengthening what is called beating 
the cheese into the earthenware jar. The cheeses are beaten 
by crushing with a thick stick called a cheese beater with the 
objective of squeezing the cheese into the earthenware jar.   

The cheese earthen-ware jar is used to keep the cheese for a 
long period of time. The cheese, which is placed inside the 
jar made from clay used in the making of earthenware 
pots, can be protected here for a long period of 
time within a brine to prepare it for winter.
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Pastries
Dough Trough

A hamur teknesi (dough trough) is a piece of kitchen equipment made 
from a single piece of pine wood hollowed out in which the dough for 
bread, yufka (very thin sheet of dough) and bazlama (fl at bread baked 
on a sheet iron) is kneaded. Sometimes, the hamur teknesi is also used 
in place of a dining table. The hamur teknesi is also called ekmek teknesi, 
karmaç teknesi and çakma in diff erent places of Anatolia. The hamur 
teknesi, which is known by the names of kesren in the Ardahan region 
and gavata in the Devrek region, is known as nave in Ottoman Turkish 
and çıttılgız in Oghuz Turkish.

Mevlana, who said, “A human being is the height of a hamur teknesi, but 
is more exalted than everything, every creature”, transformed the love 
of mankind into a love and passion.

The Bertiyan tribe, which spends the winter in Urfa, after applying 
henna to the bride sitting on the hamur teknesi, scatters raisins on her 
head (tradition of things strewn over a bride).

The child born in the years of an advancing marriage and the last of the 
children still living is called “the last scraping of dough from the trough”.

My Pir Sultan says that when the spring rises
The dough trough no longer remains when the bread bakes
When Adem Ata harnesses the oxen to the plow
Farmhands, be nice to the oxen (Pir Sultan Abdal)

When Kaygusuz Abdal is found
Come and sit down when the pilaf comes
When ten troughs of dough are fi nished
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Ten each will be çörek* (Kaygusuz Abdal)
* ring-shaped bread

Let it rain / dough in the trough
Mud in the garden / Give, My God, give
Pelting rain (Rain Bride Dance)

A hungry person will have his/her eyes on the bread tray. (Proverb)

Fine Sieve, Sifter

An elek (fi ne sieve, sifter) is formed at the end of covering one side of a 
hoop made from wood with a fi ne screen. The name and consequently 
the form of use changes connected to the size of the mesh of this screen. 
The sieves for fl our, coff ee, bran and bulgur are home sieves with fi ne 
(small meshes). In Anatolia, words whose roots are Turkish, such as elenen 
and eleymen are used for fi ne sieves and words like tanta are also used. In 
Anatolia, the name car is given to fi ne cloth sieves. The grated sieves that 
resemble a tambourine and on which corn is roasted are called dambara.

The use of a sieve has been in the Turkish culture from the most ancient 
periods to the present-day. The sieve is mentioned as follows in the Dede 
Korkut book:

There is no fl our and no sieve in this ruined house.

Putting a sack in the center of the room on the fi rst day of the wedding 
at the house of the boy is among the wedding traditions, which are also 
practiced in Anatolia in the present-day. In the middle of the sack, a rolling 
pin is pounded and a sieve is placed. Money is thrown into the sieve so that 
the bride and bridegroom will be wealthy. Brides take fl our from the sack 
and pour it into the sieve.

A riddle related to the sieve from the Tekirdağ region:

Hardly any furniture (bare and empty)
My labors benefi t everyone but myself

Another riddle that asks fl our and sieve together:

Snow sprinkled on
Very low hills (Flour-sieve)

Proverb:

A new sieve is needed on the wall. (Düzce)

Adults, who leave to young people their place and work, after they 
become an expert at the job, are honored with the expression, “He’s/
she’s done about all the useful work he’ll/she’ll ever do”.

dal)

the bread
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Elsıyıran

It is known with the names of iğsiran in Central Anatolia, eysiran in 
Afyon and Çankırı, eğsiran in Gerede, ıskaran in Gördes, ıskıran in Gediz 
and Kütahya, ısıran in Western Thrace, ısirani in Ankara and sirani in 
Aksaray. The elsıyıran, which is made from iron, is used in cutting and 
scraping dough from the dough trough. It is also used for scraping the 
bottoms of large saucepans.

Attırgaç

Besides being known as attırgaç in 
Denizli, evrağaç in Kırıkkale, evirgeç 
in Yozgat and çevirgeç in some 
regions; it is called büslegeç (büsleğeç) in Boyabat, bisleğeç in 
Safranbolu, bisleeç in İskilip and Çorum, bikleğeç in Çankırı and pislahaç 
in Gerede. The attırgaç is a piece of equipment made from long, 
narrow (the broadest is about that of a hand) thin and fl at wood, which 
provides for putting the yufka on the sheet iron where it will bake, 
transferring it and taking the yufka (or gözleme {a kind of thin börek}) 
from on top of the sheet iron.

Rolling Pin

Oklava (rolling pin) in the Anatolian folk dialects is used as okla, oklaa 
(Western Thrace), oklaaç (Çorum and İskilip), oklağ, oklağaç (Çankırı, 
Boyabat), oğlağı, oklavaç, oklavaş (Safranbolu) and oklavı. Whereas, 
çançu is a kind of rolling pin used to roll out homemade macaroni 
dough.

The oklava in a cylindrical shape is used to roll dough and depending 
on its purpose of use, is long or short, thick or thin, a wooden stick 

or rod. The thin and short ones are called merdane (rolling pin). The 
women who roll out dough in the making of yufka try to roll out 
the dough without tearing it by showing their skills with the rolling 

pin. In Anatolia, expressions are also used from spreading yufka to 
rolling out yufka.

The idiom in Anatolia “very stiff  person” is a defi nition used 
for those who hold fast to their point of view. Furthermore,   
especially women use the rolling pin extensively as a threat 

by saying “Don’t make me pick up the rolling pin” with the 
objective of frightening children in response to the 
behavior engaged in by spoiled children.
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Sheet Iron

Sac (sheet iron) is a piece of equipment from iron made in a low and 
spreading shape. Generally, it is used for baking bread, yufka, bazlama, 
börek made in a single layer, bread with meat, gözleme, pide (a slightly 
leavened, fl at pizza-like bread) and layers. Furthermore, after cleaning 
very well the inner surface of the sheet iron, it can also be used to cook 
sheet iron kebab. A fi re is lit and heated under the sheet iron. 

This fi re is not a strong fi re. Generally saçkı is used as a fuel when 
making bread. Saçkı is sheep/goat dung mixed with coarse straw, 
which is burned in a stove or tandır (oven consisting of clay-lined pit or 
large earthenware jar buried in the ground) for baking bread. Since the 
saçkı provides a light fi re, the bread bakes without burning. The pit part 
of the sheet iron, especially at the animal sacrifi ce holidays, is turned 
above and used for making meat braised in its own fat.

Folk song:

My bitter pepper is bitter
I put the sheet iron on the stove
The girls of today are running away
(My beauty from Bandırma)
What is the remedy for this (Bandırma)

The sheet iron starts to heat 
properly and the dough fi nishes, 
work starts to go properly 
and life ends. (Proverb)

Yaprak Sarması
Yaprak sarması (stuff ed vine leaves), which are one of the indispensables 
of Turkish cuisine, are the main courses on religious holidays, on the 
breaking of the fast meals during Ramazan and at parties. They can 
be made with olive oil or with meat. The stuff ed vine leaves that are 
made by preparing the vine leaves and a stuffi  ng from rice or bulgur is 
a diffi  cult food that takes a long time to prepare

However thin the stuff ed vine leaves are wrapped, they are valuable 
to that extent. There is an idiom used, “to wrap like a pencil”, with the 
objective of expressing wrapping thin. The importance of wrapping 
thinly is emphasized with the expression, “Those who wrap a stuff ed 
vine leaf thicker than a fi nger will be an old maid”.

Housewives gather at one house to make this food, which takes a 
rather long time, and prepare them in a short period of time with the 
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collective labor method. The following tale is narrated related to this 
food, which is rather diffi  cult to prepare:

Once upon a time, a man went to the city. He ate stuff ed vine leaves 
twice at the place he went and was fi lled with admiration. He got the 
recipe from the hostess who made them and told his wife when he 
returned to the village. It became evening and he sat at the dining 
table with a great enthusiasm. His wife brought the stuff ed vine 
leaves she cooked and they ate them with real pleasure. His wife was 
curious and asked, “How were they?” The man said, “I swear it’s true,
my dear, they were good, the taste was the same, but these strings were 
not coming into my mouth when I ate them there” Evidently, his wife 
tied the stuff ed vine leaves with string, because she didn’t know how 
to wrap them.
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Madımak
Madımak (Polygonum, genus of the buckwheat family) is a weed, which 
is grown in many places in Turkey. Groups of women and young girls 
collect madımak in April and May. It is the main course of the dining 
table of the poor. The madımak, which has a short stem, is a storage 
depot of vitamins and minerals. It is consumed fresh in summer and 
dried or as a canned food in winter. For those who know its taste, 
madımak is so valuable that dances have been danced and folk songs 
sung about madımak.

Madımak in Bunches
Madımak in bunches 
 A tall, handsome man is coming
If my tall, handsome man comes 
 It would make my heart happy

Oh, madımak, with a beard scattered here and there
Oh, madımak and evelik* feed
Oh, madımak and guşguşu** feed, oh, madımak 
* curled dock
** type of edible weed

Madımak became cooked 
My saucepan overfl owed
The number of slaps on the face I got every day
Went from one to fi ve

Oh, madımak, with a beard scattered here and there
Oh, madımak and evelik feed
Oh, madımak and guşguşu feed, oh, madımak

Madımak in various forms 
 I am dying for you
My kerchief fell off  my head
 While collecting madımak
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Mantı
Mantı (ravioli-like dish served with yogurt) is made from dough and 
meat and is the most popular food in Kayseri. It is said that there are 
thirty-six varieties of mantı. Mantı with meat is the most widespread 
among these.

There are some legends about how mantı was created. It is said that 
the word mantı comes from the Persian words men-tu (me and you). 
According to a rumor:

Once upon a time, a woman rolled out the dough she kneaded with a 
rolling pin and put meat in it and boiled it in water. She put it in front of 
her husband when he came from the fi elds at noon.

The man, who had not seen this food up until then, looked at it and 
asked his wife: 

−My dear, what is this, what shall we do?

The woman replied:

− Men-tu (me and you) will eat it. 

In time, the word men-tu  became mantı in the folk dialect. 

In Kayseri, mothers, when their sons like a girl, would look at 
how the girl makes mantı. However many mantı pieces the 
bride candidate can fi t into a spoon, she would be considered 
to be that skilled. This number was determined to be forty due 
to the fact that forty mantı pieces fi tted into a spoon. If the 
bride made mantı without sweet basil, then she was evaluated 
as a novice, because it was the custom to collect the leaves of the sweet 
basil fl ower and dry it specially and to sprinkle it on top of the mantı 
together with sumac and mint. In Kayseri, mantı days, evenings with 
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mantı, sessions with mantı and mantı making and eating competitions 
are organized in some organizations among the people. Mantı has 
appeared in various food epics and poems have been written about it:

Ground meat and paste are all right, onion
Those that are the smallest are the most acceptable
Those who fi ll forty into a spoon
Mantı, you are a bride covered with a veil
Mantı, you are no one else’s, you are mine

Aşure
According to the Hicri (the Muslim calendar 
based on 622 AD, the year of the Hegira) 
calendar, the tenth day of the month of Muharrem 
(fi rst month of the Muslim calendar) is aşure (pudding 
made with cereals, sugar, raisins, etc.) day. The aşure cooked 
throughout the month of Muharrem is distributed to the neighbors. 
The aşure is made with materials, such as dried pulses (peas, beans, 
lentils), dried fi gs, dried apricots, currants, orange rind and peanuts.

According to a belief among the people, after Noah’s Ark landed on 
Mt. Cudi, those on the ark, since they had been saved from the Deluge, 
gathered the remaining chickpeas, wheat, raisins, pulses and all of the 
existing foods on the ark and as a debt of thanksgiving, they cooked 
a medley from these. Thus, when making aşure medley, the putting 
of very diff erent materials comes from Noah’s Ark. However, there are 
also other rumors about Aşure Day: According to the Islamic tradition, 
the repentance of the Prophet Adam was accepted as aşure day. The 
Israelites were saved from the tyranny of the Pharaoh.

The Prophet Moses crossed the Red Sea. The Prophet Abraham was 
also saved on this day from burning in the fi re. It is thought that the 
Prophet Jacob was reunited with his son Joseph on Aşure Day. In the 
world of Islam, a sad event was also realized on this day. The Prophet 
Hüseyin, the grandson of the Prophet Muhammad, was martyred at 
Karbala. In this connection, there is a sacred value and meaning of this 
day in all of the Islamic sects and especially in the Shi’ite beliefs and 
Alevi beliefs.  

Aşure Day is accepted as the symbol of plenty and abundance. It is 
believed that the aşure medley made will bring plenty and abundance 
throughout the entire year. The aşure medley can be made throughout 
one month by starting from Aşure Day. The aşures made by one 
neighbor every day are distributed among the neighbors.
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Hamam
The history of bathing dates back thousands of years from the present-
day. A culture was created around the hamam (Turkish bath), which 
is one of the places for bathing in the Turkish culture. The hamam 
ceremonies, the hamam entertainments and the quatrains and folk 
songs related to the hamam are some of the products of this culture.

Boys, who came together with their mothers to the hamam, when 
it was considered that they would no longer be able to enter the 
women’s part of the hamam because they had grown up, the female 
bath attendant would warn the mothers in an entertaining manner 
with the statement, “My lady, bring your husband as well next week!”

When the men’s and women’s hamams were not separate, the days 
were set aside for the women and the men would bathe early in the 
morning or at night. Since the women would eat and drink so much 
and would have such rollicking fun, it would take close to two hours to 
clean up the hamam and the men would complain a lot. Also, young 
girls who reach the age of marriage would fi rst of all go to the hamam 
with a matchmaker.

Hamams, from the past to the present, besides their continuous 
customers, were all the stopping off  place of mothers going to look 
at girls for their sons. The bride candidates, who would be examined 
with the objective of seeing whether or not there was a fault on their 
bodies before asking a family to give their daughter as a bride, would 
be given an appraising glance with the eyes. The hamam became the 
place where women made the most gossip and where they talked all 
together. Many fi gures of speech related to the hamam in the society 
became used in the language spoken daily. A few examples of the 
expressions related to the hamam are as follows:

In places where everyone starts to talk at the same time and in a loud 
voice, a warning is made by saying, “You transformed this place into the 
women’s hamam”.

A fi gure of speech is made, “very hot place” for describing the heat of 
the environment in which people are found.

The proverb, “When a person goes into a bath he/she sweats” is used 
with the objective of expressing the view that a person who enters into 
a job is forced to consent to the conditions of that job.

The idiom, “Let the remaining money be hamam money” is used in 
the sense of forgiving in situations where money is not received that 
should have been returned.
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Persons who did not have their eyes on a high position and to state 
that they were not insistent on wealth would use the idiom, “I am not 
interested in buying hans or hamams”, which were the most valuable 
properties of the period.

The hamam set was produced from items, such as a peştamal (cloth 
wrapped around the waist while in a hamam), towel, kese (bath glove 
made of coarse cloth for rubbing the skin), tas (bowl for pouring water 
over oneself ) and comb. The fabric or cloth in which these items were 
wrapped was called hamam bundle. The hamam sets were generally 
carried together with the bundle and the items inside were defi ned as 
pieces. A few proverbs and idioms related to the hamam:

For a couple without clothes the proper place is the hamam (Don’t think 
about marrying if you haven’t got a penny to your name).

He/she goes to a wedding and doesn’t like the zurna, he/she goes to the 
hamam and doesn’t like the marble basin (He/she is not pleased with 
anything and fi nds a fault in everything).

He/she goes to the hamam and falls in love with the marble basin, 
he/she goes to a wedding and falls in love with the zurna (He/she is a 
person who falls in love very quickly and is indecisive about love, fi ckle).

Nothing has changed; it’s business as usual.

A beautiful person should be looked at when she wakes up and an ugly 
person should be looked out when she comes from the hamam.
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Bath Clogs

Nalın are special bath clogs, which are 
worn with the objective of not slipping 
in damp environments, such as the 
bathroom or hamam, and so that the feet 
will not be uncomfortable from the heat. 
They are made by carving as a single piece from hardwoods, such as 
boxwood, ebony or hornbeam and are later decorated on top. Nalın is 
the pronunciation in Turkish of the Arabic na’leyn.

Clogs

Takunya (clogs) are a type of clog made 
from wood and used in places where the 
fl oor is damp, such as in hamams. They 
are also called nalın in some regions of 
Turkey. 

Clogs in a folk song:

Clogs are bath clogs, the clogs know a lot
Its interior is empty and moldy, mold that becomes hot quickly 
We call February gücük, a bed mitil* and perhaps ellam

* quilt made of plain white cloth

Hamam Tası

A hamam tası is a wide and shallow 
container that is of use in getting water 
from fountains or marble basins and 
pouring it over oneself in bathrooms 
and hamams. In the past, a copper 
hamam tası would be put in the trousseaus 
of young girls who would be getting married.

Fuller’s Earth

A kil (fuller’s earth) tası is a 
small container, generally 
made from copper, in which 
a type of earth, which is called 
kil, is dampened and used in the 
cleaning of hair, like shampoo and in 
the cleaning of clothing, like detergent.
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Kernip
A kernip is a type of tool made from a long, edible squash 
from the Cucurbitaceae, whose lower part is swollen and 
it is dried in many regions and used as a water container. 
The kernip (it is also known as kernep among the people), 
which is used extensively in the Mediterranean Region, 
just as it is used to pour water when bathing, it is also 
used to drink water, ayran, etc. and as a container 
for storing spoons and as a saltcellar. 

In the past, the idiom, “kernip head” was used 
frequently for persons who were thought not to 
be very intelligent.

Bone Comb
A kemik tarak (bone comb) is made from water buff alo or 
goat horns The projecting parts and coarse places of the 
subject horns are scraped with a cutting implement. After 
the teeth are cut, this time, it is smoothed off  with a plane. 
Later, it is shined by sanding at a felt wheel.

Boxwood Comb
A şimşir tarak  (boxwood comb) is a comb made from the 
hard, regular yellow-colored wood of the boxwood tree. The 
proverb “a boxwood comb for a bald head”  is used for those 
who engage in the needless desire to imitate someone or 
for showing off , when they have many needs.

Laundry
Pestle
A tokaç is a fl at pestle made from wood and 
used when washing laundry. The laundry 
to be cleaned would be spread on 
a large stone and would be 
cleaned by beating it 
with the help of 
the tokaç.
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Weaving
Weaving is one of the traditional handicrafts. In the past, daily items of use, 
such as carpets, kilims, mattresses and pillowcases would be woven by hand 
and used. In the present-day, handwoven products are sold as trousseau 
items and gift items.

Weaving Equipment and Materials:

Hempseed

Çedene (hempseed) is the seed of  hemp. Women train, bend and dye the 
hemp produced from goat hairs, sheep’s wool and hempseed stems and 
weave on looms the sacks, kilims, cloths and fabric used in daily life and weave 
suitable fi bers in a manner that has not changed for thousands of years. 

Çedene has also been the subject of quatrains:

Crack, crack hempseed
Embrace the body to another body
Even if the world is full of lovers
I will take only one

Wool Stick

A yün çubuğu is a stick that provides for the combing of the wools. The yün 
çubuğu is also called çırpı in some regions. The yün çubuğu is a stick, whose 
head part is thick and end part is thin, cut from the branches of fresh willow, 
poplar or tamarisk trees. The person who does the wool fulling process is 
called a fuller. The fuller beats in a rapid manner with a stick the wools fi lled 
inside a cloth. After every beating, the stick, which becomes wrapped in wool, 
this time is beaten a few more times at a level close to the ground. The dirt 
falls to the ground during these beatings and the cleaned wool becomes full. 

Wool Comb

The sheep’s wool, which is washed and cleaned, is hung on light ropes and 
dried. The dried wool undergoes the combing process with a yün tarağı (wool 
comb). The wool combs are generally made by pounding nails into a piece 
of wood that has a broad surface. The person who will comb the wool during 
the wool combing process sits on the fl oor. He/she puts the long part of the 
board without nails under his/her knees. He/she puts the wools over the nails 
with both hands. He/she pulls the wool rapidly to both sides. The objective of 
the combing process is to open up the tangled wool and to be able to do the 
spinning process with ease.
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A Beşikdüzü riddle related to the wool comb is as follows:

We were us
We were thirty-two girls
We were crushed and bent
We were lined up on a board

Wooden Weaving Tool

An ahşap dokuma aleti (wooden weaving tool) is a thread weaving tool 
composed of two simple frames in the form of a rectangle made from 
long and narrow strips of wood with the passing of an iron or wooden 
rod through the holes opened in the middle of the short edges.

Spinning Wheel

A çıkrık (spinning wheel), which is also called çığrık, çırık, elicek, kölecen, 
kelepçen, kollu, yüğrük, and yürük in various regions of Anatolia, is a piece 
of equipment used in weaving for transforming the wool into thread. 
Spinning wheels are made from wood or iron, and are composed of a 
grooved rim, which is turned with the help of an arm and bearing and 
from a spindle wrapped on a string, which is bent and turns connected 
to this grooved rim.

The spinning wheel, which is used in daily life, has also taken its place 
in folk songs and confronts one as an element used in expressing 
emotions. Sometimes, the spinning wheels have shared the tears of 
the women spinning the wool and sometimes have listened to their 
problems. The spinning wheel is mentioned as follows in a folk song 
of a minstrel:

is as follows:
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The minstrels would play their sad sazes
The longest feather in a bird’s wing was there in springs and summers
The Yuruk* girls mourned on the high plateau
The spinning wheel bowed its neck and the wool spindle is crying 
* Nomadic shepherd people of Anatolia

Sebki

A sebki, which is used in the making of felt, is 
used with the objective of spreading the wool on 
a mat given the name of mold, in the same thickness 
and height on all sides. The sebki is also called çubuk, sakçı, 
and çırpı in diff erent regions. The process made for having 
the wool pass into each other prior to pressing is called ırlama or 
çubuklama (fl uffi  ng up with a stick). At this stage, it is very important for 
the wool to be distributed to the same extent everywhere on the felt.

Wool Spindle

A kirmen (wool spindle) is also called iğ, kirman, fengire, siğ and teşi. It 
is a weaving tool used with the objective of transforming wool into 
thread. It is made from wood and composed of a round head part 
and two pieces of wood joined together in the form of a rectangle or 
plus sign. There is a stick addition extending from the head part of the 
kirmen towards the lower part. The kirmens, which have a head in a 
rectangular shape, have an iron hook at the top. The wool is wrapped 
over the kirmen. It is spun by turning it by hand. This thread spun is 
split in two. It is respun by twisting in the hands and made into thread.

The kirmen is mentioned as follows in a poem by Dadaloğlu:

A crazy heart is a mill 
The lover turns the kirmen in her hands
What you call a sweetheart is a panacea
Now, he/she is very sad

Loom Reed, Comb

A kirkit (loom reed, comb) is a weaving tool that has a handle 
of wood or iron,  a lead body and teeth like a comb. It is 
used in tightening the knot threads by entering its teeth 
between the threads. There are also tools called kirkiç and 
diştir, which are the same or have a similar function to the 
kirkit. The kirkit can have multi-teeth, teeth or two-three 

teeth.
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Weaver’s Shuttles

Mekiks (weaver’s shuttles) 
are made from horn, bone 
or plastic. They are used 
with the objective of passing 
between the woof threads and 
the warp threads. It is used by passing 
a needle or a bobbin at its middle. The idiom, 
“to shuttle, travel back and forth” is used extensively with the objective 
of expressing continuously going back and forth between two places.

Carpet

A halı (carpet) is in the lead of the items spread within a house. They are 
hangings and fl oor coverings in various sizes woven from wool or silk 
with the weaving or tying in the form of knots for spreading on fl oors 
or covering walls. Carpets, which are woven in almost every region of 
Anatolia, have acquired names, fame and value according to the place 
where they were woven.

They sat in front of the carpet
What did they bring to you
They brought fabric for clothing
Congratulations on the henna of my beloved
May the tongue of my mother-in-law be sweet

Those who do not lean against stones in faraway places do not know 
the worth of the carpet at home.

Tree of Life 

The hayat ağacı (tree of life) motif is found in a majority of the carpets 
in the empty spaces outside of the medallion. This tree is adorned 
with very diff erent decorations. Sometimes there are fruits, sometimes 
fl owers and sometimes leaves in its branches. It is believed that it will 
bring a long life to those who weave it and those who use it. Those 
with fruit express abundance, those with leaves a long life and those 
with fl owers beauty.

Muska and Nazarlık

It is believed that with the muska (written charm) and nazarlık (charm 
to ward off  the evil eye) motifs woven in carpets will protect against 
the evil eyes. 
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Birds

The kuş (bird) motif woven in carpets is the symbol of happiness, 
pleasure and love. It symbolizes power and strength. Furthermore, 
birds indicate sacred messengers and a long life. The birds, such as owls 
and crows woven into carpets symbolize bad luck and doves, pigeons 
and nightingales symbolize good luck.

Burdock, Cocklebur

Since it is believed that the pıtrak (burdock, cocklebur), which is a plant, 
has the strength to protect against evil eyes, it is a motif that is woven 
frequently in carpets. At the same time, the pıtrak also symbolizes 
plenty and abundance. 

Earrings

Küpe (earrings) state the desire of a girl who wove the carpet to get married. 

Carpet Pillow

Halı yastıks (carpet pillows) are generally made in the environs of 
Kırşehir and Mucur. In this carpet, there is narrow water, broad water, 
chest, ball and corner. Everyone of these is decorated with diff erent 
designs. The edges of the designs are surrounded with a few colored 
bands. 

Kilim

Kilims (pileless carpets) are fl oor coverings and covers, which are 
thinner than carpets and are woven on a loom like fabric with wool 
threads to be spread on the fl oors of rooms or tents. Kilims are used 
more than carpets in the traditional houses of Anatolia.

The edge of the kilim burned
Everyone who came thought there was a wedding
The bridegroom left and ran away
The bride was fooled by the earrings
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Wood Carving
Wood carving is the profession of processing wood, that is lumber, with a 
number of implements. The fi eld of decoration is the fi eld used the most 
in the art of wood carving. Doors, windows, furniture, bedsteads and 
mattress closets are in the lead of these decorations. A mold is prepared 
before carving. The design in the mold is drawn with a pencil on the wood 
that will be carved. The product is prepared by carving carefully with the 
help of an iskarpela  (carpenter’s chisel) and a tokmak (mallet). Beech, 
hornbeam, poplar and pine are the main woods used in wood carving. 

Carpenter’s Chisel

An iskarpela (carpenter’s chisel) is a steel tool used to process the wood, 
metal or stone. It has various dimensions and shapes. Its end parts are 
from steel and its handles are from wood. The ends of every iskarpela are 
diff erent: There are those that are fl at, broad, pointed or in a V or U shape. 
It is also pronounced in the form of iskarpile in some places.

The iskarpela, which is used in many traditional branches of work, such 
as wood carving, sieve-making and chest/box making, is used on wood 
to carve the design and reliefs. An iskarpela with a pointed end is used to 
open a locking place and to broaden it. After drawing the design chosen 
on the chest, the lines of the design are produced by hitting the handle 
of the iskarpela with a hammer. For the design to rise in the form of a 
relief, the surroundings are pressed down with the help of the iskarpela. 
The iskarpela used changes according to the details of the design.

Carpenter’s Plane

A rende (carpenter’s plane) is a tool used by carpenters to make wooden 
surfaces smooth and for giving shape. In some 
regions of Anatolia names, such as armudiye, farsi, 
kaniç, kazağ, kazığ, kenküşteresi, silgi, sürteleş, sürtügeç, 
sürtüğüç and tüsküre are used instead of rende. There 
are many types of rende. These are referred to with 
names, such as el rendesi (hand plane), avuç içi rendesi 
(palm plane) and kuşteri {kösderi} (carpenter’s long plane).

desi
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Törpü

Just as a fi le, which has long and intermittent teeth, that are of use in 
taking away the roughness of wood and soft metals, such as lead and 
tin, is called törpü (rasp), a short, fi ne, rough fi le, which is used to eliminate the 
rough parts on the surface of some things and make it smooth, is also called a 
törpü. The törpü is also referred to with names, such as kerdah, kerde and taslak 
in Anatolia. Törpü varieties are used in a majority of the traditional professions, 
such as in pitchfork making, bağlama (plucked instrument with three double 
strings and a long neck) making, walking stick making, cura (smallest variety 
of the bağlama) making, spoon making, gold processing, blacksmithing, 
drum making, mother-of-pearl making and in packsaddle making. 

The idiom, “a wearisome person or a long and exhausting business”  is used 
for someone who annoys someone or for a job. Whereas, a riddle related to 
the törpü is as follows: 

I have one son, every side is moth-eaten.

Walking Stick Making
First of all, the trees, which have become unproductive, are determined and 
these are cut when making walking sticks. The woods, which are cut in the 
ateliers, are kept for a period of one year for drying. The woods are made 
round by using a plane. The fi gures added to the head part are smoothed 
with a rasp and then sanded.

Various practices for causing rain to fall are observed in the Anatolian 
geography. The ceremonies held for causing rain to fall and the customs 
connected to these date back to ancient times. According to the belief, it 
is Sunna to make a ritual prayer for rain. Although the ritual prayer for rain 
changes according to the regions, it is held for three consecutive days. Before 
going to make a ritual prayer for rain, it is necessary to give alms, to repent, to 
make peace among those who are angry with each other and to be fasting 
when going to pray. There is a staff  in the hands of all of the elderly who 
participate in the ritual prayer for rain and these staff s are held straight. The 
staff s are lifted directly to the sky and lowered. 

The tradition of using a staff  in the ritual prayer for rain is a 
practice remaining from the Shamanist period. It is known 
that the shamans also had a staff  in their hands during 
the ritual prayer for rain. This staff  was made from 
beech wood and resembled a “T” shape. The staff  is a 
determiner of rank from the religious aspect and is a 
symbol of power from the aspect of administration. The 
staff  is closely related to the tree cult in Turkish mythology.
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Spoon Making
Spoon making, which is one of the Turkish handicrafts, is generally 
made from boxwood, oak and hornbeam woods by using a saw, adze, 
stripper and rasp. First of all, the unknotted branch part of the wood is 
cut with a saw in the form of a wooden wedge according to the size 
of the spoon. Later, this wooden wedge is split in two with the help of 
the adze. Each one of these can be a spoon. Then the handle part of 
the spoon is roughly made with the adze. Subsequently, shape is given 
to the inner part with the strippers. Later, the bent parts are smoothed 
with the help of a rasp. 

Even if the spoon, with this fi nal condition, reaches a state of being 
usable, it acquires an aesthetic appearance during the fi nal painting. 
For the painting, the spoons are painted with a mixture composed 
of linseed oil and pine resin. The painted spoons are left to dry in the 
sun for a period of time. Subsequently, according to the type of wood 
used, the painting and drying processes of the spoon are repeated a 
few times. For example, these processes are repeated seven times for a 
spoon made from boxwood.

She jumped and passed over the threshold
The spoon remained at the dining table
Joy came to the house
This girl is suitable to the house 

Yenge* went out to the neighborhood
She is collecting spoons
Yenge, how did you separate 
Lovers like us
* uncle’s or brother’s wife

Basket Making
Basket making is done by weaving the bendable branches, such as 
those of rushes, willows and hazelnuts. Basket making is briefl y as 
follows: The willow sticks are boiled in a cauldron for approximately ten 
hours to remove the bark. After this process, the bark is peeled off  by 
the women. These sticks, which are peeled, are cut into three with a 
stick splitting tool. The wood shavings of these sticks, which are split 
into three, are removed with the stick cutting machine. After these 
processes, the sticks are prepared to be used for weaving the baskets. 
The weaving process starts at the bottom part of the molds and goes 
up towards the upper part. After the upper part is woven, the basket 
is produced.
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Basket

A sepet (basket) is woven in various sizes and shapes connected to its 
purpose of use from rushes, reeds or thin branches and is used in the 
carrying of foods and goods. Sepet is called by various names in Anatolia.

A riddle related to a basket:

Finger, fi nger structure
A door toward the sky

Some quatrains related to the basket:

There are baskets and baskets of grapes
I want you
Anyone other than you is forbidden by religion
World, I have a promise to the hereafter (Kırşehir)

I put grapes into the basket
My dear lives at the hill
I loved a new sweetheart
May there be glory for the country (Amasya)

Hazelnut Basket

A fındık sepeti (hazelnut basket) is given names, 
such as şelek, bel, harar, hayme and hey şelek in 
some regions. A şelek is a basket in which regional 
products, such as hazelnuts, leaves and corn are put 
and is generally made from hazelnut sticks with a 
circular-like rim part and becoming narrow in the shape 
of a funnel towards the bottom.

Rush Mat and Rush Basket

Hasır (rush mats) are woven items or mats, which are prepared from 
plants, such as rushes and leaves. In the making of rush mats, a type 
of rush is used the most, which is grown in marshes and is called rush. 
Rushes, just as they can be woven at workbenches, they can also be 
woven by hand. The rushes woven by hand are used in the making of 
small items. 

I am the rush mat in your room
I am the captive at your door
Sit up and look at my face
Where am I at fault.
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The bottom of the sea is deep
Spread a carpet on top of it
I do not want a chest or basket
Give me to the one I love

Bee Basket

An arı sepeti (bee basket) is used to cover the tops 
of beehives. In Evreşe of Çanakkale Province, the arı 
sepeti is made as follows: First of all, sticks, which are 
approximately half a meter long and given the name of ayıt (chaste tree) 
are split by starting from one end to the other end with a splitter. In the 
meantime, a thick stick given the name of argıç is split into four with a 
knife. Next, the perimeter of the argıç, which is split into four at the ends, is 
woven around with the ayıt. Every time the perimeter of the argıç is woven 
around with the ayıt, an ayıt with an end that has been made sharp is 
put into the weave and is once again woven around the perimeter of the 
argıç. After weaving the end of the basket with ayıt the top is woven with 
reeds. When the middle of the basket is reached, it is woven with four rows 
of ayıt. At every turn, every ayıt, which is put into the weaving process, 
increases a bit more the width of the basket and is making the basket 
strong. After weaving with four rows of  ayıt, then it is once again woven 
with reeds on top and when the uppermost part of the basket is reached, 
once again it is woven with ayıt and the basket making is completed.

Basket Made of Woven Reeds

A zembil (basket made of woven reeds) is a variety of basket in which 
various things are put and carried by hand. It is woven like rushes from 
rushes and has a handle also from rushes and a broad rim and a narrow 
bottom. The zembil is also referred to in Anatolia with names, such as  
zembik and zenbil.

Zembil is also mentioned in proverbs and idioms:

Is he/she perfect
Fate does not come down from the sky in a basket
The basket in his/her hand, know your own work
Zembil zümbül

A quatrain related to the zembil from the İznik region:

A basket is coming down from the sky
It is spinning and sparkling
Be patient friends
A bride is coming to us 
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Pannier, Tall Basket

A küfe (pannier, tall basket) is a coarse and durable basket, generally 
woven from willow and other tree branches, which is used for carrying 
loads. Küfe is also known with the names of  çevele, dehne, godafa, harel, 
heğ, herenlik, herennik, hey, heye, kelek, kadafa, kovan, höhön and zembil 
in Anatolia.

Küfe in a folk song:

I see the meat at the butcher’s shop
Melons and watermelons are on exhibit
You say that even if I want them, I have no money
Let God destroy you
They bring them with küfes
At seven in the evening

Idioms related to küfe:

To be so drunk that he has to be carried home in a basket

To have a basket of eggs on your back (to be dependable, to keep one’s 
word)

To be so drunk one has to be carried home in a basket

Quilt Making
The buyers of handmade quilts have decreased in the present-day, 
when manufactured mattresses and quilts have become widespread, 
and connected to this, the number of quilt makers. However, in the 
present-day, the tradition continues of putting a quilt made of velvet, 
silk or satin in the trousseaus of brides. Circumcision, cradle and loğusa 
(woman recovering from childbirth) quilts are also sewn. Printed 
cloth and satin fabrics are preferred the most as the cover of a quilt. 
Printed cloth quilts are for daily use. Whereas satin quilts are prepared 
for trousseaus. The other materials used are scissors, chalk or dry soap, 
patterns, which change according to each model, and a thimble. The 
thimble is put on the middle fi nger and it prevents the needle from 
pricking the ends of the fi ngers. The chalk is used to draw the model, 
which is placed on top of the fabric.

A four-cornered piece of wood larger than the width and length of 
the quilt is used as a sewing area. Here, the master stretches out his/
her legs and sews the quilt. The fi rst job is to prepare the cotton to 
be sewn into the quilt. The cotton is fl uff ed and beaten. The cover of 
the quilt is sewn with a sewing machine. There is a pattern for each 
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model. The pattern chosen is placed on top of the fabric. The model 
on the pattern is drawn on the fabric with the help of  chalk or soap. 
The pattern is removed when the drawing is fi nished and the places 
drawn with chalk are sewn with a needle. The models on the quilts are 
called with various names, for example, whirligig, day, sun, carnation, 
clover, pumpkin fl ower, pheasant, migratory birds, tulip, bouquet of 
tulips, violet, nightingale, butterfl y, swallow, railroad, propeller, shuttle 
and umbrella. 

Thimble

A quilt thimble is in the shape of a thick ring made from iron. It is used 
in the quilt making professions in the sewing of quilts. There are also 
sewing thimbles used in sewing. The shapes of these are diff erent.

Needle

An iğne (needle) is expressed with names, such as  dike,  dördür,  gıyık, 
giyik, hecil, kıyak, kıygaç, kıyık, kızık, pıt, sokancak,  tebene and tüy in 
various regions of Anatolia.

A needle is used in almost all professions. However, there are varieties 
according to the region where it is used and the work it is used for. For 
example, a needle called a kök iğnesi is longer and thicker compared to 
a normal sewing needle. It is used in mattress and pillow jobs. Large 
needles are used in making brooms. The needle called a quilt needle is 
generally used in weaving and in quilt making. 

Furthermore, there is an important place of  the needle in many 
professions, such as light thin-soled boot making, leather goods making, 
broom making and embroidery from the traditional professions.

In addition, the needle has also been the subject of idioms and 
proverbs. Some of the idioms and proverbs included in the oral culture 
are as follows:

If you throw a needle it would not fall to the ground (The place is 
packed). 

To watch India through the eye of a needle (To be able to draw 
important conclusions from a small event).

From needle to thread (Including even the smallest items)  

To dig a well with a needle (To try to do a job with pitifully inadequate 
means).

To become like a needle and thread (To become very thin).
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Cradle with needles (Very troublesome situation).

Needled words (Sarcastic remark)  

Prick yourself with a needle before you stick a packing needle into 
others.

The needle was treated in quatrains in the following manner:

To the tiny needle
I am fond of her fl irtatiousness
I have been reunited with my beloved
May the turn of all of you come next

The needle has been treated a lot in riddles:

I put the halter on the donkey foal
It got up and went up the hill
(Needle and thread)

It pierces and passes like an arrow
Like it does not feel sorry
It has a single eye and single leg
Its mind is on sewing and embroidery (Needle)

It is a tiny sal ammoniac, it clothes and adorns the world.

The needle has also been treated in playful formulas:

Needle and thread
Collected bottom
Steel rod
You leave
Needle, Meedle
The end button
When the elephant becomes
an elephant
In bird language

Packing Needle

A çuvaldız (packing needle) is a large needle with a fl at and bent end, 
which is used for sewing weaving, such as sacks. 

Çuvaldız is also expressed with words, such as babıcık, babicik, babiçga, 
gıyık, ilhaz, ılık, çeken, kazıl, kıyık, kıyyik, tebene and yalmanlı in various 
regions of Anatolia.

Generally, a packing needle, which is larger, is used in the sewing 
jobs that cannot be sewn with a normal needle. It is observed that 
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the packing needle is used in professions, such as quilt making, drum 
making, packsaddle making and broom making. 

Çuvaldız has taken its place in the oral culture, even if it is slight. Some 
of the proverbs and idioms related to the çuvaldız are as follows:  

Prick yourself with a needle before you stick a packing needle into 
others.

Two girls at one house, one is a packing needle and the other is us.

It is also encountered in an example of a riddle:

Its body is iron and its tail is rope (Packing needle) 

Also, there is a custom to put a needle or packing needle under the 
pillow of a woman recovering from childbirth or a forty-day old baby 
to protect against the scarlet woman.

Pottery Making
Earthenware Water Jug

The origin of the word testi (earthenware water jug) is desti in Persian. 
It is a water jug in various sizes according to the need. It is made from 
potter’s clay and baked in an oven. It has a narrow rim and long neck 

and the part below is potbellied. The testis connected to their 
method of use have one or two handles. Testis 

are also used in the present-day in Anatolia 
to bring water from a fountain and to put 
drinking water in it. There is a testi in almost 
every house, because it keeps the water 

cold during the hot weather seasons.

The testi is mentioned in proverbs as 
follows:

Even if the testi breaks, the handle will 
remain (A rich person can lose most 
of his/her wealth and still remain 

relatively well-off ).

Live by the sword, die by the sword.

The deserving are being treated just 
the same as the undeserving.

When two parties get in a fi ght 
one of them is sure to wind up 
the loser.

Strike while the iron is hot.

It is a water jug in various sizes according
potp ter’s clay and baked in an oven. It has

and the part below is popotbellied. T
memethodd of of use have
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Making a count to decide who will be “it” in a children’s game:

My water jug broke
My water spilled
If my mother hears
If my father beats me
Hik mik you are out

Testi  in a folk song:

I drank water from the testi
My child it is you who makes me very happy
My child, may the person who made you my friend
Go to heaven

Filigree
Telkâri (fi ligree) is a technique of making designs by curling, twisting and 
plaiting gold or silver threads and by attaching these designs to each other 
or on a foundation by soldering. In fi ligree, which is qualifi ed as a latticework 
jewelry, various designs are produced by weaving silver threads and the 
desired shapes are given to these designs. The silver made into ingots is 
worked by passing through many stages. The silver, which is melted and 
made into thread, is passed through a rolling machine and made thin. 
Since it is nearly pure, it can be twisted easily. An artist cuts and twists 
the wires in the shape he/she wants by using tiny tweezers. The pieces 
are attached to each other by soldering. The part of the job that makes it 
fi ne starts with the joining together of the threads. It is as though they are 
joined together meticulously, like women who work to pass a thread though 
the fi ne eye of a needle, but if the temperature is a bit too high, then the 
thread can melt. Filigree can suddenly make the patience of the master in 
vain. Consequently, fi rst the karats are reduced to a certain degree, then by 
fi ling, they are collected in a piece of leather in the form of small granules. 
The fi led silver is put in a container and powdered borax is added and 
after dipping it in water, the main skeleton is placed on asbestos and 
every part is joined together by soldering with this silver borax mixture. 
The placing of the motif, which starts after making the skeleton, continues 
with the soldering technique in the same manner. This soldering has 
united patience and eff ort at the same time and the products made from 
fi ligree are produced. There are names of the motifs formed in fi ligree: They 
take names, such as vav, kake, dudey, caterpillar, rose, güverte, sextuple and 
octuple roses, grapes, star, tulip, leaf, almond and curling. Kemaliye County 
of Erzincan Province, Eskişehir Province, Midyat County of Mardin Province, 
Hanak County of Kars Province, Urfa Province and Beypazarı County of 
Ankara Province are among the regions where the art of fi ligree is made.

d

y curling, twisting and 
designs to each other
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Blacksmithing
Blacksmithing is one of the traditional professions, which has begun 
to be forgotten. It is separated into two, as hot blacksmithing and 
cold blacksmithing. The work of bending, making a hole, heaping, 
spreading, beating and shaping with molds with the help of hand tools 
or workbenches by heating to a temperature that is needed for shaping 
irons and steels and nonferrous metals (copper and aluminum) is called 
hot blacksmithing.

Tools used in Blacksmithing: 
Anvil

An örs (anvil), which is used in blacksmithing, is the place where materials 
made from iron are heated in a forge and beaten with the objective of 
giving them shape.

Pincers

Kıskaç (pincers) are used for holding the iron or copper during the 
putting of iron or copper, which will be processed, into the forge and 
removing it from the forge. 

Tongs

Maşa (tongs) is a metal tool with two arms. It is of use in holding a red-
hot thing and in mixing the live coals. It is used in professions, such as 
coppersmithing, blacksmithing, tinsmithing and glass blowing. 

Tongs have been used in many proverbs. Some of these are as follows:

You can’t make a pasha from a dervish and tongs from wood.

You can’t make tongs from wood and a pasha from a nomadic shepherd.

The following can be given as examples of riddles:

Two feet in front of a forge.

The black donkey gets up, kicks and lies down again.

Tongs have also been treated in quatrains. Some of these: 

Bride with a knife in her hand
Bride with fringes on her head
I gave birth to that boy
Bride with tong legs (Gelibolu)
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Tongs resemble tongs
Tongs resemble a bottle
You minx daughters of an infi del
Resemble a donkey in rut (Muğla)

Tongs resemble tongs
The boy resembles a pasha
The girls of the old village
Resemble gypsy Ayşe (Muğla)

Tongs in front of the forge
Let him put on a golden belt
Let girls who see Ahmet
Divorce their fi ancés (Tekirdağ)

Tongs resemble tongs
Corner resembles corner
I loved a new sweetheart 
She resembles a crystal bottle (Çorum)

Tongs with cymbals in my hand
I hit it from stone to stone
I shook hands with my sweetheart
She said bless you to me (Kırklareli)

Bellows

Körük (bellows) is a tool, which blows air within it to a fi re by opening 
and closing for reviving a fi re. Due to this characteristic, it is said to 
those who behave to make things even more diffi  cult rather they 
trying to solve an incident, which is in any case diffi  cult in daily life, “to 
go to a fi re with bellows or to try deliberately to make a bad situation 
worse”. Bellows, just as they are used for the tandır fi re in homes, are 
also used to revive the fi res of large furnaces and are also used in 
the present-day by coppersmiths, blacksmiths and tinsmiths, who 
engage in handicrafts. There are bellows of diff erent sizes and types. 
Generally, they are produced from two simple leather animal skins. The 
continuous fl ow of air in all bellows is provided with the squeezing in 
turn of the two bellows put on top of each other.

Riddle:

It has a lot of breath, but no life.

It has no life, it has breath / It lies in the ashes night and day.

Two goats fi ght / Their faces and eyes become puckered. 
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Proverb:

The nomadic shepherd who comes down from the mountain does not 
know either the brazier or the bellows.

Folk song:

I am the forge of pains
Bellows, bellows, it is I who burn
Like red-hot iron on the anvil
My crane, it is I who catches fi re

Curse:
May God grant you a hearth with ashes and a place with a dirty bellows.

Horseshoeing
Animals used as a means of transport for people and cargo are shod, 
so that their hooves are not eroded. The masters who do this work are 
called horseshoers. This profession is gradually disappearing together 
with the change in transport vehicles. The shoeing process is done in 
the following manner: First of all, if there is an old horseshoe on the 
hoof of the horse, it is removed with pliers. The horseshoe nails are 
removed. The accumulated dirt under the horseshoe that is removed 
is cleaned with a trimmer. After the hoof of the horse is cleaned, the 
horseshoe is placed on the hoof of the horse. The horseshoe nails are 
pounded. After the horseshoe is nailed, it is fi led with a fi le to provide 
for the bottom of the horseshoe to be smooth.
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Coppersmithing
Coppersmithing, which is one of the traditional professions, lost its past 
importance with the development of industry. The making of copper products 
is briefl y as follows. The copper is brought from the factory in sheets. It is cut 
according to the measurements of the product to be made. The cut copper 
is processed by pounding it on a piece of iron called an elvani anvil. Since 
the processed copper has become hardened, it is annealed to soften, settle 
and fi nd its consistency. The tool that makes the annealing process is called 
bellows. The copper is kept in water for a period of time for it to soften after 
being removed from the fi re. Thus, it saves time. The cooled copper is once 
again pounded and annealed with the bellows. This process continues until 
the measurements or consistency of the product is reached. Nickeling paint is 
put on the product when the measurements are reached. The reason for this 
is to provide for the product appearing brighter and for it being more durable. 

Tinsmithing
Tinsmithing is a profession that emerged due to the fact that in time copper 
containers lose their colors by being eroded and by oxidizing and being 
harmful to health. Copper containers are tinned twice a year to prevent this. 
Otherwise, it could pave the way to oxide poisoning, which is called bakır 
çalma in Anatolia. 

The tools used during tinning are tin, sal ammoniac, pincers, cotton, sand, 
hydrochloric acid, wooden mallet, hammer and anvil. The required processes 
for the tinning of copper can be listed in the following manner: 

First of all, if there are crookednesses on the copper goods to be tinned, 
they are smoothed out with a hammer on the anvil. The copper is heated 
by holding it with pincers on stoves given the name of tin 
stove. The tin stoves are heated with charcoal. After 
the copper is heated on the stove, it is cleaned with 
cotton and hydrochloric acid. The copper container 
is rubbed with sand after this process. Next, it 
proceeds to the real tinning process.  The tin, which 
is melted on the stove, is spread on the inside and 
outside of the copper containers together with sal 
ammoniac and the tinning is completed. 
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Shoe Making
Ayakkabı (shoe) has names, such as başmak, çarpana, çedik, çetik,  çuruk, 
davlunbaz, edik, galik, galifl e, galivde, gelik, geyle, giyile, hadık, halık, 
halpaç, hedik, helik, hırık, hide, hidik, kalevle, kalevre, kalıç, kalıs, kalik, 
karavele, karik, kaksal, kavelle, kavşak, katır, kelek, kelik, kırkallık, kısak, 
kistik, kolik, kötene, pamuk, şıpırdak, tomak, toroğlu, yanevre, yapık and 
zergerden in Anatolia.

Leather is the main material used in shoe making. In the present-day, 
other than leather, rubber, artifi cial fi bers and compounds have also 
started to be used for shoe making. The accessories, such as the band 
used and the heel can be made from plastic. The stages passed when 
making a shoe can be listed as follows:

1. Preparing the model, 2. Cutting of parts forming the upper part of the 
shoe, which is called vamp of the shoes and the under part, 3. Cleaning 
and folding processes of these parts and the sewing and adhering of 
the vamp, 4. Putting the vamp to the last by nailing or adhering, 5. 
Joining the bottom of the shoe to the vamp with diff erent methods, 
and 6. Attaching the heel in place.

There are many traditions on the shoe in the oral culture. One of the 
traditions in the rural areas is a boy, who wants to get married, hammers 
the shoes of his father to the fl oor with a nail. This states that the boy 
wants to get married.

There are many idioms and proverbs related to shoes in the oral culture. 
Some of these are as follows: 

He/she will have no trouble doing what he/she wants; to raise an inferior 
to a position above his/her rank; to be inferior to someone; not to be 
easily intimidated by mere threats; to put pressure on someone to fi nish 
something immediately; he/she is as sassy/impudent as they come; to 
lose favor, to fall from popular esteem; to be uneasy, to be on edge; to 
make someone leave in a hurry; to run hither and thither while trying to 
get something accomplished; I’ve bitten off  more than I can chew; not 
to be easily intimidated by mere threats; I wouldn’t trust him/her; people 
who don’t know you judge you by your appearance; life confronts 
everyone with all kinds of troubles; and when an opportunist has gotten 
all he/she can from someone, he/she goes on to someone else.

The following can be given as examples of quatrains related to shoes:

I have shoes
They are narrow for my feet
My hazel-eyed sweetheart 
Is in Emirdağ  (Emirdağ)
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The yellow broadcloth shoes
We call the bellows buhalı
Salma is my sweetheart  
Sweethearts are now expensive

Folk song:

I had shoes bought for me
A vamp and heels 
It is the Taşköprü good-for-nothings
Who corrupted me (Kocaeli)

Who does favors for whom
Their feet are not known
They call us shoemaker
We provide shoes for their feet (Amasya)

I wear shoes
I wear shoes, beloved, beloved
If the top is white, dear, beloved
I love my mother-in-law, beloved, beloved
If her son is handsome, dear, beloved (Artvin)

A very widespread riddle related to shoes is as follows:

A small grave travels the world.

Rawhide Sandals

Çarık (rawhide sandals) are shoes made from rawhide and tied tightly 
with a band passed through its holes. Generally, water buff alo and 
cattle hides and even if less, goat hides, are used in making them.

Çarık is also expressed with words, such as çabır, foltan, geyle, giyle, hasıl 
and hırtı in various regions of Anatolia.

There are two forms of rawhide sandals, which are used extensively 
according to their shapes. These are types called black rawhide 
sandals and dede burnu that are worn mainly by the villagers. The most 
important characteristics of the black rawhide sandals are that they are 
made in a shape that is comfortable, durable and can be worn for a long 
period of time. Rawhide sandals are in a shape that is cut according to 
the foot, folded and can be tied to the ankle with a string. The nose of 
the dede burnu rawhide sandal is twisted towards the top. There are 
small holes opened at equal intervals on the sides. A band of leather 
is passed through these holes and tied to the ankle. Rawhide sandals, 
which are the area of profession of making rawhide sandals, are made 
in the present-day by masters to be used in folk dances or performances.
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The following are some of the idioms and proverbs related to rawhide sandals:

Worn out, dilapidated.

If the butter of the shepherd is too much, he spreads it on his rawhide 
sandals.

The sun tightens the rawhide sandals and the rawhide sandals puts 
pressure on the feet.

The clumsy rawhide sandal, 
the knee needs a patch.

The rawhide sandal has been treated in 
quatrains in the following manner:

Are you coming from the high plateau
Is that a churn on your back
I gave you shoes
Are those rawhide sandals on your feet  (Amasya)

Girls in the past
Had faces like golden plates
Girls of today
Have old rawhide sandal faces (Aksaray)

You do not have rawhide sandals on your feet
The ayran overfl owed, there is no churn
Those who see you would become drunk
There is no sober person who saw you (Malatya)

I gathered together the nose of the rawhide sandal
I arranged the wooden ladles
Tell your daughter and her family
To come and visit us and our family (Akşehir)

The following can be given as examples in riddles related to the rawhide 
sandals:

I tie them and they go, I untie them and they stop.

Two braids, forty-two holes.

Folk song: 

Did you dry the corn
Did you keep it in the granary
Your grandmother used to wear rawhide sandals
Have you forgotten these? (Black Sea folk song)

feet  (Amasya)
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The tie of my rawhide sandal came undone
I will have it tied
I deceived many of them
I will also deceive you  (Giresun)

Light, Thin-soled Boot

The mest is a short-legged, light and soft type of 
shoe, over which shoes are worn. The mest is worn 
with socks on the feet and is worn both by women and 
men. It is made from leather and has a zipper and mest fastener 
on it. Mests can be decorated with sequins according to what is wanted.

The name mest comes from mesh (anointing). It was given this name 
among the people, because it is not necessary to remove them when 
performing ritual ablutions and because wiping the head with the wet 
palm of one’s hand is done over them. 

Mest is also expressed with names, such as çetik, edik and gakşak in various 
regions of Anatolia.

The stages of sewing mests are as follows: The leather and lining are fi rst 
of all cut with a curved shoe knife or scissors according to the shoe last. 
After adhering the lining to the leather, the vamp is put on it. Next, hand 
sewing is done with a thread that has been waxed in advance. It is kept in 
a shoe last for two or three days. Next the threads are beaten by beating 
the sewn places with an anvil and hammer. After removing it from the 
shoe last, the zipper is sewn and the fastener is attached. Finally, the dye 
and shoe polish are applied and shined. If decorative mests are wanted, 
then sequins that are red and green in places are adhered or sown to the 
leather. If a mest with heels or sole are wanted, then the stout leather and 
heel are pounded into the sole of the leather with wooden pegs.

There are quatrains about mests in the oral culture. The following 
quatrains can be given as examples of these:

He has mests on his feet
There is a sound in his room
Isn’t he a bachelor
He has desires for girls (Kocaeli)

A folk song sung to make the bride cry in Seydişehir is as follows:

Father, did you arrive in Bursa?
Did you buy me mest shoes?
Did you know that I will become a bride?
Go, my daughter, in good health
Dry your eyes with your handkerchief

of 
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en and
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Folk Architecture
One of the distinctive characteristics of traditional Turkish folk 
architecture is the fact that it is constructed in a sofa (long room onto 
which a number of rooms open) centered style. The sofa, especially 
in structures where extended families live together, besides being a 
central room that opens to all of the rooms, it is, at the same time, an 
area that assists in providing a passage to the other stories.

The sofas have been classifi ed among themselves from the aspect of 
function and technique. The best known and most widespread are the 
structures with an internal sofa. The sofa is in the center of the structure 
in structures with an internal sofa. As a shared area of use, it can assume 
the function of where food is eaten, that can be used as a selamlık 
(part of the house reserved for men), where a crowd of guests can be 
entertained or where winter supplies and other preparations are made 
with cooperative labor.

In the structures with an external sofa, although the rooms are lined up in a 
row, they are in a form in which all of them open to the sofa. The sofas in the 
external sofa structures also include the balcony feature with the present-
day use. These types of sofas look out to a garden.

The cumbas in Turkish traditional architecture are aesthetic projections, 
which acquire broadness in volume to the internal space and which 
are extended towards the outside of the structure on the façade turned 
towards the street for the inhabitants of the house. These projections 
are extensions outside of the sofa. These projections, which are called 
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cumba from outside, are given names from within, which show diff erences 
according to region, such as divanhane (large hall in a house), etc.

A house without a garden is almost nonexistent in the traditional 
Turkish folk architecture. The garden is also called avlu (courtyard). The 
structures included within the courtyard structure are called iç avlu 
(internal courtyard) or karnıyarık.   

Generally, the entrance fl oor assumes the function, such as a service 
area. One goes from here to the barn and garden. The woodshed, 
shoe cupboard and toilet are located on this entrance fl oor. If there are 
second and third stories, then they have been made in a style where 
the families of children can live in large families. It is in the form that 
would answer all kinds of needs.

Another distinctive characteristic of the traditional folk architecture is 
that fact that there is a stove on almost every story or room. The stove 
assumes the function of providing warmth. The kitchen, courtyard and 
other places are where food is cooked.  

The pantry is important in traditional folk architecture. A pantry is 
made in places, such as quiet and secluded, not getting light, under 
the staircase and on the northern façade of the house for it to be cool. 

The traditional folk structures, which are constructed from construction 
materials, that are easy to fi nd, such as wood, sun-dried bricks and 
stone. These materials are preferred according to their being obtained 
easily in the region, the geography and climate. Wooden materials are 
in the forefront in the folk architecture due to the abundant forests in 
the Black Sea coast regions and structures with thick stone walls and 
small windows are in the forefront in regions where the winters are 
cold, such as Eastern Anatolia. 

Stone is used when building the entrance fl oor over the foundation, 
since it is more protective against the ground and consequently, 
moisture, humidity and rain. The proverb, “Worry wears out a person 
just as moisture destroys a wall” also explains this structure.

The sun-dried brick wall collapsed
My handkerchief fell in the water
I bent over to get the handkerchief 
 I thought about my sweetheart

Sun-dried bricks one on top of the other
What is the origin of these sun-dried bricks
That sweetheart loves me
More than his three kumas*
* fellow wife in a polygamous household
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I had a wall built of sun-dried bricks
by the wall masters
I wonder if it will be a remedy
For illnesses of the heart? (Sivas folk song)

I built the building with sun-dried bricks, one upon the other
I saw Leyla when I was building the building
Leyla opened up all kinds of trouble for me
Oh, Leyla, Leyla, do not feign reluctance
Come, let us make peace and have your father let us get married

I put one row of sun-dried bricks, one upon the other
I got news from Leyla, she went to Egypt
Get a lamb and I will bleat in the row behind it
Oh, Leyla, Leyla, do not feign reluctance
Come, let us make peace and have your father let us get married (Kirkuk 
folk song)

Door Knockers

The kapı tokmaklar (door knockers) and rounded handles in colorful doors, 
besides their functionalities, also carry the traces of the regional culture 
with their shapes. Just as door knockers are attached directly to the door, in 
some regions, fi rst of all an accessory given the name of panel is attached 
and the knocker is attached to this accessory. An ornamental brass-headed 
stud is also pounded into the place where the knocker will touch it. Besides 
the very clean and spare door knockers, decorative door knockers, which 
require workmanship, are also encountered frequently.

The door knockers can be classifi ed as iron or bronze casting, according 
to the materials used and the methods of production. The cast ones are 
more decorative and have been adorned with many varieties of shapes 
and designs. Generally, despite the fact that those made from wrought iron 
are very clean and spare, they are of importance because they include both 
hand eff orts and very superior workmanship in some regions.

An important characteristic of the cast door knockers is being able to 
encounter the same types of door knockers, even in the regions the most 
distant from each other in Anatolia. For example, the panel of the door 
knocker in the shape of an eagle observed in Trabzon, also confronts us in 
Buca County of İzmir Province. Also, it is probable for us to see in Trabzon or 
in İzmir a door knocker resembling one seen in Antalya. One of these types 
is one in the form of the hand of a woman, which is a door knocker variety 
observed the most in many regions of Anatolia. These types of knockers, 
which are made from iron, brass metal and brass alloys, are found in many 
varieties. The position of the hands, some of them being formed of left 
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or right hands, rings on diff erent fi ngers, whether or not there is a 
bracelet on the wrist or the designs of the bracelet are the varieties 
of these types of door knockers. The door knockers decorated with 
birds that have been shaped specially from wrought iron, which are 
observed in Mardin, Diyarbakır and Şanlıurfa Provinces and their 
environs, display variety according to the taste of the master who 
made them, due to the fact that they are hand made. 

The door knockers, besides showing the taste of the owner, just as 
they also state the economic situation, in some regions, have even 
been considered and used in a form that would make the identity 
of owner obvious to the guest coming to the door. Generally, there 
used to be two knockers, not one, at the doors of houses in the past. 
The larger and deep sounding one of these would be used by men. It 
would give the warning that the person coming was a man and that 
it was necessary for the women to gather in a separate place within 
the house. Whereas, the small knocker would give the news that the 
person coming was a woman. A third knocker found at some houses 
would inform those inside that the person coming was a child.

In the oral culture, the door, not only with its knocker, was also 
included as a whole. Besides epigrams, it was also used for prayers and 
curses. For example, for the door knockers, which are also called toka 
in some regions, the prayer, “May God attach golden knockers”, has the 
meaning of  “To become so wealthy that even the door knocker of the 
house would be gold”. Other prayers:

May God prevent you from sleeping at the door waiting for someone 
to come to help.

May God prevent you from being dependent on the help of others.

May God open auspicious doors for you.

May favorable doors be opened to you.

May there be many people who will open doors for you.

Wait at the door, so people can take care of you (desire).

May the doors of hope not be closed. 

May poverty not step at your door.

May God prevent you from being dependent on the gate of the government.

Curses:

May you remain at the doors of strangers.

May God give little and make you go from door to door, may He give a lot 
and lead you astray, may He have you be dependent on the help of others. 

Do not knock at my door, they will knock at your door.
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Illumination
Kerosene Lamp
A gaz lambası (kerosene lamp) is an illumination tool that was used 
before electricity. Kerosene lamps are the savior of dark nights. The 
bottle, which is called a glass chimney on top of the lamp, is removed 
when lighting kerosene lamps. The wick is raised a bit and the wick 
is lighted with a match. The yellow, long fl ame formed at this stage, 
whose end is sooty, collects itself and becomes clear when the bottle 
(glass chimney) is attached. When the lamp bottles become sooty, 
they are cleaned by twisting a damp cloth inside with the help of a 
stick. The large kerosene lamps have two wicks and are decorated. The 
globe made from colored glass and attached over the bottle has been 
the unchangeable decoration of almost every house. Special wooden 
shelves are made in the living rooms where the kerosene lamp can be 
put on the wall. When it is not being used, glass pipe covers in diff erent 
colors and designs, knitted from various yarns, are attached to it.

Although it is referred to with the name of kerosene lamp in almost 
every place of Anatolia, there are varieties, such as with or without 
panels, with or without hooks, and crystal, glass or earthenware. The 
operating manner of the kerosene lamp with panel is not diff erent 
from the other kerosene lamps, but it has a hook. However, there is a 
signifi cant diff erence from the aspect of functionality. With the help of 
the panel, the illuminating function of the lamp is strengthened two-
fold. Consequently, more illumination is provided with less expense. In 
the cultural context, the kerosene lamps are continuing their existence 
in an eff ective manner. For example, in Eskişehir in the present-day, 
a girl during her wedding, carries a lighted kerosene lamp from the 
house of her father until she reaches the house of the boy. 

The kerosene lamp in riddles:

Fish in water, its tail is burned.

A pool from crystal
A matchmaker inside
Effi  cient brass at its rim

Well; the water in the well
The snake at the rim of the water
The coral at the rim of the snake
The cup at the rim of the coral

There is a lake in our house
There is a snake in the lake
There is a rose in  the 
mouth of the snake
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Pressurized Kerosene Lamp

Lüks or lüküs, which is an indicator of wealth, is the equivalent 
of the most developed illumination tool of a period called a 
kerosene lamp or lüx with pressurized pump.

Lantern

A fener (lantern) is an illumination tool that traditionally can be used 
reliably, both within the house and outside the house. 

The lantern is composed of a lower part where the kerosene is put and 
a glass protector immediately above, which prevents the burning fl ame 
from extinguishing due to wind. Illumination is realized 
within the subject glass with the burning of a wick that 
has sucked kerosene. Furthermore, there are wires 
wrapped around the glass part with the objective 
of protecting it from external infl uences.

The fener, which has various sizes, is called gaz 
lambası in the Karabük region,  fener in Çorum, 
denizci feneri (seaman’s lantern) in Hatay, idare/
yuvarlak/fener in Kastamonu and other than 
these, it is also called kandil in some regions.

There is a handle on the upper part for 
carrying the lantern and due to the fact 
that the glass is protected all around, it is an 
illumination tool, which is used when going 
to places far from home at night, because 
it does not extinguish when there is wind. 
Furthermore, it continues in the present-day 
to be used in an eff ective manner due to its 
functionality of  illumination.

Lantern in riddles:

An old woman, the middle is brass. 
(Lantern)

I am a magical lantern, I burn without a 
matchstick. (Light bulb)

Aphorisms related to lantern:

A fi ve kuruş lantern will only burn that much. 

He walks around at night, but has no lantern, he 
writes, but has no pen.
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Folk Songs:

Take a lantern in your hand
Take me across the stream
Slender-waisted Fadime
Is looking out of the window

I am a golden lantern
I turn while burning
I did not fall into the hands of an expert
I am still very sad about this

Small Kerosene Lamp

A small-sized kerosene lamp is called idare 
lambası. It is generally made of aluminum, 
since it is necessary for it to be light in weight. 
It does not have a glass cover or hook. It was 
made in a shape that would be used by putting 
it on a fl at surface. Furthermore, there is a handle 
on its side so that the lamp can be held easily. It is 
called fi ske in Hatay and idare in Samsun. In some regions the word 
idare lambası is used for gaz lambası.

In the past, it was understood that when little illumination came 
from a house that a small kerosene lamp was used. Consequently, it 
would be thought that this person was poor. Therefore, people who 
newly arrived in a region would select the houses from which a lot of 
illumination came to visit as guests.

Wick Trimmers/Snuff ers

A mum makası (wick trimmers/snuff ers) provides for strengthening 
the fl ame by cutting the burned wick of the candle. The poets in 
divan literature have compared the cutting of the wick of a candle 
with beheading. The expression, “The candle whose head is cut shines 
brighter” is also stemming from this.

In the Ottoman tradition, nothing could be 
extinguished with the breath. Consequently, 
candles could never be blown out. 
Snuff ers would be used to 
extinguish a candle.
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